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iN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff/Respondent 
vs. 
Kerry Allen Howell 
Defendant/ Appellant 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
SUPREME COURT NUMBER 
42277 
CLERK'S RECORD 
APPEAL FROM THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST WDICIAL DISTRICTD 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
THE HONORABLE RICH CHRISTENSEN, PRESIDING JUDGE 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT, PRESIDING 
MS. SARA B. THOMAS 
STATE APPELLATE 
PUBLIC DEFENDER 
3647 LAKE HARBOR LN 
BOISE ID 83706 
MR. LAWRENCE WASDEN 
ATTORNEY GENERAL 
STATE OF IDAHO 
700 W JEFFERSON, STE 210 
BOISE ID 83720-0010 
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Date: 8/6/2014 First Judicial District Court - Kootenai County User: MCCANDLESS 
Time: 08:49 AM ROA Report 
Page 1 of 8 Case: CR-2013-0013847 Current Judge: Rich Christensen 
Defendant: Howeii, Kerry Aiien 
State of Idaho vs. Kerry Allen Howell 
Date Code User Judge 
7/14/2013 NOTE MOHLER JUDGE MITCHELL To Be Assigned 
SUBF CRUMPACKER Subpoena Return/found 11 /27 /13 AKH Rich Christensen 
7/15/2013 NCRF MOHLER New Case Filed - Felony To Be Assigned 
CRCO MOHLER Criminal Complaint William Hamlett 
AFPC MOHLER Affidavit Of Probable Cause To Be Assigned 
ORPC MOHLER Order Finding Probable Cause William Hamlett 
HRSC MOHLER Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment/First William Hamlett 
Appearance 07/15/2013 01 :00 PM) 
ARRN MOHLER Hearing result for Arraignment/First Appearance William Hamlett 
scheduled on 07/15/2013 01:00 PM: 
Arraignment/ First Appearance 
ORPD MOHLER Defendant: Howell, Kerry Allen Order Appointing William Hamlett 
Public Defender Public defender Public Defender 
7/16/2013 HRSC HOFFMAN Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing Status Eugene A. Marano 
Conference 07/25/2013 08:30 AM) 
HRSC HOFFMAN Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing Penny E. Friedlander 
07/26/2013 01:30 PM) 
HOFFMAN Notice of Preliminary Hearing Status Conference To Be Assigned 
and Preliminary Hearing 
7/23/2013 NAPH CARROLL Notice of Appearance, Request for Timely To Be Assigned 
Preliminary Hearing, Motion for Bond Reduction 
and Notice of Hearing 
DRQD CARROLL Defendant's Request For Discovery To Be Assigned 
7/24/2013 PRQD CARROLL Plaintiffs Request For Discovery To Be Assigned 
PRSD CARROLL Plaintiffs Response To Discovery To Be Assigned 
7/25/2013 DRSD CARROLL Defendant's Response To Discovery To Be Assigned 
CONT MOLLETT Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing Status Eugene A. Marano 
Conference scheduled on 07/25/2013 08:30 AM: 
Continued 
HRVC MOLLETT Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing scheduled Penny E. Friedlander 
on 07/26/2013 01:30 PM: Hearing Vacated 
7/26/2013 HRSC JLEIGH Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing Status Penny E. Friedlander 
Conference 08/08/2013 08:30 AM) 
HRSC JLEIGH Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing Barry E. Watson 
08/09/2013 01 :30 PM) 
JLEIGH Notice of Preliminary Hearing Status Conference To Be Assigned 
and Preliminary Hearing 
SUBF CRUMPACKER Subpoena Return/found 7/24/13 CMH To Be Assigned 
SUBF CRUMPACKER Subpoena Return/found AKH 7/27/13 To Be Assigned 
SUBF CRUMPACKER Subpoena Return/found 7/24/13 JMB To Be Assigned 
7/29/2013 SUBF CRUMPACKER Subpoena Return/found 7/25/13 MLB To Be Assigned 
7/30/2013 DSRQ OREILLY Defendant's Supplemental Req. For Discovery To Be Assigned 
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Date: 8/6/2014 First Judicial District Court - Kootenai County User: MCCANDLESS 
Time: 08:49 AM ROA Report 
Page 2 of 8 Case: CR-2013-0013847 Current Judge: Rich Christensen 
Defendant: Howell, Kerry Aiien 
State of Idaho vs. Kerry Allen Howell 
Date Code User Judge 
8/8/2013 HRHD LSMITH Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing Status Penny E. Friedlander 
Conference scheduled on 08/08/2013 08:30 AM: 
Hearing Held 
CONT ALBERS Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing scheduled Barry E. Watson 
on 08/09/2013 01 :30 PM: Continued 4 
witnesses (not likely to go) 
STIP ALBERS Stipulated Motion to Continue Preliminary To Be Assigned 
Hearing 
ORDR ALBERS Order to Continue Preliminary Hearing Barry E. Watson 
8/9/2013 HRSC HOFFMAN Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing Status Barry E. Watson 
Conference 08/22/2013 08:30 AM) 
HRSC HOFFMAN Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing Robert B. Burton 
08/23/2013 01 :30 PM) 
HOFFMAN Notice of Preliminary Hearing Status Conference To Be Assigned 
and Preliminary Hearing 
SUBF CRUMPACKER Subpoena Return/found 8/7/13 CMH To Be Assigned 
SUBF CRUMPACKER Subpoena Return/found JMB 8/7/13 To Be Assigned 
8/12/2013 SUBF CRUMPACKER Subpoena Return/found 8/8/13 MLB To Be Assigned 
8/20/2013 SUBF CRUMPACKER Subpoena Return/found 8/18/13 CMH To Be Assigned 
SUBF CRUMPACKER Subpoena Return/found AKH 8/18/13 To Be Assigned 
8/21/2013 PSRS TDAVIS Plaintiffs Supplemental Response To Discovery To Be Assigned 
8/22/2013 HRHD BIELEC Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing Status Barry E. Watson 
Conference scheduled on 08/22/2013 08:30 AM: 
Hearing Held 
SUBF CRUMPACKER Subpoena Return/found 8/20/13 MLB To Be Assigned 
SUBF CRUMPACKER Subpoena Return/found JMB 8/20/13 To Be Assigned 
8/23/2013 PHWV LARSEN Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing scheduled Robert B. Burton 
on 08/23/2013 01 :30 PM: Preliminary Hearing 
Waived (bound Over) 4 witnesses 
SOUN LARSEN Bound Over (after Prelim) John T. Mitchell 
ORHD LARSEN Order Holding Defendant Robert B. Burton 
PTSO LARSEN Pretrial Settlement Offer Robert B. Burton 
8/27/2013 MNDQ CARROLL Motion To Disqualify - Honorable John T. John T. Mitchell 
Mitchell 
8/30/2013 INFO LUCKEY Information John T. Mitchell 
ORDR CLAUSEN Order to Disqualify Judge Mitchell by PD Sears John T. Mitchell 
DISA CLAUSEN Disqualification Of Judge Mitchell - Automatic by John T. Mitchell 
PD 
9/5/2013 CLAUSEN Order Assigning Judge On Disqualification Lansing L. Haynes 
Without Cause - Rich Christensen 
9/16/2013 HRSC BOOTH Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment in District Court Rich Christensen 
10/09/2013 09:00 AM) 
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Date: 8/6/2014 First Judicial District Court - Kootenai County User: MCCANDLESS 
Time: 08:49 AM ROA Report 
Page 3 of 8 Case: CR-2013-0013847 Current Judge: Rich Christensen 
Defendant: Howeii, Kerry Aiien 
State of Idaho vs. Kerry Allen Howell 
Date Code User Judge 
9/16/2013 BOOTH Notice of Hearing Rich Christensen 
9/17/2013 MNSP MCCANDLESS Motion To Suppress Rich Christensen 
9/20/2013 SUBC MCCANDLESS Substitution Of Counsel Rich Christensen 
NOAP CARROLL Notice Of Appearance, Plea of Not Guilty, Rich Christensen 
Non-Waiver of Preliminary hearing and Demand 
for Jury Trial 
9/21/2013 LETR BURRINGTON Letter From Defendant Rich Christensen 
9/24/2013 MNTP WALTON Motion To Transport Rich Christensen 
9/25/2013 ORTP WALTON Order To Transport John P. Luster 
10/9/2013 DCHH HODGE Hearing result for Arraignment in District Court Rich Christensen 
scheduled on 10/09/2013 09:00 AM: District 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Kari Veare 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Under 100 pages 
HRSC HODGE Hearing Scheduled (Pre-Trial Conference Rich Christensen 
12/13/2013 09:30 AM) 
HRSC HODGE Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial Scheduled Rich Christensen 
12/16/2013 09:00 AM) 1 week 
HODGE Notice of Pre-Trial Conference and Trial Rich Christensen 
HODGE Notice of Hearing Rich Christensen 
PLEA HODGE A Plea is entered for charge: - NG (118-2403(4) Rich Christensen 
{F} Theft by Receiving, Possessing or Disposing 
of Stolen Property, etc) 
PLEA HODGE A Plea is entered for charge: - NG (118-1401 Rich Christensen 
Burglary) 
PLEA HODGE A Plea is entered for charge: - NG (118-1401 Rich Christensen 
Burglary) 
10/11/2013 LETR BURRINGTON Letter to DF from Judge Haynes regarding Rich Christensen 
records request 
10/21/2013 HRSC BOOTH Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Suppress/Limine Rich Christensen 
11/26/2013 03:00 PM) 
MOTN HAMILTON Motion to Transport Rich Christensen 
NOHG HAMILTON Notice Of Hearing Rich Christensen 
10/23/2013 ORDR BOOTH Order to Transport - from Nez Perce County Jail Rich Christensen 
for hearing 11/26/13 
11/7/2013 PLWL MCCANDLESS Plaintiff's Witness List Rich Christensen 
11/12/2013 HRSC BOOTH Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Suppress/Limine Rich Christensen 
12/03/2013 03:00 PM) 
CONT BOOTH Hearing result for Motion to Suppress/Limine Rich Christensen 
scheduled on 11/26/2013 03:00 PM: Continued 
SUBF CRUMPACKER Subpoena Return/found 11/7/13 CMH Rich Christensen 
11/14/2013 SUBF CRUMPACKER Subpoena Return/found 11/12/13 AKH(11/26 ct) Rich Christensen 
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Date: 8/6/2014 First Judicial District Court - Kootenai County User: MCCANDLESS 
Time: 08:49 AM ROA Report 
Page 4 of 8 Case: CR-2013-0013847 Current Judge: Rich Christensen 
Defendant: Howeii, Kerry Aiien 
State of Idaho vs. Kerry Allen Howell 
Date Code User Judge 
11/14/2013 SUBF CRUMPACKER Subpoena Return/found 11/12/13 AKH(12/16 ct) Rich Christensen 
11/15/2013 SUBF CRUMPACKER Subpoena Return/found 11/13/13 CMH Rich Christensen 
11/19/2013 BRIE MCCANDLESS Brief in Support of Motion to Suppress Rich Christensen 
11/25/2013 HRVC BOOTH Hearing result for Motion to Suppress/Limine Rich Christensen 
scheduled on 12/03/2013 03:00 PM: Hearing 
Vacated 
HRSC BOOTH Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Suppress/Limine Rich Christensen 
12/09/2013 03:00 PM) 
SUBF CRUMPACKER Subpoena Return/found 11/21/13 MLB Rich Christensen 
11/27/2013 MNSP LUCKEY State's Reply Brief To Defendant's Motion To Rich Christensen 
Suppress 
12/2/2013 SUBF CRUMPACKER Subpoena Return/found 11 /28/13 CMH Rich Christensen 
12/6/2013 NOTC MCCANDLESS Notice of Hearing Rich Christensen 
12/9/2013 DCHH BOOTH Hearing result for Motion to Suppress/Limine Rich Christensen 
scheduled on 12/09/2013 03:00 PM: District 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Keri Veare 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: under 100 pages 
HRVC BOOTH Hearing result for Pre-Trial Conference Rich Christensen 
scheduled on 12/13/2013 09:30 AM: Hearing 
Vacated 
12/10/2013 SUBF CRUMPACKER Subpoena Return/found 12/4/13 JMB Rich Christensen 
12/16/2013 HRVC STECKMAN Hearing result for Jury Trial Scheduled scheduled Rich Christensen 
on 12/16/2013 09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated 1 
week 
1/6/2014 HRSC BOOTH Hearing Scheduled (Pre-Trial Conference Rich Christensen 
04/11/2014 09:30 AM) 
HRSC BOOTH Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial Scheduled Rich Christensen 
04/21/2014 09:00 AM) TRIALS ARE 
SCHEDULED FOR A TWO WEEK PERIOD 
BOOTH Notice of Pre-Trial Conference and Trial Rich Christensen 
HRSC BOOTH Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Suppress/Limine Rich Christensen 
03/04/2014 03:00 PM) 
1/7/2014 NOTC LUCKEY Notice Of Hearing And Motion To Suppress Rich Christensen 
1/16/2014 SUBF CRUMPACKER Subpoena Return/found 1/15/14 CMH Rich Christensen 
1/21/2014 LETO MCCANDLESS Letter From Defendant Re: Petition Rich Christensen 
PETN MCCANDLESS Petition Appealing Denial of Access to Public Rich Christensen 
Records 
MISC MCCANDLESS Public Records Request Rich Christensen 
1/22/2014 SUBF CRUMPACKER Subpoena Return/found 1/15/14 AKH Rich Christensen 
SUBF CRUMPACKER Subpoena Return/found 1/15/14 RDB Rich Christensen 
2/11/2014 NTSV LUCKEY Notice Of Service Rich Christensen 
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Date: 8/6/2014 First Judicial District Court - Kootenai County User: MCCANDLESS 
Time: 08:49 AM ROA Report 
Page 5 of 8 Case: CR-2013-0013847 Current Judge: Rich Christensen 
Defendant: Howeii, Kerry Allen 
State of Idaho vs. Kerry Allen Howell 
Date Code User Judge 
2/25/2014 PSRS MCCANDLESS Plaintiff's Supplemental Response To Discovery Rich Christensen 
3/4/2014 DCHH MOHLER Hearing result for Motion to Suppress/Limine Rich Christensen 
scheduled on 03/04/2014 03:00 PM: District 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Keri Veare 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Under 100 Pages 
3/10/2014 LETR BOOTH Letter - asking DA to withdraw and the court to Rich Christensen 
disqualify self 
FILE JURADO *************File #2 Rich Christensen 
created*************************** 
3/11/2014 MNWD OREILLY Motion For Leave To Withdraw As Attorney Rich Christensen 
3/14/2014 HRSC BOOTH Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Withdraw Rich Christensen 
04/01/2014 09:30 AM} Judge Hosack to hear for 
Judge Christensen 
ORDR BOOTH Order - denies motion to suppress Rich Christensen 
LETR BOOTH Letter from defendant to court re: prosecutor Rich Christensen 
misconduct at hearing 
NOTH MCCANDLESS Notice Of Hearing Rich Christensen 
LETR MCCANDLESS Legal Correspondence Rich Christensen 
Document sealed 
MISC MCCANDLESS Complaint Form Rich Christensen 
3/19/2014 PLWL MCCANDLESS Amended Plaintiff's Witness List Rich Christensen 
3/24/2014 MOTN SVERDSTEN Motion to Release O.R. Lansing L. Haynes 
ORDR SVERDSTEN Order to Release O.R. Lansing L. Haynes 
NODF MCCANDLESS Notice To Defendant Rich Christensen 
SUBF KIPP Subpoena Return/found-ROB Rich Christensen 
3/25/2014 SUBF KIPP Subpoena Retum/found-AKH Rich Christensen 
3/26/2014 SUBF JLEIGH Subpoena Return/found - CMH Rich Christensen 
3/31/2014 MOTN BOOTH Motion to Shorten Time and Motion to Release Rich Christensen 
Evidence and Motion to Appear Telephonically 
and notice of hearing 
MOTN BOOTH Ex parte motion to avoid revocation of OR Rich Christensen 
ORDR BOOTH Order Allowing Defendant to Appear Rich Christensen 
Telephonically 
4/1/2014 DCHH MOHLER Hearing result for Motion to Withdraw scheduled Rich Christensen 
on 04/01/2014 09:30 AM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Charlotte Crouch 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Under 100 Pages Judge Hosack to 
hear for Judge Christensen 
4/2/2014 ORPD MOHLER Order Appointing Conflict Public Defender Charles W. Hosack 
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Date: 8/6/2014 
Time: 08:49 AM 
Page 6 of 8 
First Judicial District Court - Kootenai County 
ROA Report 
Case: CR-2013-0013847 Current Judge: Rich Christensen 
Defendant: Howeii, Kerry Aiien 
User: MCCANDLESS 
State of Idaho vs. Kerry Allen Howell 
Date 
4/3/2014 
4/7/2014 
4/8/2014 
4/11/2014 
4/14/2014 
4/18/2014 
4/23/2014 
Code 
NOHG 
MOTN 
MNCN 
MOTN 
SUBC 
HRSC 
WAIV 
DCHH 
CONT 
CONT 
HRSC 
HRSC 
HRSC 
MISC 
ORDR 
SUBF 
SUBF 
SUBF 
SUBF 
WAIV 
NLTR 
User Judge 
MOHLER Notice Of Hearing 
MCCANDLESS Motion to Revoke Bond 
MCCANDLESS Motion To Continue 
Rich Christensen 
Rich Christensen 
Rich Christensen 
MCCANDLESS Motion For Preparation of Suppression Motion for Rich Christensen 
Transcript 
MCCANDLESS Substitution Of Counsel Rich Christensen 
BOOTH Hearing Scheduled (Bond Hearing 04/24/2014 Rich Christensen 
03:00 PM) RELEASE STATUS 
BOOTH 
BOOTH 
BOOTH 
BOOTH 
BOOTH 
BOOTH 
BOOTH 
BOOTH 
BOOTH 
BOOTH 
BOOTH 
KIPP 
BAXLEY 
BAXLEY 
Notice of Hearing Rich Christensen 
Waiver Of Speedy Trial - In Court 4/11/14 Rich Christensen 
Hearing result for Pre-Trial Conference Rich Christensen 
scheduled on 04/11/2014 09:30 AM: District 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Keri Veare 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: under 100 pages 
Hearing result for Bond Hearing scheduled on Rich Christensen 
04/24/2014 03:00 PM: Continued RELEASE 
STATUS 
Hearing result for Jury Trial Scheduled scheduled Rich Christensen 
on 04/21/2014 09:00 AM: Continued TRIALS 
ARE SCHEDULED FOR A TWO WEEK PERIOD 
Hearing Scheduled (Pre-Trial Conference 
06/06/2014 09:30 AM) 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial Scheduled 
06/16/2014 09:00 AM) TRIALS ARE 
SCHEDULED FOR A TWO WEEK PERIOD 
Hearing Scheduled (Status Conference 
04/24/2014 03:00 PM) 
Notice of Hearing 
Documents relevant to the issue of Bond and 
Defense Position on Bond 
Order for preparation of suppression motion 
transcript 
Subpoena Return/found-JMB 
Subpoena Return/found - MLB 
Subpoena Return/found - SAB 
Rich Christensen 
Rich Christensen 
Rich Christensen 
Rich Christensen 
Rich Christensen 
Rich Christensen 
KIPP Subpoena Return/found-SAS 
Rich Christensen 
Rich Christensen 
Rich Christensen 
Rich Christensen 
Rich Christensen MCCANDLESS Waiver Of Speedy Trial 
BOOTH Notice of Lodging Transcript - 64 pages Motion to Rich Christensen 
Suppress 3/4/14 
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Date: 8/6/2014 
Time: 08:49 AM 
Page 7 of 8 
First Judicial District Court - Kootenai County 
ROA Report 
Case: CR-2013-001384 7 Current Judge: Rich Christensen 
Defendant: Howeii, Kerry Aiien 
User: MCCANDLESS 
State of Idaho vs. Kerry Allen Howell 
Date 
4/24/2014 
4/27/2014 
6/3/2014 
6/9/2014 
6/13/2014 
6/17/2014 
Code 
DCHH 
DMOP 
DMOP 
ORDR 
AINF 
HRVC 
HRVC 
CPGT 
HRSC 
PSIO1 
MOTN 
FILE 
PSIR 
DCHH 
SNIC 
STAT 
MNPD 
APSC 
EXSP
User 
BOOTH 
STECKMAN 
STECKMAN 
STECKMAN 
BOOTH 
BOOTH 
BOOTH 
BOOTH 
BOOTH 
BOOTH 
BOOTH 
LUCKEY 
LUCKEY 
BOOTH 
LUCKEY 
LUCKEY 
HODGE 
HODGE 
LUCKEY 
Judge 
Hearing result for Status Conference scheduled Rich Christensen 
on 04/24/2014 03:00 PM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Keri Veare 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: under 100 pages 
Dismissed on Motion of the Prosecutor Rich Christensen 
(118-2403(4) {F} Theft by Receiving, Possessing 
or Disposing of Stolen Property, etc) 
Dismissed on Motion of the Prosecutor (118-1401 Rich Christensen 
Burglary) 
Order to Dismiss Count I and II 
Amended Information - Burglary 
Rich Christensen 
Rich Christensen 
Hearing result for Jury Trial Scheduled scheduled Rich Christensen 
on 06/16/2014 09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated 
TRIALS ARE SCHEDULED FOR A TWO WEK 
PERIOD 
Hearing result for Pre-Trial Conference Rich Christensen 
scheduled on 06/06/2014 09:30 AM: Hearing 
Vacated 
Hearing result for Bond Hearing scheduled on Rich Christensen 
04/24/2014 03:00 PM: Change Plea To Guilty 
Before H/t RELEASE STATUS 
Hearing Scheduled (Sentencing 06/09/2014 Rich Christensen 
03:00 PM) 
Pre-Sentence Investigation Evaluation Ordered & Rich Christensen 
Sentencing Date 
Motion to Dismiss Count I and II 
New File Created #2 PSI 
Presentence Investigation Report 
Document sealed 
Rich Christensen 
Rich Christensen 
Rich Christensen 
Hearing result for Sentencing scheduled on Rich Christensen 
06/09/2014 03:00 PM: District Court Hearing Hel 
Court Reporter: Anita Self 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: under 100 pages 
Sentenced To Incarceration (118-1401 Burglary) Rich Christensen 
Confinement terms: Penitentiary determinate: 5 
years. Penitentiary indeterminate: 5 years. 
Case status changed: closed pending clerk Rich Christensen 
action 
Motion For Appointment Of State Appellate 
Public Defender 
Appealed To The Supreme Court 
Rich Christensen 
Rich Christensen 
Execution Of Judgment Suspended - (365 Days) Rich Christensen 
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Date: 8/6/2014 
Time: 08:49 AM 
Page 8 of 8 
First Judicial District Court - Kootenai County 
ROA Report 
Case: CR-2013-0013847 Current Judge: Rich Christensen 
Defendant Howeii, Kerry Aiien 
User: MCCANDLESS 
State of Idaho vs. Kerry Allen Howell 
Date Code User Judge 
6/17/2014 RJNR LUCKEY No Recommendation Rich Christensen 
JDMT LUCKEY Judgment And Sentence Retaining Jurisdiction Rich Christensen 
6/26/2014 LETR MOHLER Letter From Defendant- (Regarding Affidavit of Rich Christensen 
John Stephens) 
6/30/2014 STAT MEYER Case status changed (batch process) 
7/2/2014 ORDR BOOTH Order for Appointment of State Appellate Public Rich Christensen 
defender 
7/10/2014 NAPL MCCANDLESS Notice Of Appeal Due Date From Supreme Court Rich Christensen 
7/18/2014 EXPM MCCANDLESS Ex Parte Motion for Credit for Time Served Rich Christensen 
7/22/2014 BOOTH Notice for Prosecutor to Respond Rich Christensen 
7/23/2014 OBJT MCCANDLESS No Objection per PA Rich Christensen 
7/30/2014 ORDR BOOTH Order for credit for time served Rich Christensen 
8/4/2014 APSC MCCANDLESS Appealed To The Supreme Court Rich Christensen 
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Ii~ THE DiSTRiCT COURT OF THE FIRST J'JDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STi\TE OFf~JlHO, IN AND 
FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
THE STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
Howell, Kerry Allen 
Defendant, 
DOB
COURT CASE UL /3-/:¾'4-:J-2013 JUL 15 AHi,(): 5~ 
DEPARTMENT REPORT #:13-17109 C ER DISTRICT COURT 
WARRANTLESS ARREST AND/OR 
REFUSAL/FAILURE OF EVIDENTIARY TEST AND 
ORDER FINDING PROBABLE CAUSE 
I, Deputy C. Howard #2323, the undersigned, hereby swear, attest, depose and/or otherwise state that the following 
is true and correct: 
1. I am a peace officer employed by the Kootenai County Sheriff's Office. 
2. The above named defendant was arrested on the 14th day of July, 2013 at the time of 0821 for the 
offense(s) [list offense(s) and code] I.C. 18-2403(4) RECEIVING OR POSSESSING STOLEN 
PROPERTY and/or (check any applicable boxes below) 
0Driving under the influence of alcohol, drugs or other intoxicating substances, Idaho Code 18-8004. 
Osecond DUI offense in the last ten (10) years, prior offense date and location: 
0Two or more DUI offenses in the last ten (10) years, prior offense dates and locations: 
0Driving without privileges, Idaho Code 18-8001. 
0Possession of controlled substance, Idaho Code 37-2732 Ofelony Dmisdemeanor 
0Possession of paraphernalia, Idaho Code 37-2734A. 
0Reckless driving, Idaho Code 49-1401. 
0Domestic battery, Idaho Code 18-918. 
3. Location of Occurrence: SYLAS CT X RAMSEY ROAD, Kootenai County, Idaho. 
4. The above named defendant was identified by driver's license 
Witness or other ID information: 
5. I believe that there is probable cause that the above described offense(s) was (were) committed by the 
defendant based on the following facts: On 07-14-13 at approximately 0702 hours, I (Deputy C. Howard) 
responded to the dead end of Sylas Court just west of Ramsey Road regarding an anonymous report of two 
suspicious vehicles. I arrived on scene and observed two vehicles parked at the end of Sylas Court. The first 
vehicle was a white Chevrolet truck bearing Idaho plate 7BG8 l 60, which had a white and yellow travel trailer 
attached to it bearing Idaho plate K26469R. The second vehicle was a silver Chevrolet truck bearing Idaho 
plate Kl4199T. I contacted and identified O-Kerry A. Howell by his Idaho driver's license and IL-John W. 
Stephens verbally and both were standing near the vehicles. Howell said he was working on the trailer tire 
because it was not "trailering correctly." I asked Howell where he was headed and why he decided to pull over 
at this specific spot. He said he was headed up to silver beach at Spirit Lake and was meeting some people 
there. l asked Howell if the trailer was his and he initially said it was his "girlfriend's." Shortly after Howell 
changed his story and said the trailer was actually owned by his "sister's boyfriend." He said his sister's name 
was M-Kelly J. Gilbert. Howell said he did not know what his sister's boyfriend's name was and said he "didn't 
really know him." He further said he had called his sister the previous night and gotten permission from her to 
go pick up the trailer. Howell said he picked up the trailer from somewhere on "Emma" but did not know the 
address or where exactly on Emma Ave. Not only did Howell not know his sister's boyfriend's name, but he 
also said he did not ever contact him to get permission from him to take the trailer. Central Dispatch contacted 
the registered owner, Shadra Ban, who advised she had not given permission to anyone to have the trailer, but 
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she did not know if her husband, Jared Ban, had given someone permission. She also stated the trailer should 
have been stored at her father-in-law's residence located at 8737 N. Huetter Road. Dep. Hunt was able to finally 
locate Jared at his friend's house. Jared stated no one had permission to have the trailer and he signed it as 
stolen. Based on Howell's conflicting statements and because Jared Ban signed the trailer as stolen, Howell was 
arrested and charged with violation ofl.C. 18-2403(4) Receiving or possessing stolen property. 
DUI DECISION PTS (check applicable boxes and give supporting comments) 
Doctor of alcoholic beverage: 
DAdmitted consumption of alcohol: 
DSlurred Speech: 
Dimpaired Memory: 
DGlass/Bloodshot eyes: 
DGaze Nystagmus: 
DWalk&Tum: 
Done Leg Stand: 
DOther: 
DDrugs Suspected: 
DDrug Recognition Evaluation Performed: 
DAccident Involved: 
Dinjuries: 
DPrior to testing, defendant was substantially informed of the consequences ofrefusal and failure of the test as 
required by Sections 18-8002 and 18-8002A, Idaho Code. 
DDefendant was tested for alcohol concentration, drugs or other intoxicating substances. The test(s) was (were) 
performed in compliance with Sections 18-8003 and 18-8004(4) Idaho Code and the standards and methods adopted 
by the Idaho State Police. 
DBAC tested by breath using: D Intoxilyzer 5000 DLIFELOC FC20 DAlco Sensor Instrument Serial # 
Other: Name of person administering BAC test: Certification expires: 
DBAC result: 
DTest results pending: 
D Defendant refused test: 
_____________________________________ ,, __________ _ 
NOTE: THE NAME OF THE AFFIANT, THE NAME OF THE PERSON WHO rs AUTHORIZED TO ADMINISTER 
OATHS OR IS A NOTARY PUBLIC, AND THE DATES, MUST BE TYPED BELOW FOR ELECTRONIC SUBMISSION 
TO THE COURT. THIS FORM SHOULD THEN BE PRINTED, SIGNED BY BOTH, AND SUBMITTED WITH THE REST 
OF THE COMPLAINT PAPERWORK. 
I hereby solemnly swear or attest that the information contained in this document, and reports or documents 
that may be attached, is true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief, and is being done in the 
presence of a person who is authorized to administer oaths in the State of Idaho or is a Notary Public for the 
State of Idaho. 
c;Ja~ ~,i~?/3 DATE: 07-15-13 SIGNED: Deputy C. Howard __ __.....z.-....,_,_-'-'-~-=+,,_,1----';f<'I 
(Name and signature of Affiant) 
THE ABOVE WAS SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO BEFORE ME ON: 07-15-13 
PERSON AUTHORIZED TO 
ADMINISTER OATHS 
-OR-
(DATE) '• 
? 
' 
' ,.. 
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COMPLAiNT REQUEST AND COURT iNFORMA TION 
ST ATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff) 
) 
HOWELL, KERRY ALLEN 
Defendant) 
[] MISDEMEANOR 
AGENCY CASE# 13-17109 
COURT DOCKET# 
[] WARRANT 
[X] FELONY 
[] SUMMONS [X] IN CUSTODY []OTHER _________ _ 
CASE AGENCY --'K=C=S=O"'---- INVESTIGATOR DEP. C. HOWARD 
CRIME(S) CHARGED: l.C. 18-2403(4) RECEIVING OR POSSESSING STOLEN PROPERTY 
DA TE/TIME OF OFFENSE _0="'7-:----1~4-='-1=3=-"'@__._1 -::-08=3~I~H=O~U=R=S _________________ _ 
LOCATION SYLAS CT. X RAMSEY ROAD 
VICTIM/ _BAN, JARED MICHAEL _____________________ _ 
DEFENDANT: NAME HOWELL, KERRY ALLEN ________________ _ 
SS/' DOB_0=2 __ _ 
RACE___Y{__ SEX_M __ HT 5'07" WT ---1.§.L HAIR BRO EYES BLU 
ADDRESS TRANSIENT 
TELEPHONE 208-448-1535 
BUSINESS ADDRESS-'UN=--'-'E=M.,_,,,_,PL=O"-Y,_,E=D"------------
BUSINESS TELEPHONE NIA 
ATTACHMENTS 
[X] POLICE REPORTS 
[ ] INTOX. PRINTOUT 
[ ] 18-8002 ADVISORY [ ] BOOKING SHEET 
[ ] MIRANDA WARNING [ ] DRIVER'S RECORD 
[ ] DEFENDANT ST A TEMENT 
[ ] AUTOPSY RES UL TS 
[ ] WITNESS STATEMENT [ ] CRIMINAL HISTORY 
[X] SEE ATTACHED FOR FURTHER 
PHYSICAL EVIDENCE 
[ ] DEFENDANT'S STATEMENT [X] CASSETTE/VIDEO ] WEAPONS 
[ ] DRUGS/PARAHERNALIA [ ] SEX CRIME KIT ] VENOJECT KIT 
[ X] SEE ATTACHED FOR FURTHER 
ARRESTED [X] YES [] NO DATE/TIME/LOCATION 07-14-13 SYLAS CT. X RAMSEY ROAD 
CIRCUMSTANCES OF OFFENSE/ARREST ARMED DURING OFFENSE [] YES [X] NO 
ARMED DURING ARREST [] YES [X] NO 
THREATS OR INJURY TO VICTIM OR OFFICER [] YES [X] NO 
ATTEMPT TO AVOID ARREST [] YES [X] NO HAS DEFENDANT ADMITTED INVOLVEMENT[] YES [X] NO 
IF YES, GIVE BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
OTHER OUTSTANDING CHARGES [ ] YES [X ] NO OFFENSE _______ _ 
SUMMARY OF CRIMINAL HISTORY DUI. ROBBERY, POSS. CONTROLLED SUB 
PHYSICAL ILLNESS/MENTAL ILLNESS [] YES [X] NO DETAILS ___________ _ 
REQUEST BOND[] YES [X] NO IF YES, __________________ _ 
LAW ENFORCEMENT DEPUTY: DEP. C. HOWARD 2323 
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Booking # ____ _ 
. RE-BOOKING INFORMATION Sl-ti=.t:T 
KOOTENAI COUNTY PUBLIC SAFETY BUILDING 
Name ID # ____ Date __ 7_,/~· l~'t-/_.__,1,,,_? _____ _ 
I I -
ARRESTEE· 
Name ·Ho vDE c (, 
Last 
t=-ER-R 
First l ~I I E::rJ • Middle 
AKA ________________________ _ 
Address T? ,f-N ~ r:£ ;\..\'[ 
City Ccru~ c) rAu;::..,JE ST--'-~--· 
Home Phone --SOC\· "s~-1,__- ~ \ <i?> 1?1 SS 
~~$~~() 
Accepted by: 7) 
Agency Report# (s·· n 1oc1 
BAC I 
\Narmnt Check 
Prob. Check 
Prob. Officer 
Locker# --f.+J.. 
Location 
Hold For: 
For DUI Charge: 
Was Call Requested 
Was Call Made 
City/State of Birth 0t.~~ cJ fit.EAi £ DOB Employer Urvb ....... pc..o·:1 (i-y 
D.L. # G--Auo z oC, C State ~ Occupation l!·m<rr-, f f-}64,ry Work Phone# ____ _ 
I ~v..cP 8?~ ~,{L PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: 
Height~' I ~ " Weight /{o D Sex c"-.A. Hair .fsta:, Eyes & l.l 
Race IA) Glasses____d__ Contacts~ Facial Hair ____ _ 
Scars, Marks, Tattoo's Sc. &-h LEP-'r FnlH-;4.l't:.,-V",, , AI-V\r,-l:M:tE' ;~ 'JL,::lf' /7:w-C--Eti t Ee z-- 7-hl'J..N.0 
Clothing Description b)Z't>1.""'r-1 ( p-J r,:... . .£.1L €:Fit€ <; t1t.)q-; 04,11.0 ,P•t-tM ·g; 
ARRESTING OFFICER INFORMATION: 
Date I Time of Arrest 7/i'fj,3 I b6)'. I Loca~ion lt,\ Syu')< 4-~ ,.. N. Klf!~jr:'-f Wist i] 
Arresting Officer ~, Hr> t-c:it?::f:-- D # --z.::.sz-s Agency t:,. CS O Arrival at PSB C/ -~ 4 
CHARGES AND BAIL: ARREST TYPE: ~N-VIEW O WARRANT O CITIZEN O OTHER 
M / I= 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Code Char es Warrant or Case # 
---+-
Is the arresting officer aware of any mental or physical conditions this inmate may have which might affect his/her safety or 
ability to be held without special attention by jail staff? GFNo, D Yes (Explain) ______________ _ 
Did the arrestee arrive with prescription medication? ~ No, D Yes 
VEHICLE INFORMATION: 
Vehicle Lie. 7js G, 8 I l .. 0 ST _J::t. YRC\ r Make G-t(;\.,·~ Model 'Z-n.:>o Body P, lli '?-- Color(s)~--
Vehicle Disposition g& 154: p:. p ~ Mc'-&, cuz·d, r < / ("/ ,&z:,:1('a,,. 
CITIZEN ARREST: I hereby arrest the above named suspect on the charge(s) indicated and request a peace 
officer to take him/her into custody. I will appear as directed and sign a complaint against the erson I have arrested. 
Name: Phone: 
0 Yes O No 
Occu ation: Ra·ce/Sex A e DOB Business Address: Bus. Phone: 
JAIL SHA# 355 Rev 3/11 
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Rep011 for KCSD Incident 13-17109 
Nature: RECOVERED PROP 
Location: 17 
Address: W SYLAS CT & N RAMSEY RD 
RATHDRUM ID 83858 
Offense Codes: NC 
Received By: T.MOYER 
Responding Officers: 
Responsible Officers: CA.HO_W ARD 
When Reported: 06:48:27 07/14/13 
Assigned To: 
Status: 
Complainant: ANON 
Last: ANONYMOUS 
How Received: T Agency: KCSD 
Disposition: ACT 07/14/13 
Occurred Between: 06:45:00 07/14/13 and 08:20:00 07/14/13 
Detail: 
Status Date: **/**/** 
First: 
Date Assigned: **/**/** 
Due Date: **/**/** 
Mid: 
DOB: **/**/** 
Race: 
Dr Lie: Address: DO NOT MODIFY NAME FILE 
City:, Sex: 
Offense Codes 
Reported: NC Not Classified 
Additional Offense: NC Not Classified 
Circumstances 
Responding Officers: 
CA.HOWARD 
R.BROESCH 
A.HUNT 
J.HOWARD 
Responsible Officer: CA.HOWARD 
Received By: T.MOYER 
How Received: T Telephone 
When Reported: 06:48:27 07/14/13 
Judicial Status: 
Misc Entry: 
Modus Operandi: 
Phone: () -
Unit: 
2323 
2344 
2346 
2382 
Description : 
Involvements 
Date Type Description 
Observed: 
Agency: KCSD 
Last Radio Log: **:**:** **/**/** 
Clearance: 1 ARREST REPORT TAKEN 
Disposition: ACT Date: 07/14/13 
Occurred between: 06:45:00 07/14/13 
and: 08:20:00 07/14/13 
Method: 
07/14/13 Law Incident BURGLARY RES 13-17113 RELATED CASE 
"Printed on "07/15/13 
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07/15/13 Name GILBERT, KELLY JEANNE MENTIONED 
07/15/13 Name STEPHENS, LADONNA KAY MENTIONED 
07/14/13 Name HOWELL, KERRY ALLEN OFFENDER 
07/14/13 Name ANONYMOUS, Complainant 
07/14/13 Name BAN, BRADLEY EUGENE MENTIONED 
07/14/13 Name BAN, JARED MICHAEL VICTIM 
07/14/13 Name BAN, SHADRA ANN VICTIM 
07/14/13 Name BAN, MICHAEL LAWRENCE MENTIONED 
07/14/13 Name STEPHENS, JOHN WAYNE JR INVESTIGATIVE LEAD 
07/15/13 Vehicle WHI 1995 CHEV C2500 ID SEIZED 
07/14/13 Vehicle WHI YEL 2006 SKYL FREESTYL ID STOLEN/RECOVERED 
07/14/13 Cad Call 06:48:27 07/14/13 SUSPICIOUS Initiating Call 
07/15/13 Property RECORDING CD-PHOTOS 0 SEIZED 
07/15/13 Property RECORDING BWVR-VIDEO 0 SEIZED 
07/15/13 Property BLK Key CHEVROLET 0 SEIZED 
07/14/13 Property GRY CD TDK DIGITAL PHOTOS 0 SEIZED 
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Narrative 
KCSO [X] CRIME REPORT [ ] INCIDENT REPORT 
PRIMARY CRIME CODE/NAME: I.C. 18-2403 (4) RECEIVING OR POSSESSING STOLEN PROPERTY 
SECONDARY CRIME CODE/NAME:N/A 
LOCATION/PROPERTY DESCRIPTION: AT THE DEAD END OF SYLAS CT JUST WEST OF RAMSEY 
RD, NEAR THE CITY OF RATHDRUM, KOOTENAI COUNTY, IDAHO, 83858. 
ADDITIONAL NAMES/DESCRIPTIONS:N/A 
INJURIES: NO:XX YES: DESCRIBE: 
PHOTOS/VIDEO TAKEN: NO: YES:XX 
C: 
PHOTOGRAPHER I . D . : 2 3 2 3 
OFFENDER USING: A: D: N:XX 
RELATION TO VICTIM:N/A 
RELATED REPORT NUMBER ( S) : 13-1 7113 
NARRATIVE: On 07-14-13 at approximately 0702 hours, Deputy R. Broesch I (Deputy 
C. Howard) responded to the dead end of Sylas Court, west of Ramsey Road 
regarding an anonymous report of two suspicious vehicles. 
I arrived on scene and observed two vehicles parked at the end of Sylas Court. 
The first vehicle was a white Chevrolet truck bearing Idaho plate 7BG8160, which 
had a white and yellow travel trailer attached to it bearing Idaho plate 
K26469R. The second vehicle was a silver Chevrolet truck bearing Idaho plate 
Kl4199T. I contacted and identified O-Kerry A. Howell by his Idaho driver's 
license and IL-John W. Stephens verbally and both were standing near the 
vehicles. 
Howell said he was working on the trailer tire because it was not "trailering 
correctly." I asked Howell where he was headed and why he decided to pull over 
at this specific spot. He said he was headed up to Silver Beach Resort on 
Spirit Lake and was meeting some people there. I asked Stephens what he was 
doing and he said Howell called him earlier and asked him to assist him in 
adjusting the tire. 
I asked Howell if the trailer was his and he. initially said it was his 
"girlfriend's." Shortly after Howell changed his story and said the trailer was 
actually owned by his "sister's boyfriend." He said his sister's name was 
M-Kelly J. Gilbert. Howell said he did not know what his sister's boyfriend's 
name was and said he 11 didn' t really know him." He further said he had called 
his sister the previous night and gotten permission from her to go pick up the 
trailer. Howell said he picked up the trailer from somewhere on "Emma" but did 
not know the address or where exactly on Emma Ave. Not only did Howell not know 
his sister's boyfriend's name, but he also said he did not ever contact him to 
get permission from him to take the trailer. 
Central Dispatch advised me the registered owner the trailer was V-Jared M. Ban 
and V-Shadra A. Ban who lived off 4455 Lennox Loop in Coeur D' Alene. I asked 
Central to contact the registered owner. They were able to contact Shadra and 
she advised she did not believe anyone should have the trailer, but did not know 
if her husband had loaned it to a friend without telling her. She said Jared 
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was gone and was staying at a friend's house in Hauser Lake. Central could not 
get in contact with Jared and neither could Shadra. I then personally contacted 
Shadra by phone. She said she was very certain that she did not know either of 
the males I was out with. She said she knew all of her husband's friends and 
did not know of any friends that he had that were that much older than him. She 
said her husband would normally tell her if he was going to loan out their 
trailer. She said she believed Jared had stayed with one of his friends in 
Hauser Lake after he had gone out "drinking" the night before. Shadra also 
mentioned that the trailer had been broken into before and she said she believed 
it was stolen. She said the trailer was supposed to be at her father-in-law's, 
V-Michael L. Ban, property, which was located off of Huetter Road near Prairie 
Avenue. She said she had last seen the trailer several days prior and again was 
not sure when Jared or Michael had last seen it and she was not sure what the 
address was off of Huetter Road. 
I advised Howell his story was not lining up because the registered owner was 
not who he claimed they were. He then said the name "Ban 11 sounded familiar and 
claimed he thought that could be his sister's boyfriend's name. I again asked 
Howell when he had last seen or contacted Gilbert. He had earlier said he 
called her the previous night and said he called her at 664-5752. I attempted 
to call that number to see if I could find out if this was actually Howell's 
sister and to see if she could give a similar story. The number above mentioned 
was no longer a working number. Central had also tried to contact Gilbert at 
her listed in house number which was also a none working number. I told Howell 
that and he then changed his story and said he had actually met her at the 
"Shady" in Rathdrum the previous night. 
I asked Howell if I could see his cell phone to see if he actually had Gilbert 
listed as a contact. He told me he did not have a cell phone. Dep. Broesch and 
I had both seen Howell holding a cell phone with a red case, just a few minutes 
prior. Howell again said he did not have a cell phone. This raised our 
suspicions. Knowing that we were now being lied to, and since we had not yet 
pat searched either Howell or Stephens for weapons, Dep. Broesch pat searched 
Howell and did not locate any weapons. Dep. Broesch then pat searched 
Stephens, but prior to asked him if he had a cell phone and he said, "Yes 11 and 
pulled out his cell. During the pat search, Dep. Broesch located a second cell 
phone, which was the one with the red case, which Howell had been holding. 
Stephens said Howell had handed it to him. When asked why he did this and why 
he denied having a cell phone, Howell could not give a reasonable answer. 
Deputy Broe sch and I then noted the man door to the trailer was ajar, but was 
still locked. We asked Howell about this and he said it was like that when he 
picked it up. I noted this was impossible because Howell did not have a set of 
keys to the trailer and the only way to get into the trailer was to have a set 
of keys and the only way to lock the door was from the outside using the keys to 
lock it. This meant the man door had to have been opened from the inside. I 
also noted there were two latches on the back of the trailer, which secured the 
back fold down door. Both latches were shut but there were no locks to secure 
the latches, which also appeared odd. I entered the trailer and noticed there 
was a black steal tool box that was lying on the floor and appeared out of 
place. There was also a green Rubbermaid container lying next to the steal tool 
box. Both of which were lying near the back fold down door, which is at the 
back of the trailer. I then noted a metal screen that looked like it had been 
removed from a small maintenance door, which was at the back of the trailer. I 
located a small pry bar lying on the floor inside of the trailer right next to 
the removed screen and the maintenance door. I further looked at the 
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maintenance door from the outside of the trailer and it appeared it had been 
pried open using the tool I had located inside the trailer. It appeared the 
maintenance door was big enough for an average sized person to fit through. All 
of these observations heightened my suspicions that the trailer was stolen. 
During all of our observations, Deputy A. Hunt responded to 11776 N. Hauser Lake 
Road #28 to try and contact Jared to confirm he had not loaned the trailer to 
someone. She was able to contact him there and he advised he had not given 
anyone permission to take his trailer and signed it as stolen. See Dep. Hunt's 
related report 13-17113 for further. 
Based on all of our observations and the conflicting statements given by Howell, 
I placed Howell into custody for violation of I.C. 18-2403 (4) possession of 
stolen property. I read Howell his Miranda Rights and asked him to talk to me 
about what actually happened and he refused to talk with me. 
Dep. Hunt responded to 873 7 N. Huetter Road to take the report of the original 
theft report and discovered numberous other items had been stolen from the 
location, several of which appeared to be in the trailer or truck Howell was 
driving. Dep. Hunt contacted Shadra, Michael and Michael's son, V-Bradley E. 
Ban. 
Deputy Broe sch and I reviewed the text messages on Howell's cell phone. We 
observed a conversation between John and Howell that stated something to the 
effect of the following: The heat is in the area and will pull over. The 
second text that was sent said, "Safe." These texts were being sent from Howell 
to John. The above texts are not exact quotes, but should be mentioned. 
I then contacted Stephens to talk with him about his involvement. It should be 
noted that Stephens had some sort of medical condition that caused him to have 
extreme pain and swelling in his feet. He had to sit during nearly all of our 
contact. He also started to act as if he was about to pass out and acted as if 
he was dehydrated. We offered him to have medical staff come out to check on 
him and he declined. He asked if his wife, M-Ladonna K. Stephens, could bring 
him his medications and she shortly after responded. Stephens still appeared to 
be somewhat "out of it." I asked Stephens how long he had known and how he had 
met Howell. He said he had met Howell "about a week ago" and met him "through 
friends. " He seemed to not be able to remember the details of how, when and 
where he met Howell. He again said Howell had just called him earlier that 
morning and asked him to help work on a tire and asked to use some of his tools. 
I noted Stephens was wearing an unknown brand of sandals and I wasn't able to 
see what sort of sole design they had. Stephens did not provide any further 
information. 
I next contacted Ladonna. She said she believed her husband had known Howell 
for "about a week" and said she had thought his name was "Larry. 11 She said she 
did not know how they met, but said they had not known each other for very long. 
She al so said she heard her husband get out of bed at around 6 : o o a. m. and he 
said he was going to help someone fix a tire. 
Jared responded to the scene. He confirmed that the trailer on scene was his 
and confirmed that neither of the two males on scene had permission to have his 
trailer. He told me there had been two locks on both of the latches that were 
on the back fold down door of the trailer. He also noted some pry marks on the 
side of the trailer where the fold down back door closes. He said the 
maintenance door had definitely been pried open and also confirmed that the man 
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door could only be opened with the key and could only be locked from the outside 
using the key. Jared then very quickly started listing off things that were 
either missing or were stolen from the residence and were recovered on scene. 
He said he believed the black steal tool box and the green Rubbermaid container 
belonged to his brother Bradley. He told me he was missing a chainsaw, several 
lawn chairs and the two trailer batteries. Jared also recognized several items 
that were in the back of Howell's truck. He said he believed the yellow and 
black weed whacker, the black Pioneer stereo, and the two pieces of salmon were 
all Bradley's. I noted the salmon was not flayed and the two pieces were still 
frozen. He also believed the white microwave and the red and black push lawn 
mower were either Michael's or Bradley's. Jared could not be sure on who 
exactly owned the items in Howell's vehicle, but recognized a lot of the items 
as being owned by either Michael or Bradley. He also was on the phone with 
Bradley and Michael trying to figure out who owned what. Jared told me Bradley 
said the two pieces of salmon were his and I released the two pieces of salmon 
to Jared so they would not spoil. 
Dep. Broe sch transported Howell to the KCPSB where he was booked for violation 
of I.C. 18-2403 (4) Receiving or possession stolen property. 
Due to placing a police hold on Howell's vehicle, until it could be determined 
what stolen property it contained, Merwin's Towing responded and towed the 
vehicle to the SO annex for a police hold. Deputy Broesch responded to the SO 
annex and secured the vehicle and I later booked the key to the vehicle into 
KCSO evidence. 
Jared took custody of his trailer and responded to 8737 N. Huetter Road to 
contact Dep. Hunt to assist in figuring out what items were recovered and what 
items were still missing from the location. 
Dep. Hunt advised me there were a lot of items missing from the residence that I 
had not recovered. She said she believed it was possible that some of the 
property was being stored on Stephen's property at 2023 W. Dolan Road. I 
responded to the residence and contacted Ladonna on scene. I asked her if John 
was home and she said he had left with his friend "Jeff." She said he was 
feeling better and did not know when he would be back. She consented to let me 
check her property and shop for any possible stolen property, however I did not 
locate any. 
I then responded to 7164 W. Winchester Street, which was an old listed in house 
address for Howell. He had said he was not staying anywhere at this time, but I 
responded to see if I could recognize any of the missing stolen property from 
the road. I did not see any property that Dep. Hunt had described to me as 
still missing. 
Based on the conflicting statements given by Howell, the observations I made on 
scene, and because the trailer and other numerous items found on scene were 
reported stolen, Howell was charged with violation of I.C. 18-2403 (4) Possession 
of Stolen Property 
I took photographs at the scene and later booked a CD of photographs into KCSO 
evidence. I used my BWVR camera to record my interview with Howell after he was 
placed into custody and uploaded that recording to the network. 
At this time, Dep. Hunt is still completing her investigation at the residence 
where many other items were taken. See her related report for possible further 
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charges and further information (13-17113). 
DISPOSITION:CA 
HOW NOTIFIED:RC 
GANG RELATED:N 
Approved By 
Date 
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Vehicles 
Vehicle Number: 
13-07015 
License Plate: 7BG8 l 60 
State: ID 
Vehicle Year: 1995 
Make: CHEV Chevrolet 
Color: WHI / 
License Type: TK Truck 
Expires: **/**/** 
VIN: 1GCGC24KXSZ241642 
Model: C2500 
Doors: 2 
Vehicle Type: PTK Passenger Truck Value: $2,000.00 
Owner: 
First: KERRY Mid: ALLEN Last: HOWELL 
DOB:
Race: W Sex: M 
Dr Lie: GA l 07209E 
Phone: (208)448-1535 
Address: 261 GUNSMOKE LANE 
City: PRIEST RIVER, ID 83858 
Agency: KCSD KOOTENAI CO SHERIFF'S 
OFFICE 
Officer: CA.HOWARD 
UCR Status: 
Local Status: 
Status Date: 07/14/13 
Comments: 
Vehicle Number: 
13-07012 
License Plate: K26469R 
State: ID 
Vehicle Year: 2006 
Make: SKYL 
Color: WHI / YEL 
Vehicle Type: RV Recreational 
Vehicle 
Owner: 
Date Recov/Rcvd: **/**/** 
Area: 
Wrecker Service: 
Storage Location: KCSO ANNEX 
Release Date: **/**/** 
License Type: 
Expires: **/**/** 
VIN: 1SE200M246D001019 
Model: FREESTYL 
Doors: l 
Value: $13,000.00 
First: JARED Mid: MICHAEL Last: BAN 
DOB: Dr Lie: PW205886C 
CDL 
Address: 4455 W LENNOX LOOP 
Race: W Sex: M Phone: (208)660-8311 City: COEUR D'ALENE, ID 83815 
Agency: KCSD KOOTENAI CO SHERIFF'S 
OFFICE 
Officer: A.HUNT 
Date Recov/Rcvd: 07/13/13 
Area: 
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UCR Status: Wrecker Service: 
Local Status: Storage Location: 
Status Date: 07/14/13 Release Date: **/**/** 
Comments: SKYLINE FREESTYLE TOY HAULER TRAILER WITH ONE DOOR ON THE PASSENGER SIDE I 
REAR 
DOOR LOWERS AS A RAMP THAT WAS SECURED WITH A PADLOCK ON EACH SIDE OF THE 
RAMP. 
THE TOY HAULER DOOR WAS ALSO LOCKED. 
WERE 
JARED BAN STATED THE FOLLOWING ITEMS 
STOLEN FROM THE TOY HAULER : 
TWO WHITE AND GREEN INTERSTATE DEEP CYCLE RV BATTERIES ($300), UNKNOWN BRAND 
FISHING TACKLE BOX WITH MISC FISHING TACKLE ($65), BLACK UNKNOWN BRAND SWAY 
BARS 
WITH A STABILIZER BRACE FOR THE TRAILER ($500), A BROWN AND CREAM WITH 
LEAVES 
DESIGN ON IT UNKNOWN BRAND QUEEN SIZED COMFORTER THAT WAS ON THE BED IN THE 
FRONT OF TOY HAULER ($300), RED AND WHITE UNKNOWN BRAND FIRST AID KIT PUR-
CHASED 
FROM COSTCO THAT FOLDS OUT WITH MISC. FIRST AID ITEMS AND BAND AIDS TAKEN 
FROM 
THE CUPBOARD ACROSS FROM THE STOVE IN THE KITCHEN ($40), AN ORANGE AND 
WHITE 
HUSQVARNA MODEL 372 WITH UNKNOWN SERIAL NUMBER CHAINSAW WITH A 24" BAR THAT 
WAS 
STORED IN THE COMPARTMENT NEAR THE PASSENGER SIDE FRONT OF THE TOY HAULER 
($900), THREE MACCABEE LAWN CHAIRS ($75), ONE SMALL RED KITCHEN FIRE 
EXTINGUISHER FOR TOY HAULER THAT WAS LOCATED JUST INSIDE THE SIDE DOOR ON 
THE 
LEFT SIDE ($50), AND SEVERAL HALF GALLON BOTTLES OF LIQUOR - CAPTAIN MORGAN 
SPICED RUM, CANADIAN MIST WHISKEY, UNKNOWN BRAND WHIPPED CREAM VODKA, 
SMIRNOFF 
VODKA, SKYY VODKA, SEAGRAMS 7 WHISKEY ($200). 
INSIDE THE TOY HAULER ATTACHED TO THE WALL WITH A STRAP INSIDE THE BACK OF 
THE 
TOY HAULER WAS A GENERATOR - YELLOW AND BLACK CHAMPION, MODEL #46516, 4000 
WATT 
WITH SERIAL #11AUG2600322 THAT IS VALUED AT $400. (THIS ITEM WAS ENTERED 
SEPARATELY BECAUSE IT HAS A SERIAL NUMBER AND REQUESTED TO BE ENTERED INTO 
NCIC 
BY RECORDS . ) 
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Report for KCSO Incident 13-17109 
Property 
Property Number: 13-10131 
Item: RECORDING 
Brand: CD-PHOTOS 
Year: 0 
Meas: 
Total Value: $0.00 
Owner: KCSO 5994 
Agency: KCSD KOOTENAI CO SHERIFF'S 
OFFICE 
Accum Amt Recov: $0.00 
UCR: 
Local Status: 
Crime Lab Number: 
Date Released: **/**/** 
Released By: 
Released To: 
Reason: 
Comments: 
Property 
Property Number: 13-10132 
Item: RECORDING 
Brand: BWVR-VIDEO 
Year: 0 
Meas: 
Total Value: $0.00 
Owner: KCSO 5994 
Agency: KCSD KOOTENAI CO SHERIFF'S 
OFFICE 
Accum Amt Recov: $0.00 
UCR: 
Local Status: 
Crime Lab Number: 
Date Released: **/**/** 
Released By: 
Released To: 
Reason: 
Owner Applied Nmbr: 
Model: 
Quantity: 
Serial Nmbr: 
Color: 
Tag Number: 
Officer: CA.HOW ARD 
UCR Status: 
Storage Location: KCSD EVID-
ENCE 
Status Date: 07/14/13 
Date Recov/Rcvd: **/**/** 
Amt Recovered: $0.00 
Custody: **:**:** **/**/** 
Owner Applied Nmbr: 
Model: 
Quantity: 
Serial Nmbr: 
Color: 
Tag Number: 
Officer: CA.HOW ARD 
UCR Status: 
Storage Location: KCSD NET-
WORK 
Status Date: 07/14/13 
Date Recov/Rcvd: **/**/** 
Amt Recovered: $0.00 
Custody: **:**:** **/**/** 
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Report for KCSD Incident 13-17109 
Comments: 
Property 
Property Number: 13-10133 
Item: Key Owner Applied Nmbr: 
Brand: CHEVROLET Model: 
Year: 0 Quantity: 1 
Meas: Serial Nmbr: 
Total Value: $0.00 Color: BLK 
Owner: HOWELL KERRY ALLEN 9164 
Agency: KCSD KOOTENAI CO SHERIFF'S Tag Number: 
OFFlCE 
Accum Amt Recov: $0.00 Officer: CA.HOWARD 
UCR: UCR Status: 
Local Status: Storage Location: KCSD EVID-
ENCE 
Crime Lab Number: Status Date: 07/14/13 
Date Released: **/**/** Date Recov/Rcvd: **/**/** 
Released By: Amt Recovered: $0.00 
Released To: Custody: **:**:** **/**/** 
Reason: 
Comments: 
Property 
Property Number: 13-10126 
Item: CD Owner Applied Nmbr: 
Brand: TDK Model: DIGITAL PHOTOS 
Year: 0 Quantity: 1 
Meas: Serial Nmbr: 
Total Value: $0.00 Color: GRY 
Owner: KCSO 5994 
Agency: KCSD KOOTENAI CO SHERIFF'S Tag Number: 
OFFICE 
Accum Amt Recov: $0.00 Officer: A.HUNT 
UCR: UCR Status: 
Local Status: Storage Location: 
Crime Lab Number: Status Date: 07/14/13 
Date Released: **/**/** Date Recov/Rcvd: 07/14/13 
Released By: Amt Recovered: $0.00 
Released To: Custody: **:**:** **/**/** 
"Printed on "07/15/13 
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Report for KCSD Incident 13-17109 
Reason: 
Comments: 
CD CONTAINING DOWNLOADED DIGITAL PHOTOS TAKEN BY 2346 WITH DEPT ISSUED DIGITAL 
CAMERA OF THE VICTIM'S RESIDENCE, SHOP, BARN, AND INVOLVED VEHICLES AT 8737 N. 
HUETTER ROAD X HARVEST, NEAR POST FALLS. ALSO PHOTOS OF THE STOLEN/ RECOVERED 
SKYLINE FREESTYLE TOY HAULER TRAILER, OFFENDER'S PICKUP AT KCSO IMPOUND YARD, 
AND RECOVERED STOLEN CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS ON THE SOUTH SIDE OF SYLAS COURT. 
THIS INCLUDES A COUPLE PHOTOS OF A RED RUBBER CELL PHONE BACKER. 
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Report for KCSD Incident 13-17109 
Name Involvements: 
MENTIONED : I 99820 
Last: BAN 
DOB
Race: W Sex: M 
MENTIONED : 360234 
Last: BAN 
DOB
Race: W Sex: M 
VICTIM : 331021 
Last: BAN 
DOB
Race: W Sex: F 
OFFENDER: 9164 
Last: HOWELL 
DOB:
Race: W Sex: M 
MENTIONED : 14484 
Last: GILBERT 
DOB: 02/10/61 
Race: W Sex: F 
MENTIONED : 375828 
Last: STEPHENS 
DOB:
Race: Sex: F 
Complainant : ANON 
Last: ANONYMOUS 
DOB: **/**/** 
Race: 
VICTIM : 206292 
Last: BAN 
DOB
Race: W 
INVESTIGAT-391931 
IVE LEAD: 
Sex: 
Sex: M 
First: BRADLEY 
Dr Lie: 
Phone: (208)699-3097 
First: MICHAEL 
Dr Lie: 
Phone: (208)755-0639 
First: SHADRA 
Dr Lie:
Phone: (208)772-4144 
First: KERRY 
Dr Lie
Phone: (208)448-1535 
First: KELLY 
Dr Lie: 
Phone: (208)620-0196 
First: LADONNA 
Dr Lie
Phone: (208)687-3521 
First: 
Dr Lie: 
Phone: () -
First: JARED 
Dr Lie
CDL 
Phone: (208)660-8311 
Mid: EUGENE 
Address: 1224 W RIVERSIDE AVE 
City: SPOKANE, WA 99201 
Mid: LAWRENCE 
Address: 3538 W LOXTON LOOP 
City: COEUR D'ALENE, ID 83815 
Mid: ANN 
Address: 4455 W LENNOX LOOP 
City: COEUR D'ALENE, ID 83814 
Mid: ALLEN 
Address: 261 GUNSMOKE LANE 
City: PRIEST RIVER, ID 83858 
Mid: JEANNE 
Address: 1841 N MEDINA ST 
City: COEUR D'ALENE, ID 83814 
Mid: KAY 
Address: 2023 W DOLAN RD 
City: RATHDRUM, ID 83858 
Mid: 
Address: DO NOT MODIFY NAME FILE 
City:, 
Mid: MICHAEL 
Address: 4455 W LENNOX LOOP 
City: COEUR D'ALENE, ID 83815 
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Report for KCSD Incident 13-17109 
Last: STEPHENS 
DOB:
Race: W Sex: M 
First: JOHN 
Dr Lie:  
Phone: (208)691-0612 
Mid: WAYNE 
Address: 2023 W DOLAN RD 
City: RATHDRUM, ID 83858 
"Printed on "07/15/13 
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AGENCY )lu 
DATE AND TIME 
0"1 Jex.Ii 1 
LOG.A: ION 
YEAR 
'L,Ob 
KOOTENAI COUNTY SHERIFF 
IMPOUND NOTIFICATION 
PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT INVENTORY - LIST MISC. ITEMS 
GENERAL CONDITION OF VEHICLE IN}ERIOR: 0 GOOD O FAIR 16 POOR 
EXTERIOR: 0 GOOD O FAIR [I-- POOR O COMPLETE VEHICLE STRIP 
NEW DAMAGE ACCIDENT RELATED IF NOT ACCIDENT RELATED, LIST: 
0 YES ,9-No O YES @.. NO 
VEHICLE VALUE:$ Gbb IDENTIFICATION OF APPRAISER: c_ . 
NOTICE TO REGISTERED OWNER 
NAME (LAST, FIRST, MIDDLE) ADDRESS-r-
A-ll- f I RA,v s X 
THIS NOTICE 15 TO INFORM YOU THAT THE ABOVE LISTED MOTOR VEHICLE WHICH 
15 REGISTERED TO YOU HAS BEEN IMPOUNDED BY AUTHORITY OF IDAHO CODE 
LIST IDAHO CODE FOR REASON OF IMPOUND 49-662 D 49-1803 D 49-1804 D 49-1806 
TOWING COMPANY 
ADDRESS 
, D The value of the vehicle has'beim appfaised at$750.00 or LESS. You have aright tJ'a hearing in cotirtJH.he ''Declaration of Opposition".(Fonn enclo;eci), is signed,aricl, 
. ' retumed;io the agency ad~ress listed above within ten (10) days ofthe date this notice was mailed. If a 0Declaration of Opposition'! is riot received within this time; the . 
ts 
fpossessory lien holder may dispose of the vehicle: ' .· . • . ·_. · .. ,•. . ... · .•', : . ' ·. . ' ' . . .·· ' . ·· .. · ' ,, 
[l The vaiue of this vehicle has been appraised at MORE than $750:00. Storage may be charged tdr a maximum number ofsixty (60) days. If your vehicle is not claimed priorto . 
. . . . . . . ; 60 da s from date above it will be sold, · . . . . . . . . . 
U 'fODY RECEIPT: I CERTIFY THT THE ABOVE DESCRIBED PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT WAS RECEIVED 
BY ME ON THE TIME AND DATE NOTED 
000 c) 
RELEASED TO: PLEASE CHECK THIS INVENTORY - ANY EXCEPTION MUST 
PROPERTY LEAVES THE PREMISES 
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: 
DAILY STORAGE RA TE: 
I CERTIFY UNDER PENAL TY OF PERJURY THAT THE ABOVE FACTS ARE TRUE AND CORRECT TO THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE 
Unless your vehicle was impounded for investigation, you may contact the towing company and claim your vehicle any time prior to the sale by providing you are the owner and paying all 
accrued charges. You have the right, under the authority of Section 49-1805, Idaho Code, to request a Post-Storage Hearing to determine if there was probable cause for the towing and 
storage of the vehicle. 
nl!':TRIRI ITlnN /nnP mm, P~rh\· Kr.!':n FilP lnrinin~I\ nwnPr nf Re,rnrrl Tnwinn r.nmn,inv 
DATE 
~r.5-r1 
SHR #73 /REVISED 05-2010) 
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Residing at: KCSO 
$TATE OF IOAHO J 
~P.UJl~Y OF KOOTENAtrSS 
t tl.l;.U• 
Title: My commission expires: 06-10-19 
2013 JUL 15 AH 10: 53 
Ct-13 ·- /3 i '-f 1- ORDER FINDING PROBABLE CAUSE PU 
The defendant, Howell, Kerry Allen, having been arrested without a w~~t for tne offense(s) of 
LC. 18-2403( 4) RECEIVING OR POSSESSING STOLEN PRO PERT~ and the Court having 
examined the affidavit of Deputy C. Howard, the Court finds probable cause for believing that 
said crime(s) has (have) been committed, or in the alternative n/a, and that the defendant 
committed said crime(s), and that the defendant may be required to post bail prior to being 
released. 
DATED: This /5J).--day of~/, 20 Ip . 
Wc .. :____9 
TIME: / cJ: ff 1/ 
(Name and signature of Judge fi First Judicial District of the State of Idaho) 
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BARRY McHUGH 
Prosecuting Attorney 
501 Government Way/Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-1971 
Telephone: (208) 446-1800 
STAtE·o, IDAHO 
~HU .. ~Y OF KOOTENA1lss 
r 11..C.U• 
2013 JUL I S AH td: 93 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
KERRY ALLEN HOWELL, 
DOB:
SSN: 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-Fl3- ,~ lf =f" 
CRIMINAL COMPLAINT 
AGENCY CASE 13-17109 
, appeared personally before me, and being first duly sworn 
on oath, complains that the above named defendant did commit the crime(s) of COUNT I, GRAND 
THEFT BY POSSESSION OF STOLEN PROPERTY, a Felony, Idaho Code §18-2403(4), 18-
2407(1)(b), COUNT II, BURGLARY, a Felony, Idaho Code §18-1401, and COUNT III, 
BURGLARY, a Felony, Idaho Code §18-1401, committed as follows: 
COUNT! 
That the Defendant, KERRY ALLEN HOWELL, on or about July 14, 2013, in the County 
of Kootenai, State of Idaho, did knowingly possess stolen property of a value in excess of One 
CRIMINAL COMPLAINT - 1 
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Thousand Dollars ($1,000.00) lawful money of the United States, to-wit: a traiier, the property of 
Jared Ban, knowing the property to have been stolen, or under circumstances as would reasonably 
induce her to believe that the property was stolen, and with the intent to deprive the owner 
permanently of the use or benefit of the property; 
COUNT II 
That the Defendant, KERRY ALLEN HOWELL, on or about July 14, 2013, in Kootenai 
County, State ofldaho, entered into a certain building, to-wit: a barn belonging to Michael L. Ban 
located at 8737 North Huetter Road, Idaho with the intent to commit the crime of theft; 
COUNTill 
That the Defendant, KERRY ALLEN HOWELL, on or about July 14, 2013, in Kootenai 
County, State ofldaho, entered into a certain building, to-wit: a residence belonging to Michael L. 
Ban located at 8737 North Huetter Road, Idaho with the intent to commit the crime of theft, all of 
which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case made and provided and 
against the peace and dignity of the People of the State ofldaho. Said Complainant therefore prays 
for proceedings according to law. 
DATED this~ day of d~ , 2013. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this I 5 day of ( ) ~1 ~ , 2013. 
~c 1Y 
MAGISTRATE I 
CRIMINAL COMPLAINT - 2 
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Log of 1K-COURTROOM6 ori 7/15/2013 
Description CR 2013-13847 Howell, Kerry 20130715 First Appearance 
Ii====== 
D 
Time 
02:18:33 
02:18:43 PM 
I 02:19:42 PM 
M 
:19 PM 
02:20:45 PM 
02:21:32 PM 
02:22:27 PM 
:44 PM 
Judge Hamlett 
Clerk Kally Mohler 
Def Rights 
2013 
Speaker 
Judge - Hamlett 
Def- Howell, Kerry 
Judge - Hamlett 
Def - Howell, Kerry 
Judge - Hamlett 
Def- Howell, Kerry 
Judge - Hamlett 
!End 
Location 
Note 
Defendant Present in Custody 
Grand Theft-Felony Charge 
I Understands Charge and Penalties 
I Burglary-Felony Charge 
I Understands Charge and Penalties 
I Burglary-Felony Charge 
I Understands Charge and Penalties 
Understands Rights 
Appoint Public Defender 
Set 15K Bond 
Set PH in 14 days 
I 
Produced by FTR Gold™ 
www. fortherecord. com 
Page 1 of 1 
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MUST BE COMPLETED 
.. , 
T.O Eac CONSIDERED 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STA E OF I AHO, IN AN~ FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
APPL1CAT1ON FOR: £it,t Al, .N +tlowe ) cAsE No.CfL /3 ../3??'-11: 
DEF NDANT O JUVENILE O CHILD O PARENT ) 
DOB _ ___ l 
) BY ____________________ -t 
) 
FINANCIAL STATEMENT AND ORDER 
PARENT or GUARDIAN OF MINOR DOB __________________ _, 
NOTE: If this application is being made on behalf of a·minor, please answer the following questions as they 
apply to his/her parents or legal guardian. Include information for you and your spouse. 
I, the above named defendant (or the parent(s) on behalf o~minor), being first duly sworn on oath, depose and 
say in support of my request for court appointed counsev; 
My current mailing address is: __ _._·r\o-+"-'fVl___._.u"-L-=t,$-+-14...__ ________________ _ 
Street or P.O. Box _ City State Zip Code 
My current telephone number or message phone is: _....,£o=""-9_.__-........ 3 . ;;c.:;....ok..__----'-/-'-1 _e-=~'-J _________ _ 
Crimes Charged: !ess I qt 5101JE;N ~{2-0YfJlrf~ I C'.¥kNp T~-t' (l;y\j\re,G ~1 
I request the Court appoint counsel at county expense; and i agree to reimburse the county for the cost of said 
defense, in the sum and upon the terms as the Court may order. 
BELOW IS A TRUE AND CORRECT STATEMENT OF MY FINANCIAL CONDITION: 
1. EMPLOYMENT: 
A. Employed: __ yes _i__no B. Spouse Employed: __ yes __ no 
C. If not employed, or self-employed, last date of employment _ ____,.g,'-=(3'-'-/,_/ __________ _ 
D. My employer is: ____________________________ _ 
Address: 
-------------------------------
2. HOUSEHOLD INCOME MONTHLY (Include income of spouse): 
Wages before deductions $ -j- Other in ome: (Specify: Child Support, S.S., V.S., A.D.C., 
Less Deductions $_____ ood Stamps, tc.) I ' 170 Net Monthly Wages $ -IJ ___________ $ _ __,__,_/_·-_ _ 
3. HOUSEHOLD EXPENSES MONTHLY: 
Rent or Mortgage Payment $ e Child Care $ 
Utilities $ .le}- Recreation $ 
Clothing $ Medical $ 
Transportation $ Insurance $ 
School $ Other (Specify) $ 
Food $ 
Financial Statement and Order Regarding Public Defender, page 1 DC 028 Rev. 3/06 
' I \~ ' 
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3. HOUSEHOLD EXPENSES MONTHLY: (cont.) J--/ Aln O P--9$ 
DEBTS: Creditor ~~ Total$ / '.7 Vv' f) per mo ' __ ____,;:;....._ _ 
Creditor __________ Total$______ $ er mo 
Creditor __________ Total$______ $ er mo 
4. ASSETS: 
A. I (we) have cash on hand or in banks $ ___ ----L-1-----------
B. I (we) own personal property valued at $ ____ -er:"--""------,,....J..,.._ ____ _ 
C. I (we) own vehicle(s) valued at $ ___ ~J:;t:::...,7,-..=6..:0;,__t:;) __ -_____ _ 
D. I (we) own real property valued at $ ___ _.c..,£7,-L... ________ _ 
E. I (we) own stocks, bonds, securities, or interest therein $ ___ ___,,r;y-=-----------
5. THE FOLLOWING ALSO AFFECTS MY FINANCIAL CONDITION (Specify): _________ _ 
6. DEPENDENTS: 
Subscribed and sworn to b 
~ childr 
(number) 
APPLICANT 
,20 L'S 
The above n med 
court on the afore~sa;;,1~=;:;;e;:;a;;;::;n~~ 
____ parent ____ guardian appeared before the 
ted..t:t:w'!"fflf'R'lit-sc:w.ti_ sel. The court having considered the foregoing, and 
having personally examined the ___ ORDERS , ___ DENIES the appointment of the service of 
counsel. 
The applicant is ordered to pay$ ___ monthly beginning, __________ , 20 __ 
for the cost of appointed counsel. Payments are to continue until 
[ ] notified by the court that no further amount is due. 
[ ] the sum of$. ____ has been paid. 
THE APPLICANT IS ORDERED TO PAY REIMBURSEMENT FOR THE COST OF APPOINTED COUNSEL AT 
THE CONCLUSION OF THE CASE; THIS AMOUNT MAY BE IN ADDITION TO ANY SUMS ORDERED ABOVE. 
ENTEREDthis /5~ dayof 1/,.,1/ ,20~ Q_ /~ 
Custody Status: i,_ In Out 
Bond$ }S JL. 
JUDGE 
Copies to: 
}Qyrosecuting Attorney 
~ublic Defender 
lJlol F7 ¥~galld 
Financial Statement and Order Regarding Public Defender, page 2 DC 028 Rev. 3/06 
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Sarah L. Sears, Deput'f Public Defender 
STATE OF IDAHO 1 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAIJSS 
FILED: 
The Law Office of the Public Defender of Kootenai County 
PO Box 9000 2nn JUL 23 PM I: 52 ~Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701 Bar Number: 7902 DEPUTY . 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
KERRY ALLEN HOWELL, 
AKA: KERRY ALLAN HOWELL 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
---------------· 
CASE NUMBER CR-13-0013847 
Fel 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE 
REQUEST FOR TIMELY 
PRELIMINARY HEARING, 
MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION 
& NOTICE OF HEARING 
COMES NOW, the Office of the Kootenai County Public Defender, and pursuant to court 
appointment hereby appears for and on behalf of the above named defendant in the above entitled 
matter, and requests that a preliminary hearing be scheduled in accordance with the time limits set 
forth in Idaho Criminal Rule 5 .1. 
Counsel hereby moves for reduction of the bond set in this matter on the grounds that it is 
excessive, and further, notice is hereby given that counsel will present argument in support of the 
motion to reduce bond at the time of the preliminary hearing status conference and/or preliminary 
hearing scheduled in this matter if the defendant is in custody. 
Notice is given that the Defendant herewith asserts all rights accorded him or her under the 
Fifth, Sixth, and Fourteenth Amendments to the Constitution of the United States and under Article 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE, REQUEST FOR TIMELY PRELIMINARY HEARING, 
MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION & NOTICE OF HEARING Page 1 
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I,§ 13 of the Constitution of the State of Idaho and all prophylactic measures imposed upon the State 
pursuant to said constitutional provisions; including, but not necessarily limited to, the right to 
remain silent and the right to counsel. NO AGENT OF THE STATE OR PERSON ACTING IN 
SUCH CAPACITY IS TO QUESTION THE DEFENDANT IN REGARD TO ANY ACT, 
WHETHER CHARGED OR UNCHARGED. 
Notice is further given that the Defendant herewith demands and asserts all State and federal 
statutory and constitutional;tts to speedy trial of this matter. 
DATED this LL "aay of July, 2013. 
BY: 
THE LAW OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC 
DEFENDER OF KOOTENAI COUNTY 
~otahl-~cu6 
SARAH L SEARS 
DEPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true and correct cop%Jofthe foregoing was personally served by placing 
a copy of the same as indicated below on the 3 day of July, 2013, addressed to: 
Kootenai County Prosecutor FAX 446-1833 
Via Fax 
_1 Interoffice Mail 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE, REQUEST FOR TIMELY PRELIMINARY HEARING, 
MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION & NOTICE OF HEARING Page 2 
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Log of 1K-COURTROOM12 - 7/25/2013 Page 1 of 1 
Description CR 201313847 Howell, Kerry 20130725 Preliminary Hearing Status 
r.nnfi=>ri=>nri=> 
Judge Marano 
Clerk Charmaine Mollett 
3 Location 1 K-COURTROOM12 
Time Note 
I 09:22:22 AM I Sarah Seam Asking for a continuance. He waives his right to a speedy 
I 09:23:03 AM I Judge Marano 
09:23:23 AM End 
trial. We just recieved discovery last night. 
xt hearing could be out 14 da 
Produced by FTR Gold™ 
www.fortherecord.com 
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Log of 1K-COURTROOM12 ~/8/2013 Page 1 of 1 
Description CR 2013-13847 Howell, Kerry 20130808 Preliminary Hearing Status 
Conference 
j 1 I j/ Judge Friedlander ( /~,P Al '@rJtf Clerk Leslie Smith 
D3!v,v1Lv Iv 1 ~ :-:-:.tion ll1K-COURTROOM1~ l I 
Tim:: ker 
09:09:46AM 
J 
09:10:00 AM DA 
09:10:19 AM 
PA 
09:11:10 AM DA 
09:11:30 AM J 
09:12:29 AM PA 
09:13:17 AM end 
Note 
Calls case 
Def present in custody w/Sara Sears 
Tara Jalali obo state 
waive reading; leave set 
state will be asking for a continuance and we have an obj 
The state is asking for a continuance, officer is not available to 
testify. Essential to the case. There is additional discovery we 
believe is outstanding. This was continued once before at the last 
hearing, requested by the def. 
Note - the basis in the last was that we didn't have the discovery 
on time from the state. 
No good cause to continue. 
DENY motion to continue. 
Leave set and will work on it. 
4 witnesses 
Produced by FTR Gold™ 
www.fortherecord.com 
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iUJj/AUO/U!/1 U 14:JJ KU CU r'h'.U:::it:CUlth'. rAX No, LUb-44b-l b41 P. UU1/UU3 
,. 
BARRYM.cHUGH 
Prosecuting Attorney 
50 I droverrunent Way/Box 9000 
Coetit d'Alene, ID 83 816-9000 
Tele11hone: (208) 446-1800 
Facsimile: (208) 446-1833 
! 
Thr~HE DISIRICT COURT OF TIIE FIRST JUDICIAL D 
· 'IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
i 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
vs. _i 
[ 
I 
Plaintiff, 
KERjRY ALLEN HOWELL, 
! Defendant. 
Case No. CR-.2013-13847 
STIPULATED MOTION TO 
CONTINUE PRELIMINARY 
HEARING 
COMES NOW, JED WHITAKER Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County, 
Idahq, and hereby moves the above-entitled Court for an Order continuing the Preliminary 
he~g currently set for the 9 day of August, 2013, for the reason that Defense and the State 
need~ more time for investigation and the State bas two unavailable witnesses at the time. 
! 
DATED this • 2013. 
"NO bBJECTION" I 
Per telephone 8/8/13 
S~SEARS 
ATTORNEY FOR DEFENDANT 
. CERK!CATE OF~ 
I hereby ce~fy that, on the · . day of .. -: 2013. I caused the foregoing to 
be transmitted as followed: 
! 
PUBLIC DEFENDERS 
FAXED 
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LUl .Uli/U~/THU 14: 11 P, UUUUU::J 
; 
IN:THE DISTRICT COURT OF TIIEFIRST WDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
: Plaintiff, 
' VS. 'j 
KE$.Y ALLEN HOWELL, 
· Defendant. · 
Case No. CR.,2013-13847 
ORDER TO CONTINUE 
PRELW BEARING 
The Court having before it the State's Motion to Continue, and good cause appearing 
now,Jtherefore, 
; 
i IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Preliminary hearing currently set for the 9 day of 
Aug'4st, 2013, shall be, and is hereby continued and to be reset by the Cou.rt1 w \ ~ l v"\ l 4 d_ u.. 'f S 
! ENTERED this~ day of A 1/\ 6 , 2013. D~ <a \q \ \':) · , 
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lUG/Ud/THU 14: 11 KU CU rnU'.::>ECUTEh'. FAX No. LUd-44b-ld4 l P, LJLJj/LJLJj 
I • 
CERTIFICATE-OF SERVICE -
I herJby certify that on the B day of· F\'0..._ Ci_ , .2013 copies of the foregoing 
document(s) were mailed, postage prepaid, or sent by la.csimile or inter office mailto: 
'Y Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County FAX 208-446-1833 ~ Defense Counsel Kootenai.County Public Defender FAX208-446-1701 
4 _ Defense Counsel FAX · ' · . 
_ _. Defendant L · · 
--~
1
- Kootenai County Sheriff's Department FAX 208-446-1407 
--~ Idaho Probation & Parole FAX208-769-1481 
--~ Idaho Department of Correction FAX 208-327-7445 
: CCD Sentencing Team FAX .208"658-2186 
-----,--
____ Idaho Department of Transportation FAX 208-334-8739 
--~ Community Service Interoffice Mail or FAX 208-446-11"93 
---
Auditor Interoffice 'Mail or FAX 208-446-1662 
~ BCI (Bureau of Criminal Investigation) FAX 208-884-7193 
--~ Kootenai County Law Library/Transcription FAX 208-446-1187 
-CLIFFqRD T. HA YES 
CLERK! OF THE DIS1RICT COURT 
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I Log of 1K-COURTROOM12 1/22/2013 
Description CR 2013-13847 Howell, Kerry 20130822 Preliminary Hearing Status 
Time 
Conference {-
Judge Watson 
Clerk Blair Bielec 
2/2013 Location I 1K-COURTROOM12 
Speaker Note 
Page 1 of 1 
o9:15:2o AM Judge Watson Calls Case --- Tara Jalali, PA Linda Payne, DA present w/ 
Defendant, in custody 
PD 
!Tara Jalali, PA 
Leave set 
14 witnesses 
Produced by FTR Gold™ 
www.fortherecord.com 
file://R:\LogNotes - HTML\Magistrate\Cr4n,inal\Watson\CR 2013-13847 Howell, Kerry 2... 8/22/2013 
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Log of 1K-COURTROOM8 o"' ~/23/2013 
Description CR 2013-13847 Howell, Kerry Allen 20130823 Preliminary Hearing 
Judge Burton 
Clerk Denice Larsen 
PA Jed Whitaker 
DA Mayli Walsh 
Date I 8/23/2013 II Location 
Time Speaker 
11 K-COURTROOM8 
Note 
Page 1 of 1 
01 :32:22 PM Judge Burton Calls case. Def present in custody. Mayli Walsh for def. Jed 
Whitaker for State. 
01 :32:45 PM Judge Burton My understanding this will be a waiver. 
01 :32:53 PM Mayli Wais 
01:33:17 PM 
01 :33:25 PM Mayli Walsh 
01:33:57 P 
01:34:29 P 
01:34:40 P 
===== 
e been handed a pretrial settlement offer. 
As part of agreement, he can enter conditional plea in district 
court and rule 11, if his motion to suppress is denied. 
e preliminary hearing. 
er bound over to district court. Assigned to Judge Mitchell. 
Produced by FTR Gold™ 
www. fortherecord. com 
file://R:\LogNotes - HTML\Magistrate\Criminal\Burton\CR 2013-13847 Howell, Kerry Al... 8/23/2013 
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FIRST JUDV'1AL DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF IDAHO, f "'JNTY OF KOOTENAI 
324 W. C JEN AVENUE, P.O. BOX 9000, COEUR D' AL:. J' IDAHO 83816-9000 
STATE OF IDAHO 7 ... d-3---,:3 AT n 3'-rP.m. 
vs. 
KER EN HOWELL 
DOB
FELONY CASE# CR-2013-0013847 ORDER ..MHOLDING 
#'[\] DISMISSING CHARGE(S) 
CHARGE(S): COUNT 1- THEFT BY RECEIVING, POSSESSING OR DISPOSING OF STOLEN PROPERTY, ETC -
118-2403(4) F 
COUNT 2 - BURGLARY - 118-1401 
COUNT 3- BURGLARY-118-1401 
Amended to:----------------------------------
[ ] Dismissed - insufficient evidence to hold defendant to answer charge(s). [ ]Bond exonerated. [ ]NCO Lifted. 
(Specify dismissed charge(s) on above line, if other charges still pending) k Preliminary hearing having been waived by the defendant on the above listed charge(s), 
[ ] Preliminary hearing having been held in the above entitled matter, and it appearing to me that the offense(s) set 
forth above has / have been committed, and there is sufficient cause to believe the named defendant is guilty 
thereof, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the defendant is held to answer the above charge(s) and is bound over to District Court. 
The Prosecuting Attorney shall file an Information that includes all charges under this case number. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the defendant be admitted to bail in the amount of $ (2) :nqO 
committed to the custody of the Kootenai County Sheriff pending the giving of such bail. 
and is 
[ ] Defendant was advised of the charges and potential penalties and of defendant's rights, and having waived his/her 
constitutional rights to: a) trial by jury; b) remain silent; and c) confront witnesses, thereafter pied guilty to the 
charge(s) contained in the Information filed by the Prosecuting Attorney. 
FURTHER ORDERED that not later than 14 days after the date of this order, Defendant shall enter a a 
written plea whic · e Defendant's true name, age, education and literacy levels; Defendant's ri hts counsel and 
any waiver of such rights; the or offenses of which Defendant is charged 1 the minimum and maximum 
sentence for each charge; and Defendant's pea ar e, the 1me necessary for trial, if any; Defendant's current 
custody status; and Defendant's a res1 ence a address and telephone number. A copy of the 
Defendant's written pie be delivered to the assigned judge's resident chambers. imely file a written plea shall 
be a basis to revoke ond or release, and issue a bench warrant. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that all pretrial motions in this case shall be filed not later than 42 days after the date 
of this order unless ordered otherwise. All such pretrial motions in this matter shall be accompanied by a brief in support of the 
motion, and a notice of hearing for a date scheduled through the Court. 
THIS CASE IS ASSIGNED TO JUDGE (Jtih XL ·1, f\i :Tf 1\lutiu • 
ENTERED thi~day of ~ 
Copies sent _X_1 l 3; I J as follows: 
[ J.,Prcrs""ecutor I v· 
[ ~signed District 
]'Befense Attorney 
Order Holding Defendant/Dismissing Case 
,20-13 
Judg~ 
IL--· [y-Befendant 
[ ]faxed _____ _ 
. t 
I (_, [ ~~A Office at fax 446-12~ 'frj. 
[4a"il (if in custody at fax 446-1407) C.i-{ ( 
[ ] KCSO Records fax 446-1307 (re: NCO) 
Rev 3/12 
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STATE OF IDAHO } 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAI a SS 
FILED: D';) ?ft 3 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
Tl-11::' ~T 4TI::' nr:: ln41--ln IN 4Nn r::nR TMI::' r.n1 INTV nr:: KnnTl::'N41 
AT 3:~~CLOCW'PM 
12/rlaif?'~ State of Idaho Case No. CRF 
vs. 
PRETRIAL SETTLEMENT OFFER 
OFFER EXPIRES 14 DAYS AFTER PRELIM. DATE 
or other ________ _ 
The State offers that in exchange for Defendant's guilty plea(s) to: 
Count Charge Statutor)l Maximum Penalt)l 
ff Burg 
I/ 
and Defendant's agreement to: 
0 Waive appeal as of right as to conviction~ 
o,.,-pay restitution: Oo allcua,1r518.::;. ,,x:J,dj 4a3--€. -A::-) bed211.,,~ 
0 Other agreements: Waive Prelim Hearing 
It will agree and recommend as follows: 
13'Agreed sentence recommendation:'Rvl-e UC£) u:P1C1,UJ..;(,....J.u214iA'fl(lt}/JC, u,)S--e .4/o J 2- /C123 
~ntence recommendation: A/LE~£ o-'7--f/t;z 
R'T ~~ D se~tence enhancement/habltual D Other: D:;n= C,f- ::Z:<±lJZ4-~aa~  
lJ,--15ther agreement: ' Z n ; · - ~/4.e. · ~~ • 
"-"' ~ i "'"\i,..;-.-. '? -l!.i:... I rTf:- d<!lr-\ C -
The STATE is no longer bound to the afore ntioned sentencing recommen ations, nor is the Court bound to an 
I.C.R. 11 (f) agreement, if ANY of the following occur prior to sentencing: 
(1) Defendant fails to appear in Court and/or at the first scheduled pre-sentence interview; 
(2) Defendant violates any Court order or conditions of bail/release from custody; 
(3) Defendant commits a new criminal offense. 
The determination of whether or not the defendant has failed to appear is at the sole discretion of the STATE. 
New criminal offenses and violations of Court orders and conditions of bail/release need only be established by a 
finding of probable cause. It shall not be a basis for the defendant to withdraw a guilty plea if the ST ATE seeks to 
make different recommendations pursuant~to this paragraph nor shall it be a basis for the defendant to withdraw 
from an I.C.R. 11 (f) agreement. _ 
Dated: 8-:z3- l3 _____ -___ -------,-------
Prosecuting Attorney 
0 I REJECT THE ABOVE PRETRIAL SETTLEMENT OFFER. 
D I ACCEPT THE ABOVE PRETRIAL SETTLEMENT OFFER AND WAIVE THE FOLLOWING RIGHTS: 
1. The right to a jury or court trial. 
2. The right to be presumed innocent unless proven guilty beyond a reasonable doubt. 
3. The right to confront and question the witnesses against me. 
4. The right to compel witness to come to court and testify for me . 
• The right to main silent . 
. The right peal as of right as to conviction~ --::__ 
g- l1-IJ (_____ -......._. 
-~wul.lQl!~_...,,_~~e:ief'-¥enud.J£a~n~t "------ Date ~tense Attorney 
PRE=TRIAL Sl=TTLEMENT OFFER 
?- l..l - 13 
Date 
PAO00B 
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ORIGINAL 
Sarah L. Sears, Deputy Pubiic Defender 
STATE Of IOAHO 1 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAlfSS 
FILED: / // 
The Law Office of the Public Defender of Kootenai County 
PO Box 9000 
//0 
2013 AUG 27 PH 2: 54 
:Jt;:;;u;M/ Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701 Bar Number: 7902 DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
KERRY ALLEN HOWELL, 
AKA: KERRY ALLAN HOWELL 
Defendant. 
----------------
) 
) 
) CASE NUMBER CR-13-0013847 
) Fel 
) 
) MOTION TO DISQUALIFY 
) PURSUANT TO ICR 25 
) 
) 
) 
) 
COMES NOW, the above named defendant, by and through his attorney, Sarah L Sears, 
Deputy Public Defender, pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 25 and hereby moves the Court for an 
Order Disqualifying the Honorable JOHN T. MITCHELL in the above-entitled case.This motion is 
not made to hinder, delay or obstruct the administration of justice. 
DATED this '2.£:, ~ day of August, 2013. 
BY: 
MOTION TO DISQUALIFY 
Page 1 
THE LAW OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC 
DEFENDER OF KOOTENAI COUNTY 
QC\b(l1 I ~u>tb 
SARAH L SEARS 
DEPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
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CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was personally served by placing 
a copy of the same as indicated below on the 9.i1 day of August, 2013, addressed to: 
Kootenai County Prosecutor FAX 446-1833 
Via Fax 
L Interoffice Mail 
MOTION TO DISQUALIFY 
Page 2 
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BARRY McHl.JGH 
Prosecuting Attorney 
501 Government Way/Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000 
Telephone: (208) 446-1800 
Facsimile: (208) 446-1833 
ASSIGNED ATTORNEY: 
JED WHITAKER 
STATE OF IOAHO . !cc 
COUNTY OF KOOTEHAll"" 
FILED: 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KERRY LL, 
DOB: 
SSN: 
FINGERPRINT# 2800071553 
Defendant. 
[)00 
Case No. CR-Ft\&1-13847 
INFORMATION 
BARRY McHUGH, Prosecuting Attorney in and for the County of Kootenai, State of 
Idaho, who prosecutes in its behalf, comes now into Court, and does accuse KERRY ALLEN 
HOWELL of the charge(s) of: COUNT I: GRAND THEFT BY POSSESSION OF STOLEN 
PROPERTY, Idaho Code §18-2403(4), 18-2407(1)(b), COUNT II: BURGLARY, Idaho Code 
§18-1401, and COUNT III: BURGLARY, Idaho Code §18-1401, committed as follows: 
COUNTI 
That the Defendant, KERRY ALLEN HOWELL, on or about July 14, 2013, in the 
County of Kootenai, State of Idaho, did knowingly possess stolen property of a value in excess 
of One Thousand Dollars ($1,000.00) lawful money of the United States, to-wit: a trailer, the 
property of Jared Ban, knowing the property to have been stolen, or under circumstances as 
INFORMATION: Page 1 
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would reasonably induce her to believe that the property was stolen, and with the intent to 
deprive the owner permanently of the use or benefit of the property; 
COUNT II 
That the Defendant, KERRY ALLEN HOWELL, on or about July 14, 2013, in 
Kootenai County, State of Idaho, entered into a certain building, to-wit: a barn belonging to 
Michael L. Ban located at 8737 North Huetter Road, Idaho with the intent to commit the crime 
of theft; 
COUNT III 
That the Defendant, KERRY ALLEN HOWELL, on or about July 14, 2013, in 
Kootenai County, State ofldaho, entered into a certain building, to-wit: a residence belonging to 
Michael L. Ban located at 8737 North Huetter Road, Idaho with the intent to commit the crime 
of theft; 
All of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case made and 
provided and against the peace and dignity of the People of the State ofldaho. 
DATED this zq day of A~ , 2013. 
~ TAKER 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the6t.1- day of \. (J j h, 2013, a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing was caused to be delivered to: ~
JOHN REDAL 
FAXED 
INFORMATION: Page 2 
\JNdOY\'Aksl-4 
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ORIGINAL 
Sarah L. Sears, Deputy Public Defender 
The Law Office of the Public Defender of Kootenai County 
PO Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701 
Bar Number: 7902 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
KERRY ALLEN HOWELL, 
AKA: KERRY ALLAN HOWELL 
Defendant. 
----------------
) 
) CASE NUMBER CR-13-0013847 
) Fel 
) 
) 
) ORDER TO DISQUALIFY 
) 
) 
) 
) 
The Court having before it the timely Motion to Disqualify and good cause appearing, now, 
therefore 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Honorable JOHN T. MITCHELL be and hereby is 
disqualified from hearing the above-entitled proceeding. 
DATED thisJ:2'\ray of August, 2013. 
-
ITCHELL 
JUDGE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct cop)". of the for o · ng was personally served by placing 
a copy of the same as indicated below on the 5 day of:!mgust, 2013, addressed to: 
evn~ 5G(J-t. 
Kootenai County Public Defende1 F*X 446-1 IOt 
Kootenai_County Prosecutor FAX 446-1833,/~ [D \ 
Via Fax 
Interoffice Mail 
ORDER TO DISQUALIFY 
Page 1 
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ST A TE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff. 
vs. 
Kerry Allen Howell 
20765 N Altamont 
Rathdrum, ID 83858 
Defendant. 
FI ~ .TTJDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, STATE PF IDAHO 
AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOT: ~I 
324 W. GARDEN A VENUE 
COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO 83814 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
FILED 9/5/2013 AT 12:15 PM 
STATE OF IDAHO, COUNTY OF KOOTENAI SS 
CLE OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
Case No: CR-2013-13847 
ORDER ASSIGNING JUDGE ON 
DISQUALIFICATION WITHOUT CAUSE 
The Honorable John T. Mitchell, being disqualified pursuant to I.C.R. 25(a) from proceeding further in the above 
entitled action: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Honorable Rich Christensen, of the First Judicial District of the State of 
Idaho, is hereby assigned to take jurisdiction of the above entitled action for all further proceedings herein. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Clerk of the District Court of Kootenai County shall cause a copy of this 
Order Assigning Judge on Disqualification to be mailed or faxed to counsel for each of the parties, or if either of the 
parties are represented pro se, directly to the pro se litigant. 
..-
DATED this--~---- day of September, 2013. l cw-,, i_"-1 (.. ~ ~ ru,0 
Lansing L. Haynes, Administrative!) strict Judge 
I certify that copies of this Order were served as follows: 
J)<:{ Honorable Rich Christensen, Interoffice Delivery (include file) 
~ Kootenai County Prosecutor - CR ix, Faxed (208) 446-1833 
.J><l, Defendant's Counsel: Sarah L Sears, Deputy Public Defender 
P(J_Faxed (208) 446-1701 
Dated: September ~ , 2013 
Clifford T. Hayes 
C~ Of The District Court 
By: ~':/;...,............>. Do_.,_~-1 \kxb-<-><--->.....__  t~Q __ _ 
Deputy Clerk 
{.13 
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09/17/2013 TUE 11:43 FAX 4461702 KC PUBLIC DEFENDER~~~ Dist. Court-file docs ~001/002 
3l)55 
Sarah Sears, Deputy Public Defender 
The Law Office of the Public Defender of Kootenai County 
PO Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701 
Bar Number: 7902 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TilE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) CASE NUMBER CR-2013-13847 
) 
V. ) 
) MOTION TO SUPPRESS 
KERRY A. HOWELL ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
_______________ .) 
COMES NOW, the above named defendant by and through his attorney, Sarah L. Sears, 
Deputy Public Defender, and hereby moves the Court for an Order suppressing any and all evidence 
gathered against the above named defendant including all statements made by the defendant, the 
observations made by the officers of the defendant before, during and after law enforcement contact, 
and any evidence seized subsequent to law enforcement contact. The evidence must be suppressed 
because the warrantless detention and arrest by the officers was unlawful and without legal 
justification, therefore in violation of the Fourth Amendment to the Constitution of the United States 
and Article I § 17 of the Constitution of the State of Idaho. 
Article I Section 17 of the Idaho Constitution affords greater protection than the Fourth 
Amendment to the United States Constitution based upon the long-standing jurisprudence of the 
Idaho appellate courts, the uniqueness of the State of Idaho, and the uniqueness of the Idaho 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS Page 1 
.. . . .. . 
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09/17/2013 TUE 11:43 FAX 4461702 KC PUBLIC DEFENDER~~~ Dist. Court-file docs ll!002/002 
Constitution. See State v. Cada, 129 Idaho 224 (Ct.App.1996) Odahoans have higher expectation of 
privacy in their land); State v. Guzman, 122 Idaho 981, 995 (1992) (not the exclusionary rule, but the 
constitutional provision itselfimpedes fact-finding function of Court- but this is a "price the framers 
anticipated and were willing to pay''); State v. Thompson, 114 Idaho 746 (1988) (Idahoans have a 
higher expectation of privacy in the home); State v. LeP age, 102 Idaho 3 87 (1981) Gudicial integrity 
mandates exclusionary rule); State v. Rauch, 99 Idaho 586 (1978) (admission of illegally seized 
evidence itself a violation of constitution); State v. Arregui, 44 Idaho 43 (1927) (application of 
exclusionary rule in Idaho 34 years prior to Mapp v. Ohio, 367 U.S. 643 (1961)). 
Counsel requests that this motion be set for hearing in order to present oral argument, 
evidence and/or testimony in support thereof. Requested time is two hours. 
DATED this L\: ~ day of September, 2013. 
BY: 
ARAH L. SEARS 
DEPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true and correct covY-Ot1he foregoing was personally served by placing 
a copy of the same as indicated below on the~ day of September, 2013, addressed to: 
~o,enai County Prosecutor 
~ ViaFax 
Interoffice Mail 
~OTION TO SUPPRESS Pagel 
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.. ( 
JAMES, VERNON & WEEKS, P.A. 
1626 Lincoln Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Telephone: (208) 667-0683 
Facsimile: (208) 664-1684 
Douglas A Pierce ISB #8116 
Attorneys for Defendant 
::ifAll Of. iOAHO 
'Yi1 ,,,.,.\1 r,r ,00,.. }ss =,;\:-:.. ·, ' , ' 1r ..._ . .,, , ENA.! 
• •: •• i. 
'Ujj $J:p 20 PM 3: 29 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KERRY ALLEN HOWELL, 
Case No. CR-13-0013847 
Fel 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE, PLEA OF 
NOT GUILTY, NON-WAIVER OF 
PRELIMINARY HEARING AND 
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
Defendant. 
COMES NOW, DOUGLAS A. PIERCE of the law firm of JAMES, VERNON & WEEKS 
P.A., and hereby appears as conflict public defender of record for the above-named Defendant, 
pleads not guilty to all Counts, does not waive his right to a preliminary hearing at this time, 
demands a jury trial in the above-entitled matter, and hereby requests that any and all documentation 
to be served upon said Defendant be provided to the undersigned at the address hereinabove. 
DATED this ~ay of September, 2013. 
JAMES, VERNON & WEEKS, P.A. 
Attorneys for Defendant 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE, PLEA OF NOT GUILTY, NON-WAIVER OF PRELIMINARY 
HEARING AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL- 1 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the _M~y of September, 2013, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing document was served upon the following individuals by the method indicated below: 
Kootenai County Prosecutor 
Barry McHugh 
501 Ooverrunent Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Mailed Mailed 
BvHand BvHand 
Overniaht Mail .... Ovemisilit Mail 
X Fax ~ 446-1833 Fax 
Patricia Snyder 
Assistant to Douglas Pierce 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE, PLEA OF NOT GUILTY, NON-WAIVER OF PRELIMINARY 
HEARING AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL -2 
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Log of lK-COURTROOMl c 'l/9/2013 Page 1 of2 
II DescriptionllcR 2013-13847 Howell, Kerry 20131009 Arraignment 
Judge Christensen 
Court Reporter Kari Veare 
" Clerk Amy Hodge 
r ~ (i} i ' ~ ?'-t PA- Jed Whitaker '\ 1 Ii 1 : (/)IU -~Jv DA - Doug Pierce 
I Date 1110/9/2013 I Location 111 K-C~RT ROOM1 
Time Speaker I Note I 
I 09:06:18 AM I Judge Calls Case; Def - Kerry Howell present in custody, DA- Doug 
Christensen Pierce, PA- Jed Whitaker 
09:06:47 AM jArraignment hearing. I 
09:06:51 AM DA- Doug Def has reviewed the report and waive reading of information. Pierce 
09:07:05 AM Def- Kerry My name, DOB and SSN is correct on information. Howell 
09:07:28AM Judge Advises defendant of his rights. Reviews charges and 
Christensen penalties. 
09:08:53AM Def- Kerry I am a high school grad. I understand English. I understand 
Howell my rights on pleading guilty. Count I - Count Ill - NOT GUil TY. 
09:09:43 AM Judge Set for PTC and Trial. Christensen 
09:09:56AM Def- Kerry I understand. Howell 
09:10:00 AM DA- Doug Is PTSO in the file? Pierce 
09:10:17 AM Judge Yes. Christensen 
09:10:19 AM DA- Doug Wanted to make sure that the PTSO is open. We have filed 
Pierce motion to suppress. Wanted it on the record that PTSO is 
open till heard . 
09:10:56 AM PA-Jed Not to file new charges until motion to suppress. He was 
Whitaker awaiting sentencing on a Bonner Co case. I want to make 
sure he will be around and not on a rider. Not sure 
09:11:51 AM DA- Doug Def has not been sentenced in Bonner Co. Pierce 
09:12:14 AM PA-Jed 3 days for trial Whitaker 
09:12:20 AM Judge 
file://R:\LogNotes - HTML\District\Civil\Christensen\CR 2013-13847 Howell, Kerry 2013... 10/9/2013 
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Log of lK-COURTROOMl c 'l/9/2013 
Christensen I Set for 3 days trial. Notice will be sent 
Produced by FTR Gold™ 
www.fortherecord.com 
Page 2 of2 
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Date: 
Name: 
KOOTENAI COUNTY 
Public Records Request Form 
9-/0- f? Time: 
kr12..12-~ A, ~,OW"f,L-l/ E-mail: _________ _ 
Mailing Address: (';o kt~.So V,o, P:io-1-1000 Corv~ 1)' At-rt-.l[. I It> s; ~-db 
Telephone Number: 
I am requesting to copy or to examine certain records of Kootenai County Department of (bN1M\C,.l,\O \,,\f.J'2.7 , 
which may be identified as follows: 
\ 
. t n , n ~)~ er -rH ".''_ D ?t.:¥ .. ~i; ,1t ,;· 
.... i 
-~r., 6'f t~\C. Pur!Jv\t Dtn:\JDJl.L • 
D 
D 
D 
******************************** 
Response 
Request Granted 
The requested record is attached. 
Response Delayed 
D 
D 
V1 
Additional time is necessary to locate or retrieve the requested record. You should receive a response no 
later than ten ( 10) working days following the date of your request. 
The electronic record requested will have to be converted to another electronic format which will take 
more than ten (10) working days following the date of your request to respond. Please contact Kootenai 
County Department of _________ to discuss when you will receive a response. 
Advance Payment 
Kootenai County Department of _______ will require advance payment of the cost associated with 
responding to your request. Please contact Kootenai County Department of _________ to discuss the 
amount and manner of the advance payment. 
-~~bnable to Respond for One or More of the Following Reasons 
/ I Request is ambiguous. , 
Record not known to exist. fl-.\ rf) I,) d ( 
K'ootenai County Department ofCtace , &JI' (0 ~ rtot the custodian of the requested record. 
D ~otice of Denial 
The requested record is exempt from disclosure pursuant to Idaho Code § 9-340_ (A-H). 
D Notice of Partial Denial 
Your request has been partially denied. Certain information has been determined to be exempt from disclosure 
pursuant to Idaho Code§ 9-340_ (A-H), and has therefore been redacted from the requested record. A copy of 
the requested record with the exempt information redacted is attached. 
If your request has been denied or partially denied, the attorney for Kootenai County has reviewed the request, or Kootenai 
County has had the opportunity to consult with an attorney regarding the request for examination or copying of a record and has 
chosen not to do so. If you wish to appeal the denial or partial denial of your request for public records you may do so pursuant 
to the provisions of Idaho Code § 9-343, which requires that a petition be filed in the District Court within 180 days from the date 
of the mailing of the notice of denial or partial denial. 
Date: C)- I l ,.. / 3 
r----, o- i.J 
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LANSING L HAYNES 
DISlRICT JUDGE 
(208) 446-1105 
Mr. Kerry A. Howell 
1150 Wall St. 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Re: Records Request 
Dear Mr. Howell: 
DISTRICT COURT 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
STATE OF IDAHO 
October 11, 2013 
RESIDENT CHAMBERS 
KOOTENAI COUNTY JUSTICE BUILDING 
324 W. GARDEN AVE. 
P.O. BOX 9000 
COEUR D'ALENE, IDAJ--1O 83816-9000 
I have reviewed your records request and latter dated September 21, 2013. The 
Administrative District Judge has no authority to order compliance with such a request 
just as a result of a letter from a citizen. Rather, the denial of a request for public records 
can be the subject of an independent legal action which may lead to a court order to 
compel the request. I cannot advise you on how to proceed in that independent legal 
action. 
Because your request has at least connection to the case in which you have court 
appointed counsel, I am a sending a copy of your request and my response to Mr. Pierce. 
I suggest any further questions along this line be directed to your counsel. 
lo /t<Plr3 
Copy to: 
Dou. glas Pierce ,J:'i2~-1684) ~o'3j 
Sincerely, 
l~~ L.\-\'4~ 
Lansing L. Haynes 
District Judge 
cJc-iR .,,,_ · Qb< ~~(j -
l,t¢wc.ll 10 );,_5IJ3 COP-( ci~IA,,. ,d;i u.f-
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JAMES, VERNON & WEEKS, P.A. 
1626 Lincoln Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Telephone: (208) 667-0683 
Facsimile: (208) 664-1684 
Douglas A. Pierce ISB #8116 
Conflict Public Defender for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KERRY ALLEN HOWELL, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-13-0013847 
Fel 
MOTION TO TRANSPORT 
COMES NOW, the above•named Defendant, Kerry Allen Howell, by and through his 
conflict public defender, Douglas A. Pierce of the law firm of James, Vernon & Weeks, P.A., and 
moves this court as follows: 
RELIEF SOUGHT 
For an Order to Transport for the Nez Perce County Sheriff's ·Office to transport the 
Defendant from the Nez Perce County Jail to the Kootenai County Jail so that he may attend the 
Motion to Suppress hearing before Judge Christensen scheduled on November 26, 2013, at 3:00 
p.m. 
MOTION TO TRANSPORT - 1 
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GROUNDS FOR MOTION 
1. The attendance of the Defendant is required; 
2. The Defendant is being held in the Nez Perce County Jail; 
3. The court has jurisdiction over the Defendant in this matter. 
BASIS OF MOTION 
The basis of this motion is all of the records and files of this action and the case in CRF-
13-13 84 7 (Fel). 
ORAL ARGUMENT ANO LENGTH OF HEARING 
Oral Argument is not requested. 
o)~~ 
DATED this ___ day of October, 2013. 
MOTION TO TRANSPORT • 2 
JAMES,'VERNON & WEEKS, P.A. 
Conflict Public Defender for Defendant 
Douglas A. Pierce 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the '2 1 S'r day of October, 2013, I caused to be served a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the 
following: 
KOOTENAI COUNTY PROSECUTOR [X] Facsimile To: 446·1833 
Patricia Shyder 
Assistant to Douglas A. Pierce 
MOTION TO TRANSPORT - 3 
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JAMES, VERNON & WEEKS, P.A. 
1626 Lincoln Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83 814 
Telephone: (208) 667-0683 
Facsimile: (208) 664-1684 
Douglas A. Pierce ISB #8116 
Conflict Public Defender for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRJCT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KERRY ALLEN HOWELL, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-13-0013847 
Fel 
ORDER TO TRANSPORT 
Based upon the First Motion for Transport and good cause appearing, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Nez Perce County Sheriff's Office shail transport the 
O<..t , Defendant from the Nez Perce County Jail to the Kootenai County Jail so that he may attend the 
~ ~~~t1RprtJ,,V"" 
..arratgllffi0lol.t lfearing scheduled for November 26, 2013, at 3:00 p.m. before the Honorable 
Richard Christensen. J 
DATED this i-J. day of October, 2013. 
ORDER TO TRANSPORT - 1 
· chard Christensen 
District Judge 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ~ ~day of October, 2013, I caused to be served a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing ~hod indicated below, and addressed to the 
following: 
KOOTENAl COUNTY PROSECUTOR ~ acsimile To: 208-446-1833 
NEZ PERCE COUNTY JAIL. ~acsimile To: l-888-756-7362 
DOUGLAS A. PIERCE ~acsimile To: 208-664-1684 
WARRANTS &T 
COORDINATOR 
ORDER TO TRANSPORT -2 
~di~'t~ t;,~~ 
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i\\ E Or !UAHO } SS 
')i lNTY OF KOOTENN 
.. ::.fD: 
JAMES, VERNON & WEEKS, P.A. 
1626 Lincoln Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Telephone: (208) 667-0683 
Facsimile: (208) 664-1684 
Douglas A. Pierce ISB #8116 
'J ",~mv 19 PM ~:23 
Conflict Public Defender for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KERRY ALLEN HOWELL, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-13-0013847 
Fel 
BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS 
The Defendant, KERRY ALLEN HOWELL, by and through his conflict public defender, 
Douglas A. Pierce of the law firm of JAMES, VERNON & WEEKS, P.A., and submits this, his 
Brief in Support of bis Motion for suppression. 
STATEMENT OF CASE 
The State has charged Defendant Kerry Howell via information with three felonious counts. 
First, Count I: Grand Theft by Possession of Stolen Property, J.C. §18-2403(4) and I.C. §18-
24037(1)(b). In addition, to the theft by possession, the State charged Kerry with two counts of 
buraJary, I.C. § 18-1401. Most importantly, the State eventually obtained all of its evidence through a 
warrantless search of Mr. Howell's person and vehicle. The State will most likely argue that the stop 
was a Terry stop. However, the stop itself was not a Terry stop, but was in fact an anest as soon as 
BRJEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO SUPPRESS - Pqe 11 
t5t7~ 
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the police made contact. The Court must suppress the information gained by the police during the 
unlawful arrest made by the police from the moment they appeared on the scene. 
GROUNDS FOR MOTION 
The grounds for the motion are as follows: 
1. The evidence must be suppressed because the warrantless stop and de facto arrest, then 
subsequent search by the officers, was unlawful and without legal justification, therefore in 
violation of the Constitution and laws of the United States and the State ofldaho. 
2. In this case, Kootenai County Sheriff's Deputy R.. Broeschand C. Howard contacted Howell 
in such a way as to communicate to him that he was not at liberty to ignore their presence 
and go about his business. Said officers were responding to an anonymous call into central 
which made no allegations of wrongdoing other than a man with a pick-up and camper was 
"changing his oil and dumping it ... ". Thus, the contact was facilitated by the police 
positioning their cruisers in such a way as to de facto arrest Howell. 
3. The attached photographs. 
4. The Deputy had no basis to stop, detain, handcuff, or search the Defendant or the vehicle that 
he was driving. 
5. Should the State attempt to justify the search as a Terry stop and detention, no evidence 
supports such a claim. Terry stops and detentions are not meant to allow general searches 
but are only valid when justified by "articulable and reasonable suspicion" that the person "is 
committing or is about to commit a crime," which does not exist here. Terry v. Ohio, 392 
U.S. 1 (1968); Sibron v. New York, 392 U.S. 40 (1968). 
BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION ro SUPPRESS~ Page 12 
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6. Thus, since there was no justification for an arrest and no valid basis for a Terry search, the 
evidence found in this case was unlawfully seized and should be suppressed and the case 
dismissed. 
BASIS FOR MOTION 
The basis of this motion is all of the records and files of this action and evidence to be 
adduced at a hearing in this matter. 
FACTS 
1. On or about July 17, 2013, Defendant was at his vehicle, parked at the end of Silas Court, 
a cul-de-sac. 
2. A call was made to central dispatch by a person who did not leave her name or contact 
information (therefore, anonymous) reporting that a male was "changing the oil in bis truck." 
3. The road which she referenced was Silas Court, which intersects with Ramsey Road on 
the north side of Coeur d'Alene, south side of Hayden. 
4. The text of the anonymous call is attached hereto, and will be played at hearing on this 
Motion. However, in pertinent part, the caller states only "-yes ... hi ... um ... do you have 
anybody in the area of Silas court that could maybe drive though the [inaudible) system 
[inaudible] I don't know ifhe is changing oil, he's in a camper ... and ... um ... I just left and 
there's nobody home and it's kinda strange'' 
S. When the police responded, ·they parked in such a way as to completely block in 
Defendant's person and his vehicle. Further, they blocked Mr. Howell's vehicle in such a 
manner that he could not leave, unlike a traffic stop, where the police park behind the vehicle. 
BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO SUPPRESS • Page I 3 
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6. The area of Silas Court where Mr. Howell was working on his 1ruck that day is 
surrounded by fields and large (10 acre lots) residential homes, and is zoned "rural." In effect, he 
was unable to leave on foot, as there was no place to go but private property and open fields. 
7. The police then proceeded to interrogate Mr. Howell without providing him his Miranda 
warnings. 
8. When asked if he was allowed to leave, Mr. Howell was told he was being detained. 
ARGUMENT 
A. When Deputies Broesch and Howard parked their cruisers in the manner and 
position they did, they de facto made a warrantless arrest of Mr. Howell, and such 
warrantless arrest was without probable cause. 
In the case at bar, the police violated Mr. Howell's fourth amendment right which 
prohibits unreasonable searches and seizures of peoples' persons or property. In State v. Stewart, 
14S Idaho 641,644, 181 P.3d 1249, 1252 (2008), the Idaho Court of Appeals states the current 
law regarding search and seizure as follows: 
"The Fourth Amendment to the United States Constitution prohibits unreasonable 
searches and seizures of persons or property. Searches or detentions conducted without a 
warrant are presumptively unreasonable. Coolidge v. New Hampshire, 403 U.S. 443, 
454-55, 91 S.Ct. 2022, 2031-32, 29 L.Ed.2d 564, 575-76 (1971); State v. Butcher, 137 
Idaho 125, 129, 44 P.3d 1180, 1184 (Ct.App.2002) ... A seizure that implicates the 
Fourth .Amendment occurs when an officer, by means of physical force or show of 
authority, restrains a citizen's liberty, State -v, Ferreira, 133 Idaho 474, 479, 988 P.2d 700, 
705 (Ct.App.1999); State v. Fry, 122 Idaho 100,102,831 P.2d 942,944 (Ct.App.1991). 
A seizure may take the form of either an arrest or an investigative detention. An arrest is 
a full-scale seizure of the person which in some circumstances is pennitted without a 
warrant if the officer has probable cause to believe that the individual has committed a 
crime. F~ira, 133 Idaho at 479,988 P.2d at 705; State v. Zapp, 108 ldaho 723, 726-27, 
701 P.2d 671, 674-75 (Ct.App.1985). An investigative detention is a seizure of limited 
duration to investigate suspected cruninal activity and does not offend the Fourth 
Amendment if the facts available to the officer at the time gave rise to reasonable 
suspicion to believe that criminal activity was afoot. Teny v. Ohio, 392 U.S. 1, 88 S.Ct. 
BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO SUPPRESS· Page 14 
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1868, 20 L.Ed.2d 889 (1968); Ferreira, 133 Idaho at 479, 988 P.2d at 705; State v. Dice, 
126 Idaho 595, 599, 887 P.2d 1102, 1106 (CtApp.1994); State v. Knapn, 120 Idaho 343, 
347, 815 P.2d 1083, 1087 (Ct.App.1991)." 
Warrantless searches are deemed "per se unreasonable" and the burden is upon the state 
to demonstrate that the search was carried out pursuant to one of the exceptions to the warrant 
reqwrement. State v. Cook, 106 Idaho 209,215,677 P.2d 522,528 (1984) citing State -v. 
Bottelson, 102 Idaho 90, 625 P.2d 1093 {1981). 
Idaho Code § 19-603 provides that a police officer may arrest a person without a warrant 
"[w]hen a felony has in fact been committed and he has reasonable cause for believing the person 
arrested to have committed it." The Idaho Supreme Court has defined reasonable or probable 
cause in the context of I.C. § 19-603 "as infonnation that 'would lead a man of ordinary care and 
prudence to believe or entertain an honest and strong suspicion' ,, that the subject of arrest is 
guilty. State v. Alger, 100 Idaho 675,677,603 P.2d 1009, 1011 (1979). "Similarly, whether a 
warrantless arrest is constitutionally permissible depends upon whether at the moment the arrest 
was made, the officers had probable cause to make it-whether at that moment the facts and 
circumstances within their knowledge and of which they had reasonably trustworthy infonnation 
were sufficient to wammt a prudent man in believing that the [defendant] had committed or was 
committing an offense." Beckv. Ohio, 379 U.S. 89, 91, 85 S.Ct. 223,225, 13 L.Ed.2d 142 
(1964). Furthermore, "[i]n dealing with probable cause ... as the very name implies, we deal with 
probabilities. These are not technical; they are the factual and practical considerations of 
. everyday life on which reasonable and prudent men, not legal technicians, act" Brinegar v. U.S., 
338 U.S. 160, 175, 69 S.Ct. 1302, 1310, 93 L.Ed. 1879 (1949).Specific to the matter before the 
Court, Mr. H~well was lawfully parked on a residential road, working on his truck, when some 
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made an anonymous call to the police. The character of the anonymous tip was not _a call for 
help or even, arguably, it was not a request to investigate. Further, the caller was very clear that 
the person at the pickup was "changing his oil" and the only threat was that he was going "to 
dump the oil like everyone does." In addition, the police were asked by the concerned citizen to 
simply investigate. 
Most importantly to this matter was the fact that the police used the specific 
circumstances to make an illegal, de facto, arrest. Or in the alternative, the police made an 
illegal, de facto, illegal search and seizure. Specifically, the physical nature of the surroundings 
provided any person in the cul-de-sac only one way to leave, and that was via Silas to Ramsey 
Road. Silas Court is a cul-de-sac, surrounded by empty lots and fields. The surrounding is 
zoned "rural." It was not proper, and constituted a de facto arrest when the police parked their 
cruisers in such a way that neither Mr. Howell could exit, with or without his vehicle. 
The timing of the arrest is primarily why the Court must dismiss the charges against Mr. 
Howell. Upon arrival on scene, and making the de facto attest, or, in the very least, a detention 
without probable cause, anything the police did from that point constituted an illegal seizure and 
illegal warrantless search. The fourth amendment of the United States Constitution and article I, 
§ 17 of the Idaho Constitution protect people from unreasonable searches and seizures by the 
agents of the government. At the time when the police first arrived on scene, they chose to make 
a de facto warrantless arrest, and an illegal search and seizure. They police only had authority to 
investigate, and did not have a warrant or probable cause to search either Howell or his truck. 
B. Howell was "seized" without probable cause, and the seizure was unreasonable, 
thus the search was invalid and the case must be-dismissed, 
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A seizure does not occur simply because a police officer approaches an individual on the 
street or other public place, by asking him if he is willing to answer some questions, or by putting 
questions to him if he is willing to listen. Florida v. Bostick, 501 U.S. 429, 111 S.Ct. 2382, 115 
L.Ed.2d 389 (1991); Florida v. Royer, 460 U.S. 491, 103 S.Ct. 1319, 75 L.Ed2d 229 (1983). 
Unless and until there is a detention, there is no seizure within the meaning of the fourth 
amendment and no constitutional rights have been infringed. Royer, 460 U.S. at 498, 103 S.Ct. 
at 1324. Even when officers have no basis for suspecting a particular individual, they may 
generally ask the individual questions and ask to examine identification. Florida v. Rodriquez, 
469 U.S. 1, 105 S.Gt 308, 83 L.Ed.2d 165 (1984); INSv. Delgado, 466 U.S. 210, 104 S.Ct. 
1758, 80 L.Ed.2d 247 (1984); United States v. Mendenhall, 446 U.S. 544, 100 $.Ct. 1870, 64 
L.Ed.2d 497 (1980). Thus, where an officer merely approaches a person who is standing on the 
street, or seated in a non.moving vehicle located in a public place, and poses a few questions, no 
seizure bas occurred. See United States v. Castellanos, 131 F.2d 979 (D.C.Cir.1984); United 
States v. Woods, 720 F .2d 1022 (9th Cir.1983). This is so because the person approached n~ 
not answer any question put to him and may decline to listen to the questions at all and go about 
his business. See Royer, 460 U.S. at 497-98, 103 S.Ct. at 1324. 
Thus, in determining whether an individual is "seized" within the meaning of the fourth 
amendment, the critical inquiry is whether, taking into account all of the circumstances 
smrounding the encounter, "the police conduct would have communicated to a reasonable person 
that he was not at liberty to ignore the police presence and go about his business." Bostick, 111 
S.Ct. af 2387, quoting Michigan v. Chesternut, 486 U.S. 567,569, 108 S.Ct. 1975, 1977, 100 
L.Ed.2d 565 (1988). 
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The exact timing of the events ~urrounding Howell's ''formal" arrest is uncertain. 
However, it is clear when the police "seized" him, and it is also clear that the seizure was without 
probable cause, thus the seizure was patently unreasonable. After blocking his vehicle in, the 
police then immediately approached Howell and Deputy Howard demanded and obtained 
Howell I s license. This clear show of force was a seizure in that the police conduct was a show of 
force that communicated to Howell that he was not at liberty to ignore them and go about his 
business. State v. O~borne, 121 Idaho 520,524,826 P.2d 481,485 (1991). The officers did not 
have probable cause to arrest Howell at the time they first appeared on scene. Thus, the fact that 
the de facto arrest preceded the search by several minutes necessarily rendered the search illegal. 
Rawlings v. Kentucky, 448 U.S. 98, 100 S.Ct. 2556, 65 L.Ed.2d 633 (1980). It can only be 
concluded that at the moment the officers appeared on scene, they had no authority to arrest, or 
even search (Terry stop) Howell as there was no probable cause, only a request to do a drive by. 
When they appeared on scene, parked their cruisers at the mouth of the cul-de-sac, and 
approached Howell, they knew only that he was parked there, and was working on his truck. 
They had no reason to believe a crime was being committed other than perhaps the dumping of 
oil, nor that a crime had been committed. They did however know, because they had acted with 
intent, that Mr. Howell wasn't going anywhere. They denied him his liberties, and denied him 
his fourth amendment right to not be searched or seized. 
This case is nearly factually identical to State v. Osborne in that there, the Court of 
Appeals found that when Bonner County patrol officers took a driver's license from a driver, the 
driver was by law detained. See 1 C. §49-316. "[Defendant] was legally obligated to comply 
with the officer's request and could not drive away without violating the law. Under these 
circumstances, we hold as a matter oflaw that [Defendant] could not reasonably have believed he 
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was "at liberty to ignore the police presence and go about his business." Accord United States v. 
Thompson, 712 F.2d 1356 (11th Cir.1983); State v. Painter, 296 Or. 422,676 P.2d 309 (1984). 
Compare, e.g., United States v. Campbell, 843 F.2d 1089 (8th Cir.1988) (police retention of used 
one-way airline ticket not determinative of whether seizure occurred). Accordingly, we conclude 
that [Defendant) was "seized" within the meaning of the fourth amendment when [the] Deputy 
took his license.'' State v. Osborne, 121 Idaho 520,524,826 P.2d 481,485 (1991). 
The next question regarding seizure, according to Osborne is "was the seizure 
reasonable." In order for a seizure to be reasonable, there must be objective grounds for doing 
so. Id. In the case at bar, it was not until after the seizure took place did the police fmd any 
objective reason for seizure, and as such, the seizure was not reasonable. Specifically, the 
objectively and reasonable view of the situation would have been that Howell's truck was broken 
down and he needed assistance. His vehicle was safely parked, on a public way, and it had been 
reported that he "was changing bis oil." The seizure was not reasonable from an objective 
standard. 
C. The phone call to dispatch did not report a felony, and therefore the officers did not 
have probable cause to make the de facto arrest. 
Idaho Code § 19-603 provides that a police officer may arrest a person without a warrant 
"[w]hen a felony has in fact been committed and he has reasonable cause for believing the person 
arrested to have committed it." The Idaho Supreme Court has defined reasonable or probable 
cause in the context ofl.C. § 19-603 "as information that 'would lead a man of ordinary care and 
prudence to believe or entertain an honest and strong suspicion' ,, that the subject of arrest is 
guilty. State v. Alger, 100 Idaho 675,677,603 P.2d 1009, 1011 (1979). "Similarly, whether a 
warrantless arrest is constitutionally permissible depends upon whether at the moment the arrest 
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was made, the officers had probable cause to make it-whether at that moment the facts and 
circumstances within their knowledge and of which they had reasonably trustworthy information 
were sufficient to warrant a prudent man in believing that the [defendant] had committed or was 
committing an offense." Beckv. Ohio, 319 U.S. 89, 91, 85 S.Ct 223,225, 13 L.Ed.2d 142 
(1964). Furthermore, "(i]n dealing with probable cause ... as the very name implies, we deal with 
probabilities. These are not technical; they are the factual and practical considerations of 
everyday life on which reasonable and prudent men, not legal technicians, act." Brinegar v. U.S., 
338 U.S. 160, 175, 69 S.Ct. 1302, 1310, 93 L.Ed. 1879 (1949). 
In this regard, the case at bar is not unlike State of Idaho v. Willoughby 147 Idaho 482, 
211 P.3d 91, (2009). In Willoughby the police had received a call that a fight was going on in a 
parking lot. Upon arrival to the scene, officers asked people in the parking lot about the fight, 
including Mr. Willoughby. Mr. Willoughby was in a vehicle's driver's seat, and the inquiring 
officer asked him about the :fight, to which he denied any knowledge. During the conversation, 
the officer allegedly detected an odor of alcohol, and Mr. Willoughby was subsequently arrested 
for DUI. 
In Willoughby, the police were investigating anon-felonious crime and then arrested 
someone else for another crime. Here, the Deputies were investigating someone who was 
supposedly "changing his oil" and approached with the intent to show force. Further, such show 
of force clearly erased any chance of Mr. Howell leaving, thus constituting a seizure. Howell 
asks this court to see that the entire encounter was, as it was with Willoughby, and ~ Judge 
{Magistrate at the time} Simpson, District Judge Hosack, the Court of Appeals and the Idaho 
Supreme Court all agreed with, a taking away of his liberties, violating the Constitutions of Idaho 
and the United States, and making the seizure illegal. 
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CONCLUSION 
When the police responded to an anonymous call into central dispatch to investigate a 
man "changing his oir' and they parked their cruisers in such a way as to use the entire 
en-vironment to make a de facto arrest, the entire resulting warrantless search and seizure were 
per se unconstitutional and therefore should be suppressed. 
BEARING AND LENGTH OF TIME 
Counsel requests that this motion be set for hearing at 3:00 p.m. on Tuesday, December 3, 
2013 in order to present oral argument and testimony in support thereof. Requested time is one-half 
(l/2)hour. 
DATED this / 't "'day of November, 2013. 
JAMES, VERNON & WEEKS, P.A. 
By:~-=---_._ _______ _ 
Do as A. Pierce, Conflict Public Defender for 
Defendant 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ) ~ """ day of November, 2013, I caused to be 
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to 
the following: 
KOOTENAI COUNTY PROSECUTOR 
S01 GOVERNMENT WAY 
P. 0. BOX 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000 
( J U.S. Mail 
[ J Hand Delivered 
[] Facsimile to:446-1833 
[ ) Overnight Mail 
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• ·,, 11, 
_.,, - .. : ..: .... , ,.., .. 
BARRY McHUCH 
Prosecuting Attorney 
501 N. Government Way 
P.O. BOX 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000 
(208) 446-1800 
Assigned Attorney: 
JED WHITAKER 
IJ~ 
STATE OF IDAHO _ l 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAIJSS FILED: 
27 PH 3: 18 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
KERRY A. HOWELL, ) 
Defendant. ) 
CASE NO. CR-F13-13847 
STATE'S REPLY BRIEF TO 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION 
TO SUPPRESS 
COMES NOW, JED WHITAKER, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai 
County, State of Idaho, and hereby responds to Defendant's Motion to Suppress as 
follows: 
FACTUAL/BACKGROUND 
On or about July 14, 2013, Kootenai County Sheriff's Deputy Broesch and 
Deputy Howard responded to the dead end of Sylas Court, West of Ramsey Road in 
Kootenai County State of Idaho. The Deputies were responding to an anonymous report 
of two vehicles that may be having car problems. 
Deputy Howard arrived on scene and observed two vehicles parked at the end of 
Sylas Court. The first vehicle was a white Chevrolet truck that had a white and yellow 
travel trailer attached to it. The second vehicle was a silver Chevrolet truck. Deputy 
Howard contacted the Defendant Kerry Howell (hereinafter "Howell") and John Stephens 
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who were standing outside next to the two Chevrolet trucks. Deputy Howard was in his 
police cruiser and parked the cruiser on the opposite side of the road from the two 
vehicles and Deputy Broesch pulled in behind Deputy Howard. Once the deputies 
arrived, Howell told Deputy Howard that he was working on the trailer because it was not 
"trailering correctly." Howell informed Deputy Howard that he was headed to Silver 
Beach Resort on Spirit Lake and was meeting people there. 
Deputy Howard asked Howell if the trailer was his. Howell first said it was his 
girlfriends. Shortly thereafter he changed his story and said it was his sister's 
boyfriends'. He said his sister's name was Kelly J. Gilbert. He said he did not know 
what his sister's boyfriend's name was. He then told Deputy Howard he didn't really 
know his sister's boyfriend. Howell told Deputy Howard that he called his sister the night 
before and got permission from her to pick up the trailer. Howell stated that he picked up 
the trailer "somewhere on Emma" but that he didn't know the address or exactly where 
on Emma that he picked up the trailer. Howell also stated that he never contacted his 
sister's boyfriend to get permission to take the trailer. 
Deputy Howard then contacted Central Dispatch who advised him that the 
registered owners of the trailer were Jared M Ban and Shadra Ban who lived off of 
Lennox Loop in Coeur d'Alene. Central Dispatch contacted Shadra Ban who indicated 
that the trailer had been broken into before and that it was likely stolen. She further 
advised that she did not know Howell and that the trailer was supposed to be parked at 
her father-in-laws house off of Huetter Road near Prairie Ave. 
Deputy Howard then asked Howell if he knew Ban. Howell responded that "Ban" 
sounded familiar and it could have been his sister's boyfriend. Deputy Howard asked 
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Howell when he last talked with his sister Kelly Gilbert. Howell stated he had talked to 
her the night before on the phone and that her number was 664-5752. Deputy Howard 
tried to contact Gilbert at that number. The number was no longer working. Deputy 
Howard asked Central Dispatch to contact that number. Central Dispatched confirmed 
that the number was not working. Howell then changed his story and said he had actual 
talked to his sister last night at that Shady Bar in Rathdrum. 
Deputy Howard asked Howell to see his phone so he could confirm that he had 
Gilbert listed in his phone contacts. Howell said he did not have a cell phone. Deputy 
Howard recalled seeing Howell holding a cell phone with a red case just a few minutes 
pnor. Howell continued to deny that he had a cell phone. 
Because of the repeated different versions of events given by Howell and 
Stephens the deputies decided to pat search them for weapons. During that pat search of 
Stephens deputy Broesch asked Stephen's ifhe had a cell phone. Stephens said yes and 
gave him his cell phone. During the pat search of Stephens, Deputy Broesch also located 
the cell phone with the red case that Deputy Howard had seen Howell holding. 
The Deputies noticed that the main door of the trailer was ajar. Howell indicated 
that the door was like that when he picked it up. Howell indicated that he did not have a 
key to the trailer. The Deputies observed that the trailer looked like it had been broken 
into. While the Deputies were discussing the matter, a third Deputy, A. Hunt traveled to 
meet with the owner of the trailer, Jared Ban. Jared Ban confirmed to Deputy Hunt that 
the trailer was stolen and that Howell did not have permission to take it. 
Thereafter, the Deputies arrested Howell and read him his Miranda rights. 
Howell refused to talk to the deputies. 
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ARGUMENT 
1. The Deputies initial actions were not a show of authority as to 
constitute a seizure under the Fourth Amendment 
Under the Fourth Amendment individuals have a guarantee against unreasonable 
searches and seizures. Delaware v. Prouse, 440 U.S. 648,653, 99 S.Ct. 1391, 1395-96, 
59 L.Ed.2d 660,667 (1979); United States v. Brignoni-Ponce, 422 U.S. 873, 878, 95 
S.Ct. 2574, 2578-79, 45 L.Ed.2d 607, 614-15 (1975). An encounter between an officer 
and a citizen becomes a seizure when the officer displays a "show of authority" and thus 
restrains the liberty of the citizen. United States v. Mendenhall, 446 U.S. 544, 552, 100 
S.Ct. 1870, 1876, 64 L.Ed.2d 497, 508 (1980). 
The test for deciding whether someone has been seized by a show of authority 
objectively considers whether a reasonable person would have believed that he was not 
free to leave under the totality of the circumstances. Id. at 554, 100 S.Ct. at 1877, 64 
L.Ed.2d at 509. Use of a spotlight does not in itself constitute a show of authority 
amounting to a seizure. State v. Baker, 141 Idaho 163, 165, 107 P.3d 1214, 1216 (2004). 
Furthermore, if an officer parks his or her vehicle in such a way that prevents the 
defendant from driving a way a seizure may have occurred. Id At 166, 107 P.3d at 1217; 
State v. Randle, 152 Idaho 860,865,276 P.3d 732, 737 (Ct. App. 2012). However, 
"police have the right to approach a parked vehicle and ask the occupants questions, even 
if no obvious criminal activity is afoot." Randle, 152 Idaho 860 at 865-66, 276 P.3d at 
737-38 (citing State v. Zubizareta, 122 Idaho 823, 827, 839 P.2d 1237, 1241 
(Ct.App.1992); State v. McAfee, 116 Idaho 1007, 1010, 783 P.2d 874, 877 
(Ct.App.1989)). 
In the current case, Deputy Howard and Broesch were in marked police cruisers. 
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When they arrived upon scene, they did not have their lights or sirens on. In addition, 
they parked their vehicles on the opposite side of the road from Howell and did not block 
him in. Howell could have gotten into the truck at anytime and left. Accordingly there 
was no seizure. 
2. Deputy Howard was justified in speaking with Howell. 
As stated above, the Defendant first contact with Deputies was voluntary and 
consensual. In State v. Zapp, 108 Idaho 723, 701 P.2d 671 (Ct.App. 1985), the Idaho 
Court of Appeals held that a defendant's encounter with police who were at his friends 
house for a probation officer search when the defendant arrived was a consensual 
encounter that did not offend the constitutional protections provided. Regarding 
questioning to determine identification, the Court of Appeals has stated: 
Even when officers have no basis for suspecting a particular individual, 
they may generally ask the individual questions and ask to examine 
identification. Florida v. Rodriguez, 469 U.S. 1, 105 S.Ct. 308, 83 
L.Ed.2d 165 (1984); United States v. Mendenhall, 446 U.S. 544, 100 S.Ct. 
1870, 64 L.Ed.2d 497 (1980). The means of verifying identification may 
take the form of an operator's license, and a police officer's brief 
detention of a driver to run a status check on the driver's license after 
making a valid, lawful contact with the driver, is reasonable for purposes 
of the Fourth Amendment. State v. Goodwin, 121 Idaho 491, 495, 826 
P.2d 452,456 (1992). 
State v. Clifford, 130 Idaho 259, 261, 939 P.2d 578 (Ct.App. 1997). 
In addition, the Court of Appeals recently noted the following in State v. 
Linenberger, 151 Idaho 680,263 P.3d 145 (Ct. App. 2011): 
Not all encounters between the police and citizens involve the seizure of a 
person. Terry v. Ohio, 392 U.S. 1, 19 n. 16, 88 S.Ct. 1868, 1879, n. 16, 20 
L.Ed.2d 889,905 n. 2, (1968); State v. Jordan, 122 Idaho 771, 772, 839 
P.2d 38, 39 (Ct. App. 1992). Only when an officer, by means of physical 
force or show of authority, restrains the liberty of a citizen may a court 
conclude that a seizure has occurred. State v. Fry, 122 Idaho 100, 102, 831 
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P.2d 942, 944 (Ct. App. 1991). A seizure does not occur simpiy because a 
police officer approaches an individual on the street or other public place, 
by asking if the individual is willing to answer some questions or by 
putting forth questions if the individual is willing to listen. Florida v. 
Bostick, 501 U.S. 429,434, 115 L.Ed.2d 389, 389, 398 (1991); Florida v. 
Royer, 460 U.S. 491,497, 103 S.Ct. 1319, 1323-24, 75 L.Ed.2d 229, 235-
36 (1983) .. Unless and until there is a detention, there is no seizure within 
the meaning of the Fourth Amendment and no constitutional rights have 
been infringed. Royer, 460 U.S. at 498, 103 S.Ct. at 1324, 75 L.Ed.2d at 
236-37 Even when officers have no basis for suspecting a particular 
individual, they may ask to examine identification. Fry, 122 Idaho at 102, 
831 P.2d at 944. So long as police do not convey a message that 
compliance with their requests is required, the encounter is deemed 
consensual and no reasonable suspicion is required. Id., 
Lindenberger, at 685, Idaho 150. 
In the current matter, the contact with Howell was consentual and not a 
seizure. There was no show of physical force or restraint of liberty. 
Reasonable suspicion may be supplied by an informant's tip or a citizen's 
report of suspect activity. Whether information from such a source is 
sufficient to create reasonable suspicion depends upon the content and 
reliability of the information presented by the source, including whether 
the informant reveals his or her identity and the basis of the informant's 
knowledge. See White, 496 U.S. at 330, 110 S.Ct. at 2416, 110 L.Ed.2d at 
308-309; Illinois v. Gates, 462 U.S. 213, 233-34, 103 S.Ct. 2317, 2329-30, 
76 L.Ed.2d 527,545 (1983); Adams v. Williams, 407 U.S. 143, 146-47, 
92 S.Ct. 1921, 1923-24, 32 L.Ed.2d 612, 617-18 (1972). An anonymous 
tip, standing alone, is generally not enough to justify a stop because an 
anonymous tip alone seldom demonstrates the informant's basis of 
knowledge or veracity. Florida v. J.L., 529 U.S. 266,269, 120 S.Ct. 1375, 
1377-78, 146 L.Ed.2d 254,259 (2000); White, 496 U.S. at 329, 110 S.Ct. 
at 2415-16, 110 L.Ed. 2d at 308. However, when the information from an 
anonymous tip bears sufficient indicia of reliability or is corroborated by 
independent police observations, it may provide justification for a stop. 
White, 496 U.S. at 331-32, 110 S.Ct. at 2416-17, 110 L.Ed.2d at 309-10 .. 
Lindenberger, at 686, Idaho 151. 
In the present case, the officer where dispatched to location because of an 
anonymous call that indicated that there was a vehicle that may have been having car 
trouble and/or a suspicious vehicle. The Deputies were performing their basic law 
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enforcement patrol duties. When they arrived upon scene, the Defendant was out of his 
vehicle with another individual. The Deputies asked the Defendant who he was and why 
he was there. Howell informed Deputy Howard that he was in fact having "trailering" 
problems. Thus the initial encounter when the Deputies responded to the area was 
consensual. 
3. The Deputies quickly developed reasonable suspicion. 
In Fourth Amendment applications, the reasonableness of police conduct is judged 
against an objective standard. State v. Weaver, 127 Idaho 288, 291, 900 P.2d 196, 199 
(1995); Gomez, 136 Idaho at 483, 36 P.3d at 835. We examine whether "the facts 
available to the officer at the moment of the seizure ... [ would] 'warrant a man of 
reasonable caution in the belief that the action taken was appropriate." Terry v. Ohio, 
392 US. 1, 22, 88 S.Ct. 1868, 1880, 20 L.Ed.2d 889, 906 (1968). See also fllinois v. 
Rodriguez, 497 US. 177, 188, 110 S.Ct. 2793, 2801, 111 L.Ed.2d 148, 161 (1990). This 
standard allows room for some mistakes on the part of police officers, so long as the 
mistakes are those ofreasonable persons. Brinegar v. United States, 338 US. 160, 176, 
69 S.Ct. 1302, 1311, 93 L.Ed. 1879, 1890-91 (1949). See also State v. Buhler, 137 Idaho 
685, 688, 52 P.3d 329, 332 (Ct.App.2002); State v. McCarthy, 133 Idaho 119, 124, 982 
P.2d 954, 959 (Ct.App.1999); State v. Hawkins, 131 Idaho 396, 401, 958 P.2d 22, 27 
(Ct.App. 1998). "[I]n order to satisfy the 'reasonableness' requirement of the Fourth 
Amendment, what is generally demanded of the many factual determinations that must 
regularly be made by agents of the government ... is not that they always be correct, but 
that they always be reasonable." Rodriguez, 497 US. at 185, 110 S. Ct. at 2800, 111 
L.Ed.2d at 159. Subjective good faith on the part of the officer is not enough. As the 
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United States Supreme Court has explained, "If subjective good faith aione were the test, 
the protections of the Fourth Amendment would evaporate, and the people would be 
'secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects,' only in the discretion of the police." 
Terry, 392 US. at 22, 88 S.Ct. at 1880, 20 L.Ed.2d at 906. The mistake must be one that 
would be made by a reasonable person acting on the facts known to the officer. 
Rodriguez, 497 US. at 186, 110 S.Ct. at 2800, 111 L.Ed.2d at 159-60; Hawkins, 131 
Idaho at 401, 958 P.2d at 27. In sum, a stop will not violate the Fourth Amendment if 
the officer reasonably suspects a violation oflaws even iflater investigation dispels the 
susp1c10n. 
The Supreme Court has also said that the reasonableness of a stop is determined 
by looking at the totality of the circumstances confronting the officer at the time of the 
stop. United States v. Cortez, 449 U.S. 411,417, 101 S.Ct. 690, 66 L.Ed.2d 621 (1981). 
"Reasonable suspicion is a lesser standard than probable cause but is more than 
mere speculation or instinct on the part of the officer." State v. McCarthy, 133 Idaho 
119, 124, 982 P.2d 954, 959 (Ct.App. 1999). "In determining whether a reasonable 
suspicion existed at the time of the stop, the proper inquiry is to look at the totality of the 
circumstances and ask whether the facts available to the officers at the time of the stop 
gave rise to a reasonable suspicion, not probable cause to believe, that criminal activity 
may be afoot." State v. Gallegos, 120 Idaho 894,897,821 P.2d 949,952 (1991) (internal 
quotations omitted). 
In the present case, police were dispatched to an area to check out a vehicle that 
may have been having car problems. Shortly after arrival the deputies developed 
reasonable suspicion due to Howell's evasive answers. Deputy Howard asked Howell if 
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the trailer was his. He first said it was his girlfriends. Shortly thereafter he changed his 
story and said it was his sister's boyfriends. He said his sister's name was Kelly J. 
Gilbert. He said he did not know what his sister's boyfriend's name was. He also told 
Deputy Howard he didn't really know his sister's boyfriend. Howell then told Deputy 
Howard that he called his sister the night before and got permission from her to pick up 
the trailer. Howell next stated that he picked up the trailer "somewhere on Emma" but 
that he didn't know the address or exactly where on Emma that he picked up the trailer. 
He then stated that he never contacted his sister's boyfriend to get permission to take the 
trailer. The Deputy's questions were not that of an interrogation they were simply to 
determine 
In State v. Jordan, 122 Idaho 771, 839 P.2d 38 (Ct.App. 1992), the Idaho Court of 
Appeals addressed the minimal amount of evidence needed to support a finding of 
reasonable suspicion. In Jordan, the driver Brently Jordan was stopped at a red light in 
downtown Boise, Idaho. Two police officers on foot were talking to another driver at the 
light when the other driver suggested that if the officers wanted to catch a drunk driver, 
they should inquire in Jordan's vehicle. The officer asked if Jordan had been drinking 
and he admitted "one to one-and-a-half beers." The officer also detected the odor of 
alcohol at which point Jordan was told to pull over to the curb. 
The court first found that a seizure did not occur until Jordan was told to pull over 
to the curb. Jordan, 122 Idaho at 775. More importantly, the court found that an officer 
presented with information that a driver had been drinking and smelling alcohol was 
sufficient to provide the reasonable suspicion necessary to support a seizure. Id. It is 
clear that an officer need only a minimal amount of information to form reasonable 
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susp1c10n. 
In the instant case, the officer had a greater quantum of information on which to 
base reasonable suspicion. As stated above, the first contact with the deputies was 
voluntary and concentual. The Deputies responded to a call of a vehicle that might be 
having problems. Upon arrival, Howell indicated that trailer was having problems. 
Deputy Howard asked Howell if the trailer was his and Howell responded by saying he 
had permission to have the trailer while giving several different versions of how he came 
into possession of the trailer. The conversion of the consensual encounter to an 
investigative seizure was justified by the evidence presented to the officer at the scene. 
Thus, the Defendant's motion has no merit and must be denied. 
4. Howell's statements subsequent to her being detained are not fruits of the 
poisonous tree and must be suppressed. 
Only that evidence that can be characterized as a "fruit of the poisonous tree" is 
subject to suppression. State v Radford, 134 Idaho 187, 998 P.2d 80 (2000). Not all 
evidence gained subsequent to an unconstitutional search is a fruit of the poisonous tree. 
Rather, the correct analysis is '"'whether, granting establishment of the primary illegality, 
the evidence to which instant objection is made has been come at by exploitation of that 
illegality or instead by means sufficiently distinguishable to be purged of the primary 
taint." Wong Sun v. United States, 371 U.S. 471,488, 83 S.Ct. 407,417, (1963). 
In the current case, the Defendant was not unlawfully detained; therefore, the fruit 
of the poisonous tree doctrine does not apply. 
Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 436 (1966) requires that a person be informed of his or 
her Fifth Amendment privilege against self-incrimination prior to custodial interrogation; 
otherwise, incriminating statements are inadmissible. State v. Hansen, 138 Idaho 791, 
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795, 69 P.3d 1052, 1056 (Idaho 2003) (citing State v. Doe, 137 Idaho 519,523, 50 P.3d 
1014, 1018 (2002)). A person is interrogated whenever subjected to express questioning 
or its functional equivalent, i.e. anything reasonably likely to elicit an incriminating 
response. Id. (citing State v. Frank, 133 Idaho 364,370, 986 P.2d 1030, 1036 (Ct. App. 
1999) (quoting Rhode Island v. Innis, 446 U.S. 291, 300-02 (1980))). A person is in 
custody whenever subjected to a restraint on his or her liberty in any degree similar to a 
formal arrest. Id. at 799, 69 P.3d at 1056. 
After a suspect has been advised of the right to remain silent and the right to counsel 
pursuant to Miranda, police may not proceed with questioning if the suspect indicates a 
desire to remain silent. State v. Law, 136 Idaho 721, 724 (Ct. App. 2002) (citing 
Miranda, at 473-74; State v. Rhoades, 119 Idaho 594,602 (1991)). Nevertheless, police 
officers are not required to cease questioning unless the invocation of Miranda rights is 
clear and unequivocal. Id. "A suspect's ambiguous or equivocal comment that does not 
plainly express a desire to remain silent or to terminate the interview will not obligate 
police to cease questioning." Id. at 725. 
In the current matter, once the registered owner of the vehicle, informed the 
Deputies that Howell had stolen the trailer and did not have permission to use it, Deputy 
Howard read Howell his Miranda Rights and Howell invoked his right to remain silent. 
Once Howell invoked his right to remain silent, he was not questioned any further. 
CONCLUSION 
For the foregoing reasons, the Defendant's Motion to Suppress should be denied. 
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DATED this fl day of November, 2013 
-/~ 
~AKER 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the 27 day of /\ l rnJ. , 2013, a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO 
SUPPRESS was caused to be mailed/hand delivered to: 
DOUGLAS PIERCE 
FAXED 664-1684 
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Description CR 2013-13847 Howell, Kerry Allen 20131209 Motion to Suppress J 
Judge Rich Christensen \ 
Clerk Kathy Booth j~ Court Reporter Keri Veare / \ 
PA Jed Whitaker 
~) ,~ DA Douglas Pierce 
I Datell 12/9/2013 I Location ..... ii TI\-COUR~OOM1 -
Time I Speaker 
03:06:21 PM J 
03:06:40 PM 
DA 
I 03:07:15 PM PA 
I 03:07:24 PM Def 
I 03:07:32 PM J 
I 03:07:37 PM I Def 
03:08:12 PM J 
03:08:22 PMlr PA 
03:08:26 p~!T 
03:08:30 PM J 
I 03:08:40 PM PA 
I 03:08:49 PM DA 
I 03:09:03 PM J 
I 03:09:11 PM 
03:09:11 PM End 
II Note 
Calls case - PA Whitaker, DA Pierce present with defendant - in 
custody - for hearing on Motion to Suppress 
Motion to continue the suppression hearing. The trial is set for 
next week so we ask for a continuance of the trial to gather 
witnesses for the suppression hearing. Defendant waives right to 
speedy trial 
I Based on discussions in chambers we have no objection 
I understand and agree to a continuance 
Advises of right to speedy trial 
I understand and WAIVE SPEEDY TRIAL - I've discussed with 
with counsel 
TINUE MOTION TO SUPPRESS AND TRIAL 
1 
-2 r1~~'s for trial 
4-5 days trial 
TRIAL WILL BE SET 
I The state is ready to go to trial 
After our motion to suppress we'll be ready. We've exchanged 
discovery 
Contact clerk to schedule the motion to suppress 
Produced by FTR Gold™ 
www.fortherecord.com 
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KOOTENAI COUNTY SHERlFF'jr,\lE~~llss 
PUBLIC RECORDS REQUEST FOR INCAR~-Pf:bUffi1\i.1\fES FORM 
Date:· /-«)· ! j hunate Name \-l OW l:,IA,- ,k H',~J:~ 21 PM Ii• i&oused /;. • 6 
Inmate's Signature (or Requ~..)'__frttomey): 
Receiving Deputy:_ ~/ 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• i 
[ ] 
[ ] 
RESPONSE . . 
1t\t l\6o~t.. \1 Nui f.J~ \t-..f-it'J1 l6A:1'lJ~ 
~£,COR\.J <Sut-Jcci 1v L~[tV\Y1tON 
uwD[,(t LC. q- 335". 
Request Granted. 
The requested records are attached to this response. 
Response Delayed. 
[ ] Additional time is necessary to locate or retrieve the requested record. You should receive· a 
response no later than ten (10) working days following the date of your request. 
Request Denied. 
Your request for a reqord(s) of the Kootenai County Public Safety Building has been denied for one or 
more of the following reasons: 
[ ] -Documents not known to exist. 
[ ] The Kootenai County Public Safety Building is not the custodian of the requested recRrd. 
~ The requested record is exempt from disclosure pursuant to Idaho Code§ 9-340A, B, C, or F. 
[ ] Notice of Partial Denial. 
Your requested record( s) has been partially denied. 
[ ] Certain information has been determined to be exempt from disclosure pursuant to Idaho Code § 
9-340A, B, C, or F and has therefore been deleted or redacted from the requested record. A copy 
of the requested record with certain information deleted is attached. 
[ ] Certain information has been determined to be harmful to the safety and security of the Kootenai 
County Public Safety Building and has therefore been deleted or redacted from the requested 
. record pursuant to Idaho Code§ 9-340B. A copy of the requested record with certain 
information deleted is attached. 
If your request has been denied or partially denied, the attorney for the Kootenai County Sheriffs Department has reviewed the request, or the 
Kootenai County Sheriff's Department has had the opportunity to consult with.an attorney regarding the request for examination or copying of a 
record and has chosen not to do so. If you wish to appeal the denial or partial denial of your request for public records, you may do so pursuant to the 
provisions ofldaho Code§ 9-343 which requires that a petition be filed in the District Court within 180 days from the date of the delivery of the 
notice of denial or partial deniaL __ . _. .._'\ 
- ·· -l~espondn1g-Aathmit, :~,,, ,( --
. ; 
· -,~~--... ..__. __,., .• -~9..EX.1~.£1.!\§~j~~tjQ.1),_fil~ .• =::;:::-...,, c_opy to Inmate/Attorney__ Copy to Booking File __ p~-r-· 1)~"-·yq;·~;;--h "'y"'"v;~~~-~--c·~--~~U;P~~-i -.... JAIL SHR#409 
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Description CR 2013-13847 Howell, Kerry 20140304 Motion to Suppress 
Judge Christensen 
Clerk Kally Mohler 
Court Reporter- Keri Veare 
PA- Jed Whitaker 
?j~oHw DA- Douglas Pierce 
Date 3/4/2014 Location 111 K-COURTR'OOM1 
Time Speaker Note 
03:47:32 PM Judge- Calls Case- PA-Jed Whitaker/ DA- Douglas Pierce/ Def-
Christensen Howell, Kerry (In-Custody)- Present in Court 
03:47:49 PM We are set for a Suppression Hearing today- And does the 
State Stipulate to the Warrantees 
03:48:01 PM PA- Jed That's correct, and we did Stipulate to the warrantless- the 
Whitaker Issue is whether he was blocked in or not- and I have two Deputy's here to Testify-
03:48:17 PM DA- Douglas Yes, That's the Issue-Pierce 
03:48:27 PM Judge- Are the parties ready to proceed Christensen 
03:48:29 PM PA-Jed The State is, your honor Whitaker 
03:48:49 PM DA- Douglas Defense is ready- I do have a video I want to Play Pierce 
03:48:58 PM PA- Jed I have color pictures on my computer, and I have the video that 
Whitaker Mr. Douglas wants to play I call Deputy Howard-
03:49:27 PM Clerk Swears Deputy Howard in for Testimony- Witness #1 
03:49:40 PM Deputy- States name- Caleb Howard, spells last name-Howard 
I 03:49:49 PM I PA- Jed Inquires of Deputy Howard Whitaker 
03:49:58 PM I'm employed with the Kootenai County Sheriff's- I'm a patrol 
deputy, that's my only assignment right now 1/14/13, I was on 
Deputy- Duty, I was on patrol and Dispatched- I am POST Certified-
Howard means that we have gone to the Post academy, and training-
That day I was on the grave year shift- I came in contact with 
Mr. Howard- He's wearing the red, orange shirt-
03:51:21 PM PA- Jed 
_____________________________________ ., ____ , ____ , 
·------·- ----·--··--·- ··-- ··-------·-----·-----------··------ ---· - ··--···· -·-· .. 
~~~~~~-~-~---~--------
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Whitaker The records will reflect that he pointed to Defendant-
03:51:25 PM Deputy- The nature of the call was to suspicious vehicles- myself and 
another deputy responded-Howard I responded to Silas Court just west of Ramsey Rd-
03:53:39 PM PA-Jed I'm showing you some photos Whitaker 
03:53:43 PM I'm familiar- the first photo, exhibit photo number one- higher 
Deputy- view of Silas Court-
Howard Exhibit #2 is just a more zoomed in photo- showing a dead end 
cult-de-sac 
03:54:41 PM DA- Douglas No Objection to those Exhibits being Admitted Pierce 
03:54:47 PM Judge- Plaintiff's Exhibits #1 and #2 will be Admitted Christensen 
03:55:16 PM Deputy- I was in my patrol unit, we responded at like 7:00am-Howard 
03:55:21 PM PA-Jed Can you depict on a drawing how you arrived-Whitaker 
03:55:46 PM Deputy- Draws on the Board, representation of the vehicles-Howard 
03:56:09 PM D This was a truck and travel trailer that was attached- he was in this vehicle here- I did pull up to the Vehicle, no light or sirens were on- . 
03:57:14 PM Deputy Birch was also there right behind me- There was one 
more vehicle parked-
After we responded to the area, I started asking questions to 
the people there- Mr. Howell told me that he was having 
problems with the Trailer-
Refer to the Notes in the Report-
He told me that he was going - he said that the trailed belonged 
to his girlfriend- Kelly Gilbert- I asked him if he had the 
permission to have the trailer, then he said that it was his 
sisters's boyfriends trailer- so then I went back to see what the 
registered person name- He said that he got permission from 
his sister, not the guy that actually owned it- The trailer was not 
owned or registered to not the sister, her boyfriend- I then 
charged him with Possession of Stolen Property-
I 04:02:50 PM I PA-Jed I'm handing you what has been marked as Plaintiff's Exhibit #3 Whitaker 
04:02:56 PM Deputy- Yes, I recognize this as the back of the truck that Mr. Howell 
Howard was driving, yes I also took that photo around 7/14/13- that's 
accurate of what that day looked like then-
I 04:03:48 PM I DA- Douglas No Objection to that being Admitted 
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Pierce 
04:03:57 PM PA- Jed Can you take a look at the next three photos-Whitaker 
04:04:10 PM Deputy- I do recognize those photos of the Trailer, that's accurate of 
Howard what it looked like that day-
04:05:06 PM DA- Douglas No Objection to Exhibit's 4,5,6 being Admitted Pierce 
04:05:08 PM Judge- Exhibits #3,4,5 will be Admitted Christensen 
04:05:10 PM PA- Jed I move to also admit Exhibit #3 Whitaker 
04:05:15 PM Judge- Plaintiff's Exhibits #3,4,5,6 will be Admitted Christensen 
04:06:11 PM Deputy- Before I took the photo's I didn't move the vehicles, in Exhibit 
Howard #3 that is my vehicle- It's also my vehicle in Exhibit #6 
04:07:16 PM Yes, there was room before my car and the dirt road for 
another car to get through-
04:07:19 PM PA-Jed No Further Questions Whitaker 
04:07:38 PM DA- Douglas May I see all the Exhibits I Pierce 
04:07:39 PM Judge- You may Christensen 
04:07:52 PM DA- Douglas Cross Examination Pierce 
Looking at Photo #6, you said that's your vehicle in the picture 
04:08:14 PM Deputy- Yes, that my car in the photo, and that the my car where I drew 
Howard it on the Board-
n,1.nn.~- ~·[ 
- •. uv.VI I Iv The back of the trailer was free-style-
04:10:04 PM DA- Douglas I'm going to show you what I have been marked as Defendant's 
Pierce Exhibit A 
04:10:13 PM Deputy- It the same photo that I just looked at, but in color- Yes, my car 
Howard is right there, and I drew it there- I can't say for 100% that's the 
scale-
04:11:14 PM DA- Douglas I would move to Admit Defendants Exhibit #A Pierce 
04:11:22 PM PA-Jed No Objection Whitaker 
04:11:22 PM Judge- Defendants Exhibit #A will be Admitted Christensen 
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04: 11 :56 PM I ~/\-~ ~Douglas II ~m showing you what has been marked as Defendant's Exhibit ~ 
t"'1erce v 
04:12:25 PM I Deputy- I recognize that photo, I took the picture- yes, that's reasonable 
Howard depiction of where my car was when I pulled in-
04:12:30 PM I DA- Douglas Move to Admit Defendant's Exhibit C Pierce 
04:12:34 PM I Judge- I Defendant's Exhibit C will be Admitted I Christensen 
04:12:39 PM PA-Jed No Objection Whitaker 
04:12:41 PM DA- Douglas Continues to Question Deputy Howard Pierce 
04:12:44 PM I don't believe so, I can't say for sure that the body CAM was 
on- I don't know that any other video's being made, other than 
the 45 minute Video of the defendants Rights - My camera 
Deputy- doesn't turn on until my blue lights are on, or I manually 
Howard activate that- Suspicious call at that point, I wasn't required to 
at that point to have the camera on- I could have pulled in 
behind their cars- there was no curve there- I think he could 
have pulled around me and not hit the dirt-
04:17:16 PM DA- Douglas I'm showing you what I have marked as Defendant's Exhibit #D Pierce 
04:17:20 PM Deputy- Yes, I took those photo's, that the back of Mr. Howell's truck- It 
Howard was the Silas Court 
04:18:12 PM DA- Douglas I move to admit Defendants Exhibit D Pierce 
04:18:15 PM PA-Jed No Objection Whitaker 
04:18:15 PM Judge- Defendants Exhibit D will be Admitted Christensen 
04:18:23 PM Deputy- Yes, someone could have maintained on the driveway to get 
Howard around me-
04:18:54 PM DA- Douglas I'm going to show you what has been marked as Defendant's 
Pierce Exhibit #E 
04:19:09 PM Deputy- Yes, that's my vehicle- the other officer's vehicle was behind 
Howard me-
04:19:30 PM DA- Douglas I move to Admit Defendant's Exhibit E Pierce 
04:19:33 PM PA-Jed No Objection Whitaker 
04:19:45 PM I Defendant's Exhibit E will be Admitted I Judge-
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I Christensen I 
04:20:14 PM DA- Douglas Continues Inquiring of Deputy Howard Pierce 
04:20:22 PM No, I didn't see Mr. Howell, or the other person in the vehicle-
Showing in th white Board- there were both near the hitch of 
the trailer and truck- I asked them what they are doing, they 
said they were broke done- I asked of they had driver's 
Deputy- License, and they gave them to me- I asked first what the 
Howard situation was first- Mr. Howell gave me the name Kelly Gilbert 
after he gave me the License I think- The Registration Query, I 
ran that on the Trailer that was being towed- I would have 
asked him for the trailer registration at the same time as the 
License-
04:23:57 PM DA- Douglas I have been given information by client that he hasn't got his 
Pierce license back-
04:24:07 PM Deputy- I do recall giving that back to him-Howard 
04:24:53 PM DA- Douglas Does this look familiar to you-Pierce 
04:25:01 PM Judge- The court reporter is not required to take the Video down Christensen 
04:25:02 PM DA- Douglas Correct, your honor Pierce 
04:25:24 PM Plays Video of Miranda Rights 
04:27:23 PM The time and date stamp on the video should be correct, I don't 
Deputy- adjust the time on those- I don't recall the exact time- That may 
Howard be the grill of the truck, I don't recall if I moved my truck- I don't 
recall moving my car at any point-
04:29:52 PM DA- Douglas I would move to have this video clip admitted, or this, well I 
Pierce would like to-
04:30:21 PM PA-Jed I would move to admit that the court mark that as Exhibit, and 
Whitaker mark that on a copy that we can provide-
04:30:35 PM DA- Douglas I would ask that that be Admitted Pierce 
04:31:12 PM Judge- You can mark this as Defendant's Exhibit #F, which should be 
Christensen your next one- That will be admitted-
04:33:11 PM Deputy- I did not book Mr. Howell into the Jail- I did take his cell phone, 
Howard I believe that is was also returned- while I had it in my possession I reviewed a few text messages, I don't recall if 
04:34:45PM DA- Douglas Nothing Further Pierce 
04:34:50 PM PA-Jed 
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II . llwhitaker I Re-Direct 
04:35:25 PM Deputy- I did not transport him to the Jail, Yes, it was my police cruiser 
Howard there-
04:35:29 PM PA- Jed Nothing Further Whitaker 
04:35:33 PM DA- Douglas Nothing Further Pierce 
04:35:36 PM Judge- You may step down, you may be excused Christensen 
04:35:50 PM PA-Jed I'm going to submit with that-Whitaker 
04:35:59 PM DA- Douglas I need to call the other deputy-Pierce 
04:36:13 PM Clerk- Swears Deputy Ron Broesch in for Testimony- Witness #2 
04:36:21 PM Deputy- States name-Ron Broesch, Spells last name-Broesch 
04:36:35 PM DA- Douglas Inquires of Deputy Broesch-Pierce 
04:37:03 PM I have reviewed my notes and the Report from that day- I went 
Deputy- to Silas court, I was dispatched as a cover unit- for two 
Broesch suspicious vehicles- I come as a secondary unit, Deputy 
Howard was the first, we arrived at the same time-
04:38:44 PM DA- Douglas Handing you what has been Admitted as Exhibit's #1 and #2 Pierce 
04:39:02 PM Deputy- Deputy Howard's car was first, like ten to twenty feet-Broesch 
04:39:25 PM DA- Douglas I'm showing you a copy of what has already been admitted as 
Pierce Defendants Exhibit E 
04:39:43 PM Yes, that would be the back of a camper trailer, I recognized 
Deputy- the cruiser vehicle, my car is gone right now- I had taken 
Broesch Howell to get booked in- I was not there for the photos to my 
recollection-
04:40:46 PM DA- Douglas Going back to Exhibit E Pierce 
04:40:55 PM Yes, it would have been just slightly off to the right side- I had a 
body CAM that day, I did not report anything that day- I didn't 
Deputy-
turn my lights on, or the Manual CAM on- My car wasn't in 
position to turn it on to serve the scene- There is a lot of reason 
Broesch why I wouldn't turn my body CAM on- the batteries die soon, I 
was towards the end of my shift- I was present when Mr. 
Howell was given his rights- I booked him into Jail- I don't recall 
if I saw the License, I think I had it with me when I booked him 
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I I into Jail-
04:45:46 PM Yes, he has his phone when we booked him in- I looked at the 
phone on scnene- I looked at it with Deputy Howard- we were 
trying to confirm who's phone it was- There were some texts, 
We looked at them before we gave him his Rights-
I 04:46:53 PM I DA- Douglas Nothing Further Pierce 
04:46:56 PM PA-Jed Very brief- Inquires of Deputy Broesch Whitaker 
04:47:04 PM Deputy- There is no curving, Mr. Howell could have driven Broesch 
04:47:20 PM PA-Jed No Further Questions Whitaker 
04:47:26 PM DA- Douglas Questions Deputy Broesch Pierce 
04:47:31 PM Deputy- The Truck was still hitched to the truck-Broesch 
04:48:11 PM DA- Douglas I'm showing you a copy of what has been marked as 
Pierce Defendant's Exhibit D 
04:48:43 PM Deputy- That should be further east then that- on Silas Court Broesch 
04:49:07 PM DA- Douglas I have No More Questions Pierce 
04:49:09 PM PA-Jed Nothing Further Whitaker 
04:49:11 PM Judge- You may step down-Christensen 
04:49:24 PM DA- Douglas I would like to call my Client, and keep all of his rights as to 
Pierce testifying at the Motion to Suppress 
04:49:3<+ ~~ c-•• - --- n~f- Howell, Kerry in for Testimony-
04:49:43 PM Def- Howell, States name, spells last name-Kerry 
04:49:57 PM DA- Douglas Inquires of Def- Howell, Kerry Pierce 
04:50:06 PM It was clear I wasn't able to leave- I have my CDL, commercial 
Def License, the position of the cars made me feel that I wasn't able 
to leave-
04:50:38 PM PA-Jed Cross Examine Whitaker 
04:50:41 PM 
Def- Howell, I'm not lying right now, I answered the questions with the 
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II I Kerry knowledge 
I 04:51 :09 PM I Jud~e- He hasn't answered the question Christensen 
04:51:14 PM Def- Howell, I didn't know at the time- I didn't tell the officer that it as my 
Kerry girlfriends- I told them it was my sister's boyfriends trailer- I didn't steal the Trailer- I take the 5th-
04:52:11 PM PA-Jed No Further Questions Whitaker 
04:52:18 PM DA- Douglas Nothing Further Pierce 
04:52:20 PM Judge- You may step done Mr. Howell Christensen 
04:52:43 PM Final Argument-
DA- Douglas Refers to the Defendant's Exhibit with the Video- Reviews Defense Exhibit's E-Pierce We would ask that the Evidence obtained from the minute they 
made there arrest be Suppressed 
04:57:43 PM PA-Jed Final Argument-
Whitaker Would ask that you Deny the Motion to Suppress 
04:59:34 PM Just to clarify, Deputy Howard said that he took my client's 
DA- Douglas Drivers License- That follows under some certain standards-
when the police take your License you can't really leave-Pierce 
maybe on foot- the photo's clearly show that my client wouldn't 
be able to leave-
05:01:14 PM The Court has heard the Testimony, reviews the briefing in this 
case- the court can weigh evidence and Testimony- The 
burden is on the State to prove this wasn't an unreasonable 
Judge- Arrest- The Officer's pulled up and based upon the Evidence, It 
Christensen does not appear from the pictures, specifically Defendant's 
Exhibit A,C, and E - the depictions are somewhat inconclusive-
Court cannot determine, whether or not hat he was blocked in 
or not-
05:03:54 PM The court looks next to the Testimony of the Officers-
Refers to State vs. Randall, Reviews the Case Law-
In this case the Deputy's came up and starting Question, and 
from that created reasonable suspicion 
Court finds that it is proper, under the Randall Analysis-
05:07:08 PM So therefore the Defendant's Motion to Suppress is Denied 
05:07:15 PM PA-Jed Would you like an Order Whitaker 
05:07:16 PM Judge- I would Christensen 
05:07:21 PM DA- Douglas 
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jPierce 
05:07:23 PM PA-Jed 
Whitaker 
05:07:25 PM jEnd 
II Nothing Further 
I 
I Nothing Further 
Produced by FTR Gold™ 
www.fortherecord.com 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs .. 
KERRY ALLEN HOWELL, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR~l.3-0013847 
Fel 
MOTION TO WITHDRAW 
COMES NOW, Douglas A. Pierce of the .law firm of JAMES, VERNON & WEE.KS, 
P.A., conflict public defender of record for the Defendant, KERRY ALLEN HOWELL, hereby 
respectfully moves the Court for its Order granting counsel leave to withdraw as counsel of 
record for said Defendant. 
Movant respectfully requests the right to present oral argument in support of this Motion, 
and anticipates 5 minutes. 
( ,.... 
DATED this L day of March, 2014. 
JAMES, VERNON & WEEKS, P.A. 
MOTJON TO WTTRORA W - 1 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the l \4'' day of March, 2014, a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing document was served upon the following individuals by the method indicated below: 
Kootenai County Prosecutor Kerry Allen Howell 
c/o Kooten.ai County Jail 
PO Box 9000 
Coeur d~ Alene~ JD 83816 
Mailed X Mailed 
By Hand By Hand 
Ovemi~ht Mail Ovemi~t Mail 
X Fax - 446·1833 Fax 
~ \ & ________ 
Patticia Snyder ~ 
Legal Assistant to Douglas A. Pierce 
MOTION TO WlTHDRA W • 2 
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BARRYMcHUGH 
Prosecuting Attorney 
501 Government Way/Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000 
Telephone: (208) 446-1800 
Facsimile: (208) 446-1833 
I 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KERRY A. HOWELL, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-F13-13847 
ORDER 
The above matters came on for a hearing before the Honorable RICH CHRISTIANSEN, 
Judge, on the 04th day of March, 2014. The State was represented by JED WHITAKER, Deputy 
Prosecuting Attorney, for Kootenai County, Idaho. The defendant was present with his attorney 
DOUGLAS PIERCE. After argument from all parties, the Court enters its order as follows: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the defendant's motion to suppress is DENIED. 
-I- 1,,-, 
ENTERED this / / day of March, 2014. 
tr?r;J~~ofJ~ 
JUDGE CHRISTIANSEN 
ORDER 
1 of2 
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CER FICATE QJf S 'KV ICE 
I hereby certify that on the 7)} day o __,__,.,_~----'--'....__, 2014 copies of the foregoing 
document(s) were mailed, posQrepaid, or sent_by facsimile or inter office mail to: 
_j_ Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County FAX 208-446-1833 
Defense Counsel Kootenai CoUJltylu~cu:':nder FAX 208- 446-1701 
'¥ Defense Counsel F AX ___ (j_,_ ..... f__e_'-·o/"_,__-1-1t'4z""-'--'Cj----L ____ _ 
Defendant 
---- --------------
___ Kootenai County Sheriffs Department FAX 208-446-1407 
____ Idaho Probation & Parole - Distl@idoc.idaho.gov 
___ Idaho Department of Correction FAX 208-327-7445 
___ CCD Sentencing Team - - CCDSentencingTeam@idoc.idaho.gov 
____ Idaho Department of Transportation FAX 208-334-8739 
____ Community Service Interoffice Mail or FAX 208-446-1193 
Auditor Interoffice Mail or FAX 208-446-1662 
----
---- BCI (Bureau of Criminal Investigation) FAX 208-884-7193 
____ Kootenai County Law Library/Transcription FAX '208-446-1187 
Central Records CentralRecords@idoc.idaho.gov 
Idaho State Industrial Commission, FAX: 208-334-5145 
Kootenai County Jail jailsgts@kcgov.us 
:Jr ;W <£ 
ORDER 
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Kootenai County Public SafetyBuilding 
5500 N.,Government Way • P.O. Box 9000 
Coeur d Alene, Idaho 83816-9000 
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Secretary of State 
PO Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0080 
(208) 334-2300 
NOTICE OF CLAIM 
In compliance with Title 6, Chapter 9, IDAHO CODE, the undersigned hereby presents a claim 
against the State of Idaho for damages arising out of an occurrence which happened as follows: 
1. Date and time: ~\fnLCl,\ 1 tn; 101 4+ '\.~ 9M V, N\.1, // 
2. Place or location: ~oo:{O.(AJ eQ\j\\,\(4 (\nuW_,f f.,\~~·t,,f,? ,'1:i_f · (s~t5f'l _. et>A 83~Hh 
3. Cause of damages: (Describe the details and circumstances of the accident or 
occurrence )d\)vGT .. \L \ l'.\J./\\?.J'J ('-l\_\f?\::--;'ft /\~-i;;y i\l ANt,D \ ,J (· uLUtS \()1\\ \N l-ft"\ 
~n-\f_., ~y,;_~,i}:.\\-f(\\Q..,),h::,9 \i'\\,-\_ l."r~,,Kf r-t. )-:t,U2 C'ONT)(),_,\y;o \-h '-7 \j \ C)\ .A'fi, 0[\\ 
t () 'I) f\ •2_ ;!,!. . fl I - < \. ~, r ,l_. i ... \.lL. _ · • " \l)V,,, il.\.K:(t(~t-. lit.11-\t:\U)\N\,·,!l-/,J\fg:1,{,i,~ ~~J.-J~1)f ttY,, 
~ . 
4. Witn_esses: (Name, address, phone number) J)OUC-s:LA--f, Vl fi&.C:L id<{/ -06R'; 
C.O~i fLCO\l.DV:AZ. ~ f')k\\..\v-~\ O~tc-f,tfl.l1 giJ\S'-ll>C(Lo l\wu 6<LDfSC:\.-~ 
i 
5. Amount of claim: $ ZOO , DoO (Attach all bills or substantiating information as 
to the amount of the claim.) 
6. Personal injury: (Please describe the extent of your injury, your attending 
physician, place of emergency treatment, etc.) 6 N\ONll-\·t, 6~ \t--it/\1lt()~~t:·(tOt1 
A~~"' ·n-W. \M\U ftJL: WA\-.,{f\N. k.~) l\,f,\..\C:.t()\)~ 1)V:-,Y<2.l\lA11od c§:!t\\1..\ R.l6hi 
,_, ~\"" \. e-- ,,) 1''; r, .._ ., C. ' ,..._·t-- LAA" I A. ,,.. r- (1 (_, (. ~,.. "" E'.\-(17 '1 r '' \ <r1 I \ 1)-fr·~ 1,I' t·, lQ .J\J.,_,\<-1, .... A.r,?t..,.,'J,\r M:.'l'l'J lt'S'-''--L l"'1\01·i1r· ~-\"'--.1:"..,_1.-,Cxi V't-\'''-1\,._.l_/' 
\ t\1 "(o J.... \ N\ fl Nf.::r \ V\\.,;... .:s.1 _I k~D 'Eff-"tc-:r ( \J ;fl , -(/,; c-t.1/..: -ror, ~(\ 1 t£l,,; ~ 
7. Property damage: (Describe the property damaged) _________ _ 
RETURN THIS NOTICE OF CLAIM AND ALL SUBSTANTIATING DOCUMENTS TO THE SECRETARY 
OF STATE. ONE COPY OF THE CLAIM WILL BE RETAINED BY THIS OFFICE FOR PUBLIC 
RECORD. THE ORIGINAL WILL BE FORWARDED TO THE DEPARTMENT OF RISK MANAGEMENT 
FOR CONSIDERATION AND PROCESSING. QUESTIONS REGARDING STATUS OF THE CLAIM 
SHOULD BE DIRECTED TO THE DEPARTMENT OF RISK MANAGEMENT AT (208) 332-1869. 
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IDAHO STATE BAR 
Office of Bar Counsel 
525 West Jefferson • P. 0. Box 895 • Boise, Idaho 83701 
(208) 334-4500 • Fax: (208) 334-2764 
www.isb.idaho.gov 
COMPLAINT FORM COVER SHEET 
(Please read attached information before completing.} 
Date: ,~ - 2:- (c.f 
Your Name: k~1~~ k,Ll,[N t-\C\\NEL:k 
Please Print Legibly 
Mailing Address: g D~ tt,o"i., '1000 
Street or ·sax No. 
C.0f.1JK.. 0 1 Ai.-CNE--
city 
\ \J 
State 
B3BlC.., 
Zip 
Home Phone: a-o-S-17;;2.·-i! fK:, Work Phone: ______ May we call you at work? 
Email Address: 
------------------------------
Attorney's Name: nou<sLA:4 'VrE.\'.2..tL, ~ dt-,,MfJ.1 ,\h~')iWo~. A-NU \rtf:.,f.\l.l. 
Name of attorney this complaint'is directed against, it does not h~v~ to be an· attorney that yoJhave hired. 
(ff you are complaining about more than one attorney. please copy this complaint form and complete a 
separate complaint for each attorney. we must have an attorney name to process your complaint, not 
the name of the Jaw firm.) 
MailingAddress: \. ~;..t, l\NCO~ \N~ Ct.,).J~!)' A:Lf,,N"L (!) 
Street or Box No. City State Zip 
0-,0'8~(::G 1-068.3 
Date You Hired Attorney:_Jr-7 ..L.C4{1-"'&i4 /\),,_,E,"-;p _ _,S.,__,· ~=}c.-eY_;l.,,_,_,0,_.1.c<..\1,-,.,_..,._J..-=o'-'{~"l,,__J ________ _ 
(IF APPLICABLE) . 1 ~· 
Amount Initially Paid Attorney? ______ Total Amount Paid? T~\J\(:..1>(..f;S&J\r<,i'Z-.. 
(IF APPLICABLE) 
Did You Sign a Fee or Retainer Agreement? ___ -"'fJ1~0~'----------------
(IF APPLICABLE, PLEASE INCLUDE A COPY OF THE AGREEMENT) 
Do You Presently Owe The Attorney Any Fees? ___ \j___,~~-· ------------
(IF APPLICABLE) 
Type Of Legal Problem Attorney Was Hired To Handle: (:(2..IMIN:bkC~v,f, .. C:f(:"- 15- 'se.11-7 
(IF APPLICABLE) 
Updated 2/20/13 
ComplaintFormPacket-3 
Page -f- 8 
FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 
Intake Number: 13 -
District & A#: ( ) 
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Public Defender's Office 
P.O. Box 9000 
Coeurd'Alene, ID 83814 
James, Vernon & Weeks, PA 
1626 Lincoln Way 
Coeur d Alene, ID 83814 
Telephone: 208-667-0683 
Fax:208-664-1684 
Client Number: 16479 Public Defender's Office 
Matter Number: JVW-13-0372 State ofldaho v. Howell, Kerry Allen (CR-13-13847 
For Services Rendered Through 10/31/2013, 
Fees 
Description 
l_. -----Ft> 
V 
Tlmckce[Jcl' 
9/19/2013 OAP 
10/21/2013 OAP 
Prepare NOA & Discovery (.8); review pleadings file (.3) 
Prepare notice of hearing on Motion to Suppress; draft 
Motion to Suppress and Order to Suppress; prepare MQtion 
and Order for Transport. · 
10/30/2013 OAP 
I 0/30/2013 DAP 
Message from prosecutor's office regarding motion to 
suppress being on 11/6/13; investigated date of hearing 
(11/26/13); returned call to prosecutor to inform of correct 
date for hearing. 
Meet with client and begin drafting of Brief in Support of 
Motion to Supress. 
Billable Hours/ Fees: 
Timekeeper Summary 
1·, (), ~\ 
l • . ;? .~/ ! 
November 22, 2013 
Invoice No. 17246 
1.10 
0.75 
0.40 
1.80-. 
4.05 
$93.50 
$63.75 
$34.00 
$153.00 
$344.25 
Timekeeper OAP worked 4.05 hours at $85.00 per hour, totaling $344.25. 
Cost Detail 
DRte Descrlgtlon Amount 
9/20/2013 Photocopies $1.00 
10/9/2013 Postage $0.46 
10/15/2013 Postage $0.46 
Continued On Next Pngc 
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GRIEVANCE AGAINST .A. LA \VYER 
Office of Disciplinary Counsel 
Washington State Bar Association 
1325 Fourth Avenue, Suite 600 
Seattle, WA 98101-2539 
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 
• Read our information sheet Lawver Discipline in \Vashinp:ton before you complete this form, 
particularly the section about consenting to disclosure of your grievance to the lawyer. 
• If you have a disability or need assistance Y-l'i.th filing a grievance, call us at (206) 727-8207. 
We will take reasonable steps to accommodate you. 
• If you prefer to file online, visit http://www.wsba.org. 
INFORMATION ABOUT YOU INFORMATION ABOUT THE LA WYER 
,- ¼~,t.LL- , ke6t,J A \ 
· Last Name, First"Name, M1ddle Initial 
Address 
City, State, and Zip Code 
Phone Number 
',; l ._ : ·y ' __ ., ~ . ,'; :- , -., '~ -- : ,r. I 1 1 · i ;----.. ; ~ ' ! ..._ r I --~ :- , 
, ~ \. .. ' t I (, ,:-f'"'.t~ , l Ulc i - , h, ·:·\,. 1. :-, ,, , ':) ;; ,, :. :; 
Alternate Address, City, State, and Zip Code 
:_:::~_r._: y·_ ··-- 1 7 !)_, .'- : \ ~;;.(, :-
Alternate Phone Number 
< /,\.lt :'4 HC\-/1 LS, (~r\',A \L. , C::t-,· 
Email Address 
Last Name, First Name , 
\ r_.:'"'I f, 1 ,~:,,,-.", , ... :' ·,). 1.,.~ o ~ V \...-tr~t. .\. _h, .. :--•. ·~_, :/ i I"'\ ---f 
Address 
City, State, and Zip Code · 
Phone Number 
Bar Number (if known) 
• I 
t-i '7 t~ \ 1""l-
INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR GRIEVANCE 
Describe your relationship to the lawyer who is the subject of your grievance: 
eJ I am a client 
'o I am a former client 
D I am an opposing party 
D I am an opposing lawyer 
D Other: 
--------
Is there a court case related to your grievance? __ -f-~~-· __ YES _____ NO 
If yes, what is the case name and file number? 
Revised 4/1/2010 
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2014/FEB/25/TUE 15:51 KO CO PROSECUTER FAX No. 208-446-1833 P. 003/004 
· ROCKY WATSON, SHERIFF 
TAD LEACH, UNDERSHERiFF 
KOOTENAI COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT 
SPECIAL ORDER #138 
TO: All Personnel 
FROM:· Undersheriff Tad Leach 
RE: Use of Body;·Wom Video Recorders 
DATE: May 171 2010 
Effective immediately1 the use of the Boc;fy~Worn Vi~eo Recorder System (BWVR) is authorized· 
for Kootenai County Sheriff's Department (KCSD) Persof"!nel who h_ave been issued the device. 
The use of the BWVR system will be subjectto the following,guidelines: 
...... ~ .. , •.... _. ---.'-,., ..... 
PURPOSE ANO SCOPE. KCSD Deputies are issued the BWVR system as a means of 
. , recording both audio and video details of events and cont?Jcts for the purpose of 
documentation and subsequent review by the deputy and/ or supervisors. 
USE OF. THE BODY WORN VIDEO RECORDER SYSTEM. The BWV~ .. should Be worn by 
deputies·in such a fashfon as to allow the maximum potential use of the system, Typically, 
the BWVR is worn on the front of the uniform shirt and is accessible to the deputy for 
purposes of operating the unit. 
The BWVR systeil!_~hould)e actiVated by a deputy ·whenever t;he deputy reasonably 
believes a recording~ontact or event may be of future benefit.1The activ?ti?J1?f the ___ ~-- \'·-.-
BWVR s_hould be done as quickly as practical/ possible underthe'drcumstances-presented. 
Contacts and events tha~be recorded include, but are _not limit~d to: 
1. Citizen contacts1 record~d at the discretion of the deputy. 
2. High profile incidents such as physical altercations1 TASER ·applications1 pursuit activities 
not captured already on the in-car g3me·ra,.contacts with unruly prisoners1 and similar , 
events that would reasonably Indicate a need for documenting for"future scrutiny and 
review. 
•:• No member of thi$ departme_nt may surreptitiously record any, conversation of any 
other member of this department without the expressed knowledge and consent of 
the·parties. 
. . 
•:• The use of the BWVR for other than official ·department business is prohibited. 
5500 N. GOVERNMENT WAY • P.O; BOX 9000 · ·• COl:UR D'ALENE, IDAHO 83816w9000 
SHERIFF (208) 446-1300 FAX (208) 446-1307 • .JAIL (208) 448-1400 FAX (208). 446-1407 ,\ I! . 
· A"~.C~\N\tl,r( 2L ~- "i 
/ 
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Special Order 132 - User of BodY,:Worn Video Recorder System 
May 17, 2010 
· Page 2 of 2 · 
- . 
P. 004/004 
RETENTION OF RECORDED MATERIAL. Deputies may personally retain recordings of · 
contacts or evehts that: 
1. Are not related to situations in which there is ·a··_case number attached. 
2. Do not involve any known complaint or allegation of misconduct by the involved 
~~ . 
3. Do notcontain ·evidenc~ of Inappropriate con9uct by the deputy, 
•!• -The retention of these materials generally would involve events or contacts in which 
·the deputy perceives a need to document the situation for a future need (i.e., a 
poten~al complaint or allegation against the deputy) . 
.. :. All recordings made by deputies of the Kootenai County Sheriffs Office are property 
of KCSD and are not subject to re!eas~, destruction, or other dissemination without 
:express permission from a ranking member of the Department. 
•!• Up<;_>n request, all recordings stemming from the use of the BWVR WIii be made · 
available to a supervisor for.review. 
Deputies ~ book into evidence recordings of contacts or a.vents tha~: 
1. Have a case number associatec! with the event (booked under that case number). 
2. Involved a known complaint against the deputy. 
a. In these cases, a personnel complaint number will be obtained from a Watch 
Commander, and the recording booked into evidence. · . 
b. The investigating Watch Commander will obtain the reco(ding from evidence as 
needed to use in their Investigation.· 
3. · Contain evidence of inappropriate conduct by the deputy. 
. , 
a. The procedure for'booking this type of material Is the same as in section 2. 
•:• The retained recordings shall be stored on the prescribed media or device.that is 
currently authorized by the Department. · · 
TRAINING REQUIREMENTS. All personnel who are issued the BWVR system will receive 
the prescribed training on the use and care of the 'BVNR unit prior to putting the unit into 
service. Personnel wlll also be briefed on the contents of this General Order prior to the unit 
being utilized. · 
Tad Leach, Undersheriff 
TL:dm 
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TAMES, VERNON & WEEKS j P.A~ 
~ 
MELANIE E. BAILLIE 
LEANDER L. ]AMES* 
WESS. LARSEN*·,:, 
EDWARDC.LOCKWOOD+ 
CYNTHIA K.C. MEYER• 
STEPHEN J. NEMEC*t 
Kerry Howell 
c/o Kootenai County fail 
PO Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 
ALL ATTORNEYS LICENSED IN lDAHO 
*ATTORNEYS LICENSED lN WASHINGTON 
•ATTORNEYS LICENSED IN UT Al-f 
<!ATTORNEYS LlCENSED IN MONTANA 
tREGISTERED PATENT ATTORNEY 
+OF COUNSEL 
February 25, 2014 
DOUGLAS A. PIERCE* 
CRAIG K. VERNON* 
SUSAl\l P. WEEKS 
STEVEN C. WETZEL+ 
DANA L. RAYBORN WETZEL+ 
RE: State ofldaho v. Kerry Howell, Kootenai County Case No.: CR-Fl3-13847 
Dear Kerry: 
Enclosed, please find a copy of the Plaintiffs First Supplemental Response to Discovery 
filed in the above-entitled matter. This copy is provided for your personal records in this matter. ~ 
Please note that we have requested this information on several occasions and have just nowr· .· 
received 11~~~~;:::1ent~ .. ~hi~ i~1f~~1ation cove:~.t~:~.~:~e·~!,,~.S!~~X:.Yf.91J.1,?a111~ra~..,~-ed 
~or any use ofv1aeolaua10 eqmpment l3'y Kootenai County Shenffs officers and have yet to . 
\ receive that information if it is available. . ,~---.,,·=· -...... .,. .......... ~-~=-~.c+'<'<~~=1~, .. ·=---=:...:;r..-..;....,,....~=1.1.1::r.-o:=-r:::!::!!. .. .. -· . ··:,,~·---~~ •. -~ 
If you have questions regarding your matter, please contact our office. 
Enc. 
1626 LINCOLN WAY, COEUR D'ALENE, ID 83814 
2505 2ND AYE. SUITE 610 SEATTLE, WA 98121 
Respectfully, 
~ ·~rffe. 
Pa~1yder 
Legal Assistant to Douglas A. Pierce 
TELEP! JONE: (208) 667-0683 
11:LEPHONE: (206)269-1100 
FACSIMILE: (208) 664-1684 
FACSIMILE: (206) 269-7424 
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KOO1 .ti:NAI COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT 
~-- PUBLIC RECORDS REQUEST FOR INCARCERATED INMATES FORM 
~ 
Date: 1.a..-ls--1:, Imnate Name: t\OW'E-L,1 .... ) ~f-f!J1,~ /4 r Housed: e- B 
Inmate's Signature (or Requesting Attorney): _..,............--.-=.........--;;-;,-=--,'--'o--;i=-=-=~------~----
Receiving Deputy: -~~-~-~-~_-=:_-:.-::=====::: _____ ID# 5..;L Date/Time: ;,,2 -.;z5--; 3 e2,9c.;Z:1) 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••-H••••aaaGsna=aaeaaaema•~mat 
[ ] 
[ ] 
RESPONSE 
Request Granted. 
The requested records are attached to this response. 
Response Delayed. 9(k / 2-/ l •-/ I J ~ o/ 1/t,/;t-/ ~ 
~ Additional time is necessary to locate or retrieve the requested record. y OU should r~eive a 
response no later than ten (10) working days following the date of your request. r.>-
~..,. 
Request Denied. = 
Your request for a record(s) of the Kootenai County Public Safety Building has been deniedior one or 
more of the following reasons: ~ 
[ ] Documents not known to exist. 
[ ] 
[ ] 
The Kootenai County Public Safety Building is not the custodian of the requested record. 
The requested record is exempt from disclosure pursuant to Idaho Code§ 9-340A, B, C, or F. 
Notice of Partial Denial. Cj-~35 
Your requested record(s) has been partially denied. 
[ ] 
~,~-~t~ [] 
Certain information has been determined to be exempt from disclosure pursuant to Idaho Code § 
9-340A, B, C, or F and has therefore been deleted or redacted from the requested record. A copy 
of the requested record with certain information deleted is attached. 
Certain information has been determined to be harmful to the safety and security of the Kootenai 
County Public Safety Building and has therefore been deleted or redacted from the requested 
\ record pursuant to Idaho ·code§ 9-340B. A copy of the requested record with certain 
'r--------·-·"'""""' ... ,_ .....Jgfo~tio_~-d~~~t0~d __ i~ att,~ched,;.. _________ ... ....;.-.. ----------
{ ~!!.':~~~;quest has been denied or partially denied, the attorney for the Kootenai County Sheriffs Department has reviewed the request, or the 
Kootenai Count/ Sheriffs Department has had the opportunity to con.~ult with an attorney regarding the request for examination or copying of a 
record and has chosen not to do so. .f ou wish to a ea! e denial or art'al denial of ur re uest for ublic records ou ma do so ursua t to the 
_mo~isjofnds of_ Id1 aho Co?e1.d§ 2-.3413 ~,Jj1ch regu1res t!rnt a :eetition be filed in the Djstti~ l;.!?.ull .. ~ithj,F 1 so.?~¥,.:! !'2!!1.,J!l,~& pf th.1;2,~L~ •..O..!'.t!~~ .. notice o ema or art1a ema . 
Copy to Classification File__ Copy to Inmate/Attorney__ Copy to Booking File __ 
J'\. __,., , . ,,. \\. I ,,. // _ .~,JAIL SHR.#409 
~n,\r,.1\:..,~.\.,.-i L(. Jr 11..-~· 
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KOOTENAI C::OUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT STAT 
PUBLIC RECORDS REQUEST FOR INCARCERATED INMATf1~~iti1Wn-l,. .I~~ 
•·• '.'- I ILt.LJ: ··-~•L.llf'ilJV"' 
Date: .i.; ~ Inmate Name: ----------------~Housed: _____ _ 
1 
.0!4JAN2I p)f . 
I am requesting to examine or to receive copies of the following records from the Kootenai County Pt.ib~rc46 
Safety Building which may be identified as follows; CLERK DIS TR/CT COURT 
~ . ; 0£ 
Inmate's Signature (or Requesting Attorney): 
-------,-----------------.,..------
Receiving Deputy: ________ .-______ ID# ____ Date/Time: ________ _ 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••as••••••••••••••m••••••••••••a•••••••••••••••ee~•assms~~zgma1;a5a1 
RESPONSE 
[ ] Request Granted. 
The requested records are attached to this response. 
[ ] Response Delayed. 
[ ] Additional time is necessary to locate or retrieve the requested record. You should receive a 
response no later than ten (10) working days following the date of your request. 
[ J Request Denied. 
Your request for a record( s) of the Kootenai County Public Safety Building has been denied for one or 
more of the following reasons: 
[ ] Documents not known to exist. 
[ ] The Kootenai County Public Safety Building is not the custodian of the requested record. 
LI The requested record is exempt from disclosure pursuant to Idaho Code§ 9-340A, B, C, or F. 
[ ] Notice of Partial Denial. 
Your requested record(s) has been partially denied. 
[ ] Certain information has been determined to be exempt from disclosure pursuant to Idaho Code § 
9-340A, B, C, or F and has therefore been deleted or redacted from the requested record. A copy 
of the requested record with certain information deleted is attached. 
[ ] Certain information has been detennined to be harmful to the safety and security of the Kootenai 
County Public Safety Building and has therefore been deleted or redacted from the requested 
record pursuant to Idaho Code § 9-340B. A copy of the requested record with certain 
information deleted is attached. 
If your request has been denied or partially denied, the attorney for the Kootenai County Sheriff's Department has reviewed the request, or the 
Kootenai County Sheriff's Department has had the oppo1tunity to consult with an attorney regarding the request for examination or copying of a 
record and has chosen not to do so. If you wish to appeal the denial or pa1iial denial of your request for public records, you may do so pursuant to the 
provisions of Idaho Code§ 9-343 which requires that a petition be filed in the District Court within 180 days from the date of the delivery of the 
notice of denial or partial denial. 
Responding Authority: ____________________ Date: ________ _ 
. ~?~Y t?, ~!~ss_ification ~ile __ .-- Copy to Inmate/ Attorney__ Copy to Booking File __ 
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IISBI 
IDAHO STATE BAR 
STATE Of IDAHO \ ~\J\ 
~[ii;Y Of KOOTENA1lss 
za 1 GQffi~t,. ofJ}a,r.. Counsel 
525 West Jefferson• P. 0. ox'w.l! • "!3orl, ~AA 83701 
(208) 33 iBflCD!l6fitit:r(e~§~j34-2764 
.i b.idaho.gov 
Date: 3 -\:2J ...-, ~ (Please read attached information before completing.) 
Your Name: __ k_E~~_,_~_d...___A""'-"u..'-'2.,---~_k\.......,o'--W-=~--kk-=-----...... C,t~f~~O""-l-=-~--\'--"'3'--"'B'--'4'-+] __ 
Ple~se Print Legibly 
Mailing Address: 'P .o .w9oco QPW&- 0 r Au:+u:, 
Street 'or Box No. City 
Home Phone: J-.68-71 l--d--\ "b Work Phone: -
May we call you at work? Yes No 
Email Address: 
\32 
State 
B':>!2>lCo 
Zip 
------------------------------
Attorney's Name: (\F..D \~!\-\\ i A k.rt.e.. ~ ~~\J\rtJ, Pvio~tt\_rh-f\.f {'(\\')'('lt-.. i~~. 
Name of attorney this co-mplaint is directed against, it does not have to be an attorney that you have hired. 
(If you are complaining about more than one attorney. please copy this complaint form and complete a 
separate complaint for each attorney. we must have an attorney name to process your complaint, not 
. the name of the Jaw firm.) 
MailingAddress: R, o, frie-i, '7 OQ("J 
Street or Box No. City State 
B ~t2,Ua 
Zip 
Date You Hired Attorney: _________________________ _ 
(IF APPLICABLE) 
Amount Initially Paid Attorney? ______ Total Amount Paid? _________ _ 
(IF APPLICABLE) 
Did You Sign a Fee or Retainer Agreement? Yes No 
(IF APPLICABLE) 
Do You Presently Owe The Attorney Any Fees? Yes 
(IF APPLICABLE) 
Type Of Legal Problem Attorney Was Hired To Handle: 
(IF APPLICABLE) 
\\,I 
Complaint Form Packet-Updated 1/6/14 Page - J- ~~ ..... ~ 
No Amount? 
------
FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 
Intake Number: 14 -
District & A#: ( ) 
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Date: 
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,) ~) 
K001ENAI COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT 
PUBLIC RECORDS REQUEST FOR INCARCERATED INMATES FORM 
-l-=-l--"'-l_,,_S:-.......i..12.c.....__ Inmate Name: \iow'E-\J ..... J ~f~~~ /4. Housed: __,,f. .... . '__,,B~--
Date/Time: ;,;i. ·.25--; 3 of't::':X? 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••k•&••~••a~1=a•••=a•e•mm1~mm1 
[ ] 
[ ] 
RESPONSE 
Request Granted. 
The requested records are attached to this response. 
Response Delayed. 9 t;_k / 2-/ 2- t, / I J ~ c/ 1/4,/; Lj ~ . 
~ Additional time is necessary to locate or retrieve the requested record. You should ~eive a 
response no later than ten (10) working days following the date of your request. c--.. 
::;::; 
Request Denied. ~ 
Your request for a record(s) of the Kootenai County Public Safety Building has been denieflor one or 
more of the following reasons: ~ 
[ ] Documents not known to exist. 
[ ] 
[ ] 
The Kootenai County Public Safety Building is not the custodian of the requested record. 
The requested record is exempt from disclosure pursuant to Idaho Code§ 9-340A, B, C, or F. 
Notice of Partial Denial. Cj-~'35 
Your requested record( s) has been partially denied. 
[ ] Certain information has been determined to be exempt from disclosure pursuant to Idaho Code § 
\ 9-340A, B, C, or F and has therefore been deleted or redacted from the requested record. A copy ~I~ of the requested record with certain information deleted is attached. 
· , ~ [ ] Certain information has been determined to be harmful to the safety and security of the Kootenai 
" County Public Safety Building and has therefore been deleted or redacted from the requested 
\. record pursuant to Idaho ·code§ 9-340B. A copy of the requested record with certain information deleted is attached. __________ _ r-----~~~===::..:===---------·-
If your request has been denied or partially denied, the attorney for the Kootenai County Sheriffs Department has reviewed the request, or the 
Kootenai Count/ Sheriffs Department has harl the opportu!IJty to conRult with an attorney regarding the request for examination or copying of a 
record and has chosen not to do so. fvou wish to a ea! the denial or artial denial of ur re uest for ublic records ou ma do o ursua t to the 
_m.oyisions ofldaho Code§ 9-343 ~'ti1ch reguires ;tbat a petition be filed in the District Coyo with.,m 180 da~s from !1},~ of the deliveQ',Ofthe 
notice of denial or artial denial. I .. ..- = -
Responding Author/ y: • a,---,-r--- Date: --'-'/ /'--~-'--r::;.-----
Copy to Classification File__ Cop.y to Inmate/Attorney~ Copy to Booking File __ A__._. ·ll _, ,, '/ ~ ~,JAfL SHR #409 
,\~ ,Mt; ... lt ---~ -
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KOOTENA,!_COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT STAT(.Qf,.1~ 
PUBLIC RECORDS REQUEST FOR INCARCERATED INMATf1~~Y1,7nt;R, • ., .. l~c-t f; I ILt:_LJ; ··-v t l.._l'fAI/"" 
Date: ·10· : t5': Inmate Name: . , , . ~ :·\ , Housed: ~- ~~-
r . _uf 4 JAN 21 ~ • 
I am requesting to examine or to receive copies of the following records from the Kootenai County Pnb~rc:46 
Safety Building which may be identified as follows; ~LERK 01S~RICT COURI 
•."7'. \ -.. ' ··,J \ - ' ',,.J ', ' -- ',, t ' ! \ =-- t...; - '- - ~ \ ' 
Imnate's Signature (or Requesti:p.g Attorney): 
Receiving Deputy: ~<·::i·/:/· -----,-------,--'-~'-'---'------==== ' -
. . 
\ ~ ~ 
' 
,,, 
' 
'- ! ·., ,._ ----
ID# / Date/Time: I I ( ( I 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••11••11!!!!!ll!.Bml!11:l!1:1:1:11:11m:111ia1 
[ ] 
[ ] 
RESPONSE 
Request Granted. 
.. i \ -~ .. , .... .. 
The requested records are attached to this response. 
l 
,, -
Response Delayed. 
[ ] Additional time is necessary to locate or retrieve the requested record. You should receive a 
response no later than ten (10) working days following the date of your request. 
Request Denied. 
Your request for a record( s) of the Kootenai County Public Safety Building has been denied for one or 
more of the following reasons: 
[ ] Documents not known to exist. 
[ ] The Kootenai County Public Safety Building is not the custodian of the requested record. 
t>{ The requested record is exempt from disclosure pursuant to Idaho Code§ 9-340A, B, C, or F. 
[ ] Notice of Partial Denial. 
Your requested record(s) has been partially denied. 
[ ] Certain infom1ation has been determined to be exempt from disclosure pursuant to Idaho Code § 
9-340A, B, C, or F and has therefore been deleted or redacted from the requested record. A copy 
of the requested record with certain information deleted is attached. 
[ ] Certain information has been determined to be harmful to the safety and security of the Kootenai 
County Public Safety Building and has therefore been deleted or redacted from the requested 
record pursuant to Idaho Code § 9-340B. A copy of the requested record with certain 
information deleted is attached. 
If your request has been denied or partially denied, the attorney for the Kootenai County Sheriffs Department has reviewed the request, or the 
Kootenai County Sheriff's Department has had the opportunity to consult with an attorney regarding the request for examination or copying of a 
record and has chosen not to do so. If you wish to appeal the denial or partial denial of your request for public records, you may do so pursuant to the 
provisions ofldaho Code§ 9-343 which requires that a petition be filed in the District Court within 180 days from the date of the delivery of the 
notice of denial or partial denial. 
-------,-~c_o~py~t_o_Cl_as~si_fi_ca_tio~n_F_il~e= 
Responding Authority: ____________________ Date: . ,, 11 
Copy to Inmate/Attorney__ Copy to Booking File__ f\1{~"M'f\.S( 1) 
· ··------------·· ----------··--·--- -----------,---·JAIL SHR.#409 
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IDAHO STATE- BAR 
Date: '3~!'.0-14 
STAT£ OrJDAHO . 
~iii{Y OF.KOOfENAr/ss 
or/11c~~ RJJtcfttlnlet. I 
525 West Jefferson• P. 0. Box 89tt~iJt~<t ~l7,0l 
(208) 334-4500 • Fax: (208)"'.5'14-~Yel 
if~ww-ish.idaho.gov E 
COMPLAINT FORM COVER SHEET 
(Please read attached information before completing.) 
Mailing Address: '\',(),<':>rs-/.. q (}0() tbUl't 1)1 hwi/ \t) 838\b 
Street or Box No. · City State Zip 
Home Phone::J_t£-11l,-l.\Bb Work Phone: ______ May we call you at work? ___ _ 
Email Address: 
-------------------,------------
Attorney's Name: \)\Si <Z-\ Ci .j 0DG-L '2,\ ()}\ f'+\tlSi ~W .. S[J 
Name of attorney this complaint is directed against, it does not have to be an attorney that you have hired. 
(If you are complaining about more than one attorney. please copy this complaint form and complete a 
separate complaint for each attorney, we must have an attorney name .to process your complaint, not 
the name of the law firm.) 
MailingAddress: v. th ~o'i qDt) C\)cU it vr AU:t--it.-. 
Street or Box No. . City ' 
\1) 
State 
83Q,(b 
Zip 
Date You Hired Attorney: ________________________ _ 
(IF APPLICABLE) 
Amount Initially Paid Attorney? ______ Total Amount Paid? _________ _ 
(IF APPLICABLE) 
Did You Sign a Fee or Retainer Agreement? __________________ _ 
(IF APPLICABLE, PLEASE INCLUDE A COPY OF THE AGREEMENT) 
Do You Presently Owe The Attorney Any Fees? ________________ _ 
(IF APPLICABLE) 
Type Of Legal Problem Attorney Was Hired To Handle: _____________ _ 
(IF APPLICABLE) 
Updated 2120/13 
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2014/FEB/25/TUE 15:51 KO en PROSECUTER 
BARRYMcHUGH 
Prosecuting Attorney 
501 Government Way/Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000 
Telephone: (208) 446-1800 
Facsimile: (208) 446-1833 
Assigned Attomey 
JED WHITAKER 
FAX No. 208-446· ''B P. 001/004 
STATE OF IOAHO , . 
FCOUNTY Of KOOTENAI SS ILEO: · 
20I~ HAR Ir. PH ·3: ~- . 
CLERK DISTRICT COURT 
DEPUTY 
lN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FlRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
~ 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR TIIE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plain~ 
vs. 
KERRY ALLENHOWELL, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-Fl3-13847 
PLAINTIFF'S FRIST 
SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE 
TO DISCOVERY 
COMES NOW, BARRY McHUGH. Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County, Idaho, 
and submits the following Supplemental Response to Request for Discovery. 
The State has complied with Defendant's request by furnishing the following additional 
evidence and materials: 
1. KSCD Use ofBody~Wom Video Recorders (2 Pages). 
If you have not received any of the foregoing copies, please contact this office 
immediately. 
Pursuant to Idaho Ctj.m.inal Rule 16, the Prosecuting Attorney further informs the 
defendant that you are permitted to inspect and copy or photograph books, paper. documents, 
PLAINMF'S FIRST SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO DISCOVERY 
Page 1 of2 
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photographs, tangible objects, building, or places, or copies or portions thereof: which are 
material to the preparation of the defense, or intended for use by the prosecutor as evidence at 
trial, or obtained from or belonging to the defendant. 
The Prosecuting Attorney further informs the defendant that Y?u are permitted to inspect . 
and copy or phot9graph any results or reports of physical or mental examina~ons, and of 
scientific tests or experiments, made in connection with the particular case, or copies tb.ereot 
within the possession, custody or control of ¢.e prosecuting attom~y. the existence of which is 
known or is available to the prosecuting attorney by the exercise of due diligence. 
DATED this L ("" day o~ b 2014. 
c:7 __ . 
<;:!ERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that. on the Q.S. day of [:tb::u,o...u--i 
J the foregoing to be transmitted as followed: 
DOUGLAS PIERCE · 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
FAXED 
PLAINTIFF'S FIRST SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO DISCOVERY 
Page2of2 
• 2014, I caused 
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· ROCKY WATSON, SHERIFF 
TAD LEACH,. UNDERSHERiFF 
KOOTENAI COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT 
SPECIAL ORDER #138 
TO: All Personnel 
FROM: · Undershenft I ad Leach 
RE: Use of Body:-Wom Video Recorders 
DATE: May 171 2010 
Effective immediatelyr the use of the Body-Worn Vipeo Recorder System (BWVR) is authorized· 
for Kootenai County Sheriffs Department (KCSD) Personnel who h_ave been issued the device. 
The use of the BWVR syste'!.1 will be subjectto the following,:9_~(9.~li'l~Ji 
PURPOSE AND SCOPE. KCSD Deputies are issued the BWVR system as a means of 
. _ recording both audio and video details of events and cont.flct:sfor the purpose of 
documentation and subsequent review by the deputy and / or supervisors, 
__..-""~ USE OF. THE BODY WORN VIDEO RECORDER SYSTEM. The BWV~ould oe worn by 
deputies·in such a fashfon as to allow the maximum potential use of the system,' Typically, 
the BWVR is worn on the front of the uniform shirt and is accessible to the deputy for 
purposes of operating the unit. 
The BWVR systerif~e activated by a deputy ·whenever the deputy reasonably 
believes a recording oa contact or event may be of future benefit.1The activation of the -\1.J \NJ,,~_t)NI 
BWVR s_hould be done as quickly as practical / possible under the 'circumstances presented. 
Contacts and events tha~e recorded include, but are f10t limit~d to: 
1. Citizen contacts, record~d at the discretion of the deputy. · 
2. High profile incidents such as physical altercations1 TASER applications1 pursuit activities 
not captured already on the in-car ~me·ra1 .contacts with unruly prisoners, and similar , 
events tha-t would reasonably Indicate a need for documenting for"future scrutiny and 
review . 
.. :. No member of this department may surreptitiously record any conversation of any 
other member of this department without the expressed knowledge and consent of 
the·parties. 
. . 
•:• The use of the BWVR for other than official -department business is prohibited. 
5500 N. GOVERNMENT WAY • P.O; BOX 9000 · .. COEUR D'ALENE. IDAHO 83816-9000 . . , 
SHERIFF(208}:46-1300 FAX(208)~46-1307 •.JAIL(208}~6-1400 FAX{208).446--1407 ,, 'A. 11 .. · _1 
. . A\\kC'r\tf\u-rf f\ -
/ 
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Special Order 132 - User of Body.:worn Video Recorder system 
M::i" 1 7 ?·n1 n 
...... , -I I -"""·""' 
Page 2 of 2 · 
- . 
RETENTION OF RECORDED MATERIAL. Deputies may personally retain recordings of · 
contacts or evehts that: 
1. Are not related to situations in which there is ·a··_case number attached. 
2. Do not involve any known complaint or allegation of misconduct by the involved 
deputy, · 
3. Do notcontain ·eviden~ of Inappropriate contjuct by the deputy. 
•!t The retention of these materials generally vvould ii ivolve eve1 its 01 contacts In which 
·the deputy perceives a need to document the situation for a future need (i.e. 1 a 
potential complaint or allegation against the deputy). 
•!• All recordings made by deputies of the Kootenai County Sheriffs Office are property 
of KCSD and are not subject to re!ease1 destruction, or other dissemination without 
·express permission from a ranking member of the Department. 
. . 
•!• Upgn request, all recordings stemming from the use of the BWVR wlll be made · 
available to a supervisor for .review. 
Have a case number associatecl with the event (booked under that case number). 
Involved a known complaint against the deputy. 
a. In these cases, a personnel complaint number will be obtained from a Watch 
Commander, and the recording booked into evidence. · . 
b. The investigating Watch Commander will obtain the reco~ding from evidence as 
needed to use in their Investigation.· 
3. · Contain evidence of inappropriate conduct by the deputy. 
a. The procedure for"booking this type of material Is the same as in section 2, 
•:• The retained recordings shall be stored on the prescribed media or device.that is 
currently authorized by the Deparlment. · · 
TRAINING REQUIREMENTS. AIi personnel who are issued the BWVR system will receive 
the prescribed training on the use and care of the BWVR unit prior to putting the unit into 
service. Personnel will also be briefed on the contents of this General Order prior to the unit 
being utilized. · 
Tad Leach, Undersheriff · 
11_:dm 
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2014/MAR/22/SAT 23:38 KO KO PROSECUTORS 
BARRYMcHUGH 
Prosecuting Attomey 
501 Govt Way/Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Telephone: (208) 446-1800 
Fax: (208) 446-1833 
FAX No, 208-446-1840 P, 001 
STATE Of iDAHO lss COUNTY OF KOOTENAll 
F!LEO: 
20l~t1AR 24 AH a: 20 
IN Tiffi DISTRJCT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE O:F IDAHO, IN AND FOR TIIE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
KERRY A. HOWELL, 
Defendant. 
) 
) CASE NO. FB-13847 
) 
) MOTION TO RELEASE O.R. 
) 
) 
_______ ) 
COMES NOW, DONNA GARDNER, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County, 
Idaho, and hereby move the above entitled Court ex parte for an Order to Release the Defendant on 
his own recognizance. This motion is based upon the Defe.ndant' s ha-v:ing been injured.in the Bonner 
County Jail, re9.uiring emergency admission to Bonner General Hospital and surgery on 3/23/14. 
Datedthis 1...2&-yof ~14. 
~ ----... 
Deputy Prosecuting Att_omey 
CERTIFICATE OF MAU.ING 
I hereby certify that on the~ day of ______ 2014, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing MOTION TO RELEAS~ was faxed as follows: 
DOUGLAS PIERCE 
Attorney for Defendant 
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STATE Of IDAHO >ss 
COUNTY or KOOTENAll 
F!LEO= 
IN THEDrstrucr coURT oF TIIE FIRST run1cIAL n1srn5T~WAif~ AH a: 20 
. STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TIIE COUNTY OF KOO~:_:;ic 
STATE OF IDAHO, -~~._....'-'C: 
Plaintiff, ) r;r-rH •T 1 
) CASE NO. FB-13847 
) 
) ORDER TO RELEASE O.R. 
KERRY A. HOWELL, . ) 
Defendant. ) 
_______ ) 
The Court having before it the State's Motion for O.R. and having good cause appearing 
now, therefore, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the above named Defendant shall be released on his own 
recognizance. Tite issue of Defendant's own recognizance release shall be subject to review upon 
his release from Bonner General Hospital 
ENTERED this~ day of (\J\(tye,.,l_ • 2014. 
JUDGE 
CLERKS CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on thedi_ day of (Y}CvtcY-::) 2014, a true and conect copy of the 
foregoing was mailed to: 
Kootenai County Prosecutor y~S l('-((, • {~L{O 
Kootenai County Jail it 4 ~ - 1 !:/dl 
Bonner c;:ounty Jail ;2o~ - ;, s--;s- - , 9 7S-
Douglas Pierce &~c.(- I ~t~ · · 
'""' 
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FPC# ZS?ooo 7( ',"<;;"3 
CHARGE(S) A3- / 38'11 
CASE NO. _____ _ NOTICE TO DEFEND'lll'l\~~~8rENAtlss 
n---..-,J:....,_ .. ,... ..... ... ,.,.,1 ........ ,...-,..._ , ... ,...,. .......... o-1.1 ir;.r1.,....rJ,. 
nt:ya1u111y yuu1 1 t:it:a;:,t: 11u111 uu.::M.vuy 
2ul~ MAR 2C. AM g: 51 
I. 
[] You have posted bail/ cash in the amount of$ ____ to secure your release. 
[ ] You are bonding on DUI Second Offense or More, or Excessive DUI. Misdemeanor Criminal Rule 5(b} 
requires you to appear before a judge within 48 hours, excluding weekends and holidays. You are to 
appear at the Kootenai County Justice Building, 324 W. Garden Avenue, Coeur d' Alene, Idaho on 
___ ./ __ ____,/ ___ at 2:00 p.m. 
(Jail - Set date for next business day) 
[] You or your attorney will be notified by the Court when to appear. 
[] Child Support/Juveniles (446-1160): You must contact the Clerk of District Court at the Kootenai County 
Justice Building, 324 W. Garden Avenue, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, within 7 working days. 
[ ] Felony 446-1170: The court has instructed you to appear ________ , 20 __ , at ___ M. 
at the Kootenai County Justice Building (check with the clerk at the front counter for the proper courtroom) 
[ ] Misdemeanor 446-1170: The court has instructed you to appear ________ , 20 ___ , at 
___ M. at the Kootenai County Justice Building in Courtroom 11. 
Two of the conditions of your release on bail/your own recognizance are: 
~ 1.. YOU ARE REQUIRED TO NOTIFY THE COURT AND YOUR ATTORNEY, if you have one, OF ANY 
7K CHANGE OF ADDRESS OR PHONE NUMBER THAT YOU HAVE WHILE YOUR CASE IS PENDING 
BEFORE THE COURT ~ 2. NOTIFY YOUR ATTORNEY OF THE COURT DATE ABOVE. 
[ ] IF YOU ARE BONDING ON Domestic Assault or Battery - I.C.18-918, Violation of Domestic Violence 
Protection Order - I.C.39-6312 or Stalking - I.C.18-7905, and a No-Contact Order has been issued by the 
District Court, YOU SHALL HAVE NO CONTACT WITH THE PERSON ALLEGED TO HAVE BEEN 
.ASSAULTED OR BATTERED PURSUANT TO THE TERMS OF THAT ORDER. IF A NO-CONTACT ORDER. 
HAS BEEN ISSUED, A COPY OF THAT ORDER WILL BE DELIVERED TO YOU WITH THIS NOTICE ... 
FAILURE TO APPEAR ON ANY APPEARANCE DATE OR FAILURE TO NOTIFY THE COURT 
"i( REGARDING CHANGE OF ADDRESS OR PHONE NUMBER MAY CAUSE A WARRANT TO ISSUE FOR YOUR 71 \.ARREST. . 
"7) . 
MY cuRRENT MAILING ADDREss 1s: Z C. f Gi/1 as ~(L<., L1i tel &st Z I ti e-1'1 'ID ?I 3g5 g 
MY CURRENT PHYSICAL ADDRESS (if different from above}: __ 5"__../.'/..z....&.&r!....._._..-R __ ,., _______ _ 
MY CURRENT PHONE NUMBER IS: 'Sa 7-"5 (::,-t,... f ('if? MESSAGE PHONE: ~"--' 
I have read, understand and received a copy of the above instructions. My signature is not an 
admission of guilt to any charge(s), but acknowledgment of the instructions contained above. 
3 /r._ '3 / ii -ti f/4s P ,'+P. I DATE ' -S~IG~N~A_T_U_~~E~O~F'--D~EF_E_N_D_A_N_T ______ _ 
WITNESS RY SHERIFF 
r,J, 4-...-- /L. ·CL,,/ 
***NOTE TO DEPUTY: Provide a copy to defendant. Return this original to the Court. If the Defendant refuses to sign this, witness the same 
and make a written indication that the defendant refused to do so. 
Whtte Copy • Court File Yellow Copy • Sheriff's Office Pink Copy • Defendant DC· 052 Rev. 04/2012 
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Mar 22 1410:45p Microsoft 
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2086652494 
FAX Ko. LU8-44b-J84U 
1N THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DIST.RICT OF nm 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STAlE O:F IDAHO. 
Plaintiff, 
KERRY A. HOWEr.:L, 
Defeodant. 
) 
) CASE NO. Fl3-13 847 
) 
) ORDER TO RELEASE O.R. 
. ) 
) 
---~------> 
P. 002 
p.1 
P. UUL'. 
The Court having before it the State's Motioo for O.R. and ba-ring good canse appearing 
lT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the above named Defendant shall be released on ltis own 
recognizance. llke issue of Defendant's own reco gmzance release shall be snbj ect to review upon 
his release fto:tn Bonner General ~ospi1al . 
. · ENTERED this~ day of {\\ <'.L\.r uL . 2014. 
JUDGE 
CLERKS CERTIFICATE OF MAILlNG 
I hereby cartifyT.h.atonthe __ day of_~ __ _,2014.atrueaod.cor.rec.tcopyofthe 
foregoing was .mail,l!!d to: 
Kootenai Coumy Prosecutor 
Kootenai County Jail 
Bonner Gounty Jail 
Douglas Pierc1~ 
-
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~UlVMARf'WSAT Zl: OZ KO KO PROSECUTORS 
FAX No. 208-446-l84D 
BARRY McHUGH 
PROSECUTl'NG ATTORNEY 
TO: 
FAX#: 
COJ\.1PANY: 
PHONE#: 
RE: 
OF'Ji'lCE OF TBE .KOOTENAI COUNTY 
PROSECUTI.1'\IG ATT01U'1.EY. 
501 GOVER..l\llv!BNTWA'Y 
. }>.O. BOX 9000 
COEUR D'ALENE, JOAHO 83 816-9000 
bmcln1gh@kcgov.us 
FACSIMILE TRANSMITTAL SHEET 
DATE: 
NUMBER OF PAGES: 
r. uu 1 
TEL:EPHON.E 
CRIMINAL DJVISJOl\ 
(208) 446-lliD0 
FAX 
(208) 446-1833 
-~---·----------------------------.........-
~~REV~- FORCOM1"1ENT FORREPL1., __ _ 
NOTES/COlvfMENTS: (~k u:::vAr~ Nce(;rJ.- Iv~ 
A\,+- ;J--d g- -- ?/ 9.- ~o ts, ~ ( 0 
IF YOU EXPERJENCE ANY DIFFICULTY IN RECEIVING THIS TRANSMISSION 
OR IF YOU DID N.OT RECEI"VE-ALL PAGES IN GOOD CONDITioN, PLEASE 
CALL (.208) 446-1800. THANK YOU 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: THE DOCUJv.!ENT(S) ACCOMP ANYJNG TillS . F ACS!l\1ILE 
TRN-~SMISSJON CONTAIN(S) CONFIDENTIAL D-.WOR.MATJON BELONGING TO THE SENDER 
VlHJCH MAYBE LEGALLYPPJVILEGED. THE INFORMAT10NlS INTENDED FOR THE USE OF 
THE ThIDIVIDUAL O:R ENTITI' STATED ON nns FORJvf. IF. YOU ARE NOT THE D\JT.El'\'IDED 
RECIPIE:NT, YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED THAT Al'-fY DISCLOSURE, COPYNG, 
DISTJUBlTfJON O:R TIIE TAKING Of ANY ACTION D~ RELIANCE ON-TI-I.'£ CONTENTS OF THJS 
I1'IFOR.1'\1AT10N IS STRICTLY PROHIBITED. IF YOU HA V:E RECEIVED THIS TP-t,,.NSJv.11SS10N D~ 
EP.R.OR .. PLEASE: Ih1MEDIATELY CONTACT. THE SEND::::R BY y=~ ~-:l.ONE TO Al~.R.!iJsJG'.= ?OR 
THE DI£J-'C;l7JON OF THE OI!.1Gll'i1AL DOCUMENTS,_ 
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JAMES, VERNON & WEEKS, P.A. 
1626 Lincoln Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Telephone: (208) 667-0683 
Facsimile: (208) 664-1684 
Douglas A. Pierce ISB #8116 
Conflict Public Defender for Defendant 
STATEOFIDAH 
COUNTY OF K 
FIL 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KERRY ALLEN HOWELL, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-13-0013847 
Fel 
EX PARTE MOTION TO AVOID 
REVOCATION OF O.R., 
I.MOTION 
Comes now, the Defendant, by and through his attorney of record, Douglas A. Pierce 
of the law firm of James, Vernon & Weeks, P.A. and moves this court for as follows: 
A. RELIEF SOUGHT 
1. For the entry of an Order to Avoid Revocation of O.R., so that Defendant may 
remain on his own recognizance while convalescing after surgery for a fractured hip. 
B. GROUNDS OF MOTION 
The grounds of the Motion are as follows: 
1. The Defendant was injured on March 22, 2014, while being housed at Bonner County 
MOTION 1 
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Jail. He was transported to Bonner County Hospital where he underwent surgery for a 
hip fracture, and he is set for possible release from the hospital on either the evening 
of March 26, 2014, or on March 27, 2014. 
2. This Court granted an ex parte motion by the state for the Defendant to be released on 
his own recognizance on March 22, 2014. The order was so that he could undergo 
emergency surgery, and said Order stated that the release was subject to review upon 
discharge. 
3. To the best of Mr. Howell's attorney's knowledge, the Defendant will require bed rest 
upon discharge from the hospital, will most likely not be ambulatory, and has made 
arrangements to convalesce at the home of a family member at 3077 Grand Tour 
Drive, Hayden, ID 83835. 
4. Attached are very poor copies ofx-rays, and a release from Mr. Howell for his 
medical records. 
C. ORAL ARGUMENT AND LENGTH OF HEARING 
This Motion is presented to the Court ex parte, with a copy sent to the State. 
DATED this~ (p Cl'-- day of March, 2014. 
JAMES, VERNON & WEEKS, PA 
:f/3';;;;;:: 
Douglas A. Pierce 
MOTION2 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ;.d:2 ~day of March, 2014, a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing document was served upon the following individuals by the method indicated 
below: 
Jed Whittaker 
Kootenai County Prosecutor 
PO Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83 814 
Mailed Mailed 
By Hand By Hand 
Overnight Mail Overnight Mail 
X Fax 446-1833 Fax 
~~~A 
Patricia Snyder 
Legal Assistant to Douglas Pierce 
MOTION3 
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SANDPdNT ORTHOPEDICS 
~ iit ~-Y• rr~t~ foraciYanacl ...... 
Douglas A. Cipriano, M.D. 
Brent P. Leedle, M.D. 
606 N. Third A\'e, Suite 201 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Phone- (208) 263.;&597 
Fax - (208) 265-G667 
PATIENT.AUTHORIZATION FORM 
I hereby authorize you to use or disclose the specific information described below. only 
for the purposes and parties also described below. 
TO: M4 /rJ©il-\r,,ic, li\s. t1lAdl1·i\t.ci 'l-l\W.~~ fuQ))o\le:s~}ru.ct.c 
Description of the specific information to be used or disclosed: 
r:b \½u1p,._ f,-,.fu""'-IJl½,:..,: Pi...v...renv,"1 :to 
Person or entity requesting the information and authorized to make the requested ~ or l 
disclosure~ l t!,f Jlut.tf( 1h' ~ L bf'e,\W'> 1b 1l\i"15tr· w, ~q 1\1'f1l"ttkfiaj • 
Recipient of the information: dYV§t l.w~, 6w~\x~ ~gc~J, k.~ t;~~ 
This information is being requested for the following purposes: 
lb'll!,1f'Ci~ 'ffi:t, NWW'did qf' M(.0,,Ut.fi W\(1 lb ~J 0W ~ c)N).\ 
Koo'1SIJ\t.&i(>v :tb~ P~v_J f4M A~ l:\\f ~ 
This authorii.ation shall remain in effect from the date signed below until 
lN'Dtf J Nlctf/ ( expiration date or event) 
I understand that: 
> I may inspect or copy the prot.eeted health information to be uaed or disclosed. 
> I may revoke this authorization in writing by contacting your office at the addfess above, attention 
Privacy Officer. 
> lnfonnation used or disclosed pursuant to the authorimtion may be subject to redi&closURs by the 
ROipient an no longer be protected by HIP AA. . 
> [ may refuse to sign this autborlmion (except to the extent tha1 the authorlmlon is for research-
related treatment, in which case you may refuse to provide that ~-rel-treatment). 
D If this box is checked, I understand that you will recei compensation from a third 
party for the use or disclosure of my information. 
Patient Nmne: kt1Uti f:..\J.,tW \ln~eM-:: 
Relationship to Patient: __________ _ ate:~.::...!!:!l!ll!.;....L,4.---
IdSOH 7~~3N39 ~3NN08 
\i:5u pro f.Atf• 
£Xi.llS,lT Arnw 
~- r .. n ,c!! ,, 
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STAT.e 0~ IDAHO~ 
. Pltrln~ 
KER.RY A. HO.WElt,. 
Defelldrt«t. 
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CLElll{S CHR.11FlCA T.B OF tvrAn,.JNG-
1 hereby oertifytbaton fhe _ dq of ____ _,, 2014. a.~ ~con,,~tcopyolo/1he 
fores~ Wil'.S ~ t:0! 
Kootenai Comey Fn:,secutOf 
Koo1enai Counr, Jail 
Bonner Q:i,un.ty Jail 
Douglas Pierce 
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JAMES, VERNON & WEEKS, P.A. 
1626 Lincoln Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Telephone: (208) 667-0683 
Facsimile: (208) 664-1684 
Douglas A. Pierce ISB #8116 
Conflict Public Defender for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KERRY ALLEN HOWELL, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-13-0013847 
Fel 
MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME, 
and 
MOTION TO RELEASE EVIDENCE, 
and 
MOTION TO APPEAR 
TELEPHONICALLY, 
and 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
I.MOTION 
Comes now, the Defendant, by and through his attorney of record, Douglas A. Pierce 
of the law firm of James, Vernon & Weeks, P.A. and moves this court for as follows: 
A. RELIEF SOUGHT 
1. For the entry of an Order to shorten the time for the Motion to Release Evidence 
and Motion to Appear Telephonically; 
MOTION 1 
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2. For the entry of an Order to Release the 2006 white, Chevy 2500 pickup and any 
personal contents thereof, and a large black plastic smart phone of "unknown brand," that 
were entered into evidence for the above-entitled matter; and 
3. For the entry of an Order to Appear Telephonically, so that Defendant may remain 
on his own recognizance while convalescing after surgery for a fractured hip. 
B. GROUNDS OF MOTION 
The grounds of the Motion are as follows: 
1. The Court is set to hear the Motion to Withdraw filed by Mr. Pierce in this same case 
on April 1, 2014, at 9:30 a.m., and as such, Defendant respectfully asks the Court to 
shorten the time to allow his Motion to Release Evidence to be heard on the same day. 
The State is not prejudiced by the shortening of time; 
2. The Defendant was injured on March 22, 2014, with another inmate while being 
housed at Bonner County Jail for an unrelated criminal matter. He was transported to 
Bonner County Hospital where he underwent surgery for a hip fracture, and he is set 
for possible release from the hospital on either the evening of March 26, 2014, or on 
March 27, 2014. The Defendant will require bed rest upon discharge from the 
hospital, and he has arranged to convalesce at the home of a family member at 3077 
Grand Tour Drive, Hayden, ID 83835. As such, the Defendant asks for an Order 
allowing him to appear telephonically. 
MOTION2 
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C. BASIS OF MOTION 
The basis of the motion is all the records and files of this action. 
D. ORAL ARGUMENT AND LENGTH OF HEARING 
The Motion to Shorten Time and the Motion to Release Evidence shall be presented to 
the court for oral argument on April 1, 2014, at 9:30 a.m., 
The Motion to allow to appear telephonically is presented without argument, unless 
deemed necessary by the Court. 
DATED this d,.(y ~ay of March, 2014. 
MOTION3 
JAMES, VERNON & WEEKS, PA 
Conflict Public Defender for Defendant (Q 
By:_\ __________ _ 
Douglas A. Pierce 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the :J{p--fhday of March, 2014, a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing document was served upon the following individuals by the method indicated 
below: 
MOTION4 
Jed Whittaker 
Kootenai County Prosecutor 
PO Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
X 
Patricia Snyder 
Mailed 
B Hand 
Overnight Mail 
Fax 
Legal Assistant to Douglas Pierce 
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JAMES, VERNON & WEEKS, P.A. 
1626 Lincoln Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Telephone: (208) 667-0683 
Facsimile: (208) 664-1684 
Douglas A. Pierce ISB #8116 
Conflict Public Def ender for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
KERRY ALLEN HOWELL, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-13-0013847 
Fel 
ORDER ALLOWING DEFENDANT TO 
APPEAR TELEPHONICALL Y, 
ORDER 
After reviewing the file and the contents thereof, the Defendant's Motion to Appear 
Telephonically at the hearing on April 1, 2014, at 9:30 a.m. is hereby GRANTED. 
Dated: /) l ttAu( 3 I 3 Jo17 
0GJ COru 
Districtiuoge 
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Log of lK-COURTROOMl c '1/2014 Page 1 of 4 
Description CR 2013-13847 Howell, Kerry 20140401 Motion To Withdraw 
Judge Hosack 
Clerk Kally Mohler 
Court Reporter- Charlotte Crouch 
PA- Jed Whitaker x~bhw DA- Doug las Pierce 
Date 4/1/2014 II I - __ .._i,,.n 111 K-COURTROOM1v 
-
Time Speaker Note 
10:05:32 AM Judge- Calls Case- PA- Jed Whitaker/ DA- Douglas Pierce/ Def- Howell, 
Hosack Kerry (By Phone)- Present in Court 
:23AM Calls Def- Howell, Kerry on the Phone-
10:07:58 AM This matter is before the Court for a Motion for Mr. Pierce to 
Withdrawn, and Motion for Release of Evidence-
10:08:20 AM _ ·:·~ r,..,..,.i'J to Proceed with these Motions 
10:08:21 AM PA- Jed The State is ready-Whitaker 
10:08:22 AM DA-
· Douglas Defense is ready-
Pierce 
10:08:29 AM Briefly, on 3/11/14 Judge Christensen entered an Order Denying 
our Motion to Suppress, my client filed 2nd bar complaint against 
me, and filed 1st bar compliant here in Idaho- Also during that time 
my client was moved and or housed by Kootenai County by 
Bonner County, while in there Custody he suffered inquires, I have 
seen the X-rays- the State agreed to OR Release for Treatment-
He has under gone the Treatment- So, I filed my Motion to 
Withdrawn 3/11/14, I filed Motion to Release Evidence, and 
motion to Appear by Phone-
Trial is set for 4/21/14-
The State hasn't objected to the Motion to Release Evidence- We 
are asking for the phone and the vehicle to be released-
10:12:47 AM Judge- Lets deal with the Motion to Release Evidence first-Hosack 
110:12:55 AM I PA-Jed The State if going to Object to that-
Whitaker Reviews the facts and the history of the Case-
110:14:44 AM I We are asking that the Court they are both instruments in 
reference to the Crime-
10:15:00 AM 
Judge- The Cell phone I can understand- But the Truck, you aren't going 
Hosack to bring that in here for the Trial, you aren't going to need the Jury 
to look at the truck- He appears that you don't want the 
file:///R:/LogNotes%20-%20HTML/District/Criminal/Hosack/CR%202013-13847%20How... 4/1/2014 
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. Log of lK-COURTROOMl r '1/2014 Page 2 of 4 
Defendants to drive the truck, and pertaining to the Evidence-
10:16:17 AM PA- Jed I just have an objection to releasing the truck, but would would 
Whitaker want to inquire of the Defendant Custody Status 
10:16:44 AM We would Grant the Release of the Truck, Custody may need to 
Judge- me taken up at a later date- It states that the OR Release is out 
Hosack there for Health reasons- OR Release will be address by the court 
at a later date-
10:17:55 AM PA- Jed So just to clarify, you are releasing the truck once he is out of 
Whitaker custody-
10:17:57 AM Judge- Right, if he's in Custody the why would you worry about him 
Hosack needing the Truck 
10:18:16 AM PA-Jed I am filing later this week for Revoking the OR Release, just so 
Whitaker everyone is aware-
10:18:44 AM Judge- DA- Douglas Pierce, you can prepare an Order for the Release of 
Hosack the Truck 
10:19:10 AM Inquires of where Def- Howell, Kerry is living 
10:19:21 AM Def- I'm staying right now at: 
Howell, 3077 GrardTour Drive 
Kerry Hayden ID 83835 
10:19:40 AM Judge- You would need to reside at that location, until the OR Issue is 
Hosack resolved 
10:19:58 AM Def-
Howell, I'm pretty much bed ridden-
Kerry 
10:20:15 AM Judge- The Order would read that Def- Howell, Kerry will remain to reside 
at that location until this case is taken care of-Hosack The Release of the Cell phone would be Denied-
10:20:53 AM Anything further from the State, on the Issue of Releasing 
Evidence-
10:20:54 AM I don't, but I do have a response- he filed a bar complaint- so I 
guess I don't have an Objection-
I'm holding that offer open until Friday at noon- I will go in with 
PA-Jed open recommendations, and I need to get ready for Trial if we are 
Whitaker proceeding- I don;t have an Objection to Mr. Pierce 
I would Objection to any Continence for the Trial, and proceed on 
4/21/14- my Witnesses are ready-we have had this already 
Continued-
10:22:46 AM Judge- Lets set this for Resolving the Conditions for release at the Time 
Hosack for the Pre-trial Conference 
10:23:04 AM PA-Jed The Pre-Trial Conference is set for the 11th, I wouldn't object to 
Whitaker the Motion being here-
10:23:11 AM Judge- At the time of the Pre-Trial Conference, the Motion can be heard 
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Hosack for the Time of that hearing-
10:23:51 AM You have had a chance to listen to your Attorney and the State, I 
need to know if you have any objection to Mr. Pierce Withdrawing-
10:24:26 AM Def-
Howell, No, I don't-
Kerry 
10:24:34 AM Judge- You have already Waived Speedy Trial, and the State is ready for 
Hosack the Trial- If you hire another Counsel, they may not be as ready for Trial-
10:25:12 AM Def- I understand that- My only concern is having to discuss my case Howell, 
Kerry with the new counsel-
10:25:42 AM Judge- Well we wont know that until you have hired you new attorney, but 
Hosack you do have the Right to an Attorney, but you may not be entitled to the Attorney of your Choice-
10:26:54 AM Reviews the Defendant's Statements and Allegations about his 
Attorney-
10:28:41 AM I will Grant your Motion to Withdraw Counsel, upon your 
statements, but I think you already have appropriate and effective 
Counsel 
10:29:27 AM Def-
Howell, I fully understand your comments and the Situation-
Kerry 
10:29:38 AM PA-Jed Def- Howell, Kerry I'm anticipating- I'm ok with continuing this out Whitaker 
10:30:14 AM Judge- I prefer to have this remain set for the Pre-Trial Conference, so we 
Hosack have all the attorney's there, and this can be addressed at that time, and leave this set as is-
10:31:25 AM On the Motion to Withdraw, that will be effective as of 4/4/14 at 
5:00pm, the order should also point the Council will be referred 
back to the Public Defender's Office to re-appoint a Substitute a 
Conflict Attorney-
10:32:53 AM Copies should be reffered to Mr. Howell at the Address he 
provided since he is in between cousel-
Offer is only open until this Friday at noon-
10:33:24 AM Def-
Howell, Yes, I understand-
Kerry 
10:33:31 AM Judge- That gives you a way so you can still do that through Mr. Pierce-Hosack 
110:34:14 AM I Def- I I understand 
I Howell, 
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II II Kerry 
110:34:17 AM I PA-Jed 
Whitaker 
10:34:25 AM DA-
Douglas 
Pierce 
10:34:27 AM Judge-
Hosack 
10:35:33 AM Def-
Howell, 
Kerry 
10:35:48 AM Judge-
Hosack 
10:36:15 AM Def-
Howell, 
Kerry 
10:36:22 AM Judge-
Hosack 
10:36:34 AM End 
I 
I Nothing from the State 
Nothing from Defense 
Mr. Pierce you can prepare the Order for the things we have 
discussed today-
We do still have the Pre-Trial Conference set 4/11/14 
Yes, I was aware of that, what time 
It's at 9:30am, and that's a mandatory court Appearance, so you 
may want to address that with your Attorney 
I should be on crutches at that time-
Copies will be sent out to the Parties-
Produced by FTR Gold TM 
www.fortherecord.com 
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FIRST TTTDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF IDAHO 
AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOT U 
324 W. GARDEN A VENUE 
COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO 83816-9000 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
Kerry Allen Howell 
3077 Grand Tour Dr 
Hayden, ID 83835 
DOB: 
DLNO.: 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
;~;fE1f k~d lotlTY OF~~~ 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
•v#~ohLuv DEPUTY 
Citation No: 
Case No: CR-2013-0013847 
ORDER APPOINTING CONFLICT 
PUBLIC DEFENDER 
The Court being fully advised as to the application of Kerry Allen Howell, and it appearing to be a proper case, 
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that Attorney: 
Jonathan Hull 
508 E. Garden A venue 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Phone:208-667-6467 
Conflict Public Defender for the County of Kootenai, State ofldaho, a duly licensed attorney in the State ofldaho, is 
hereby appointed to represent said Defendant commencing on 4/4/14 at 12:00pm, in all proceedings in the above entitled 
case. 
The Defendant is further advised that he/she may be required to reimburse the Court for all or part of the cost of court 
appointed counsel. 
. - --
Judge No. 
-----
J J IH Cnstfley Bond $ 
~K.A+- (JP (y(i::.-todu-Q~. 1fil~ 
Co~esto: - J 1,, _n 
_)(_ Conflict Public Defender Fax: ('r\a.,\ ~ 
LPublic Defender Fax: (208) '-rlf"le. -11--6 l ~~ 
LProsecutor Fax: (208) 446-1833~~~ 
*!;~eo;~::;z;1224 ~~ohlw 
O,de, Appointi,g Conflict ~efonda-R<vised 03/29/20! 3 
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..t:SAKKY McHUUH 
Prosecuting Attorney 
501 Government Way/Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000 
Telephone: (208) 446-1800 
Facsimile: (208) 446-1833 
Assigned Attorney 
JED WHITAKER 
\~OFIDAHO 
FCOUNTY OF KOOTENA,lss !LED: ' 
2DI~ APR -3 AH ,o: 30 
m~~~~=:'.>-..____ 
1/1 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KERRY ALLEN HOWELL, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-Fl3-13847 
MOTION TO REVOKE BOND 
COMES NOW, JED WHITAKER, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County 
and hereby moves this Honorable Court for its Order to Revoke the Bond entered in regards to 
the above-entitled matter. 
This motion is made pursuant to ICR 46, for the reason the defendant was released for 
medical surgery, the surgery has been completed at this time and the defendant has been released 
from the hospital. At this time the defendant continues to be a risk to the public. 
DATEDthis__._/_dayof Ape~} '--~-014. 
······/ 
~AKER 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that, on the 3 day of-----'-Ap--1-. ·:C...:tl,!'--'. ..:.0 ______ , 2014, I caused 
the foregoing to be transmitted as followed: 
DOUGLAS PIERCE 
FAXED 
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JONATHANB. HULL 
Attorney at Law 
508 East Garden Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 667-6467 
ISB #3445 
Attorney for Defendant 
~~IOAHO } 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAIJSS 
FILED: 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KERRY A. HOWELL, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NUMBER CR-2013-13847 
MOTION TO CONTINUE TRIAL 
COMES NOW Jonathan B. Hull Attorney and at the written request of the Defendant 
moves the Court to continue the trial currently set for April 21, 2014. In addition to the 
Defendant's request, this motion is made because the undersigned has very recently been 
appointed as Attorney in this matter after an order allowing the withdrawal of the prior attorney. 
The undersigned has attempted but been unable to get a copy to keep of the defense file in this 
matter. A motion was filed simultaneously with this motion for a transcript of a suppression 
motion that was held in this matter prior to the undersigned's involvement which would be 
necessary to review prior to and have available at trial. More time is necessary for the 
undersigned to prepare to adequately represent the Defendant. 
MOTION TO CONTINUE -1-
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Notice is hereby given that the Defense intends to raise this motion at the Pre-trial 
Conference currently scheduled in this matter. 
DATED THIS (fhdayof ~, 1 ,2014. 
Jonathan 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVE 
I HEREBY certify that_t copy of the foregoing rocument was served upon the Kootenai County 
Prosecutor on the ·-J 7 'Aday of q-Jo /2_, ' , 2014. 11 J fl I 
- t ~ /J('I~ 
Jonath . Hull, Attorney 
MOTION TO CONTINUE -2-
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JONATHAN B. HULL 
Attorney at Law 
508 East Garden Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 667-6467 
ISB #3445 
Attorney for Defendant 
\ c)-V\ 
STATE OF IDAHO l 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAIJSS 
FILED: 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KERRY A. HOWELL, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NUMBER CR-2013-13847 
MOTION FOR PREPARATION OF 
SUPPRESSION MOTION TRANSCRIPT 
COMES NOW THE Defendant and moves the Court to order that a transcript of the 
Suppression Motion in this matter held on 3/4/2014 per the ISTAR's ROA be 
prepared at no expense to the defendant. This motion is made because the Defendant has 
previously been determined to be indigent and the transcript is necessary to adequately represent 
the Defendant. 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I HEREBY certify that a copy of the foregping document was served upon the Koot/i County 
Prosecutoronthe::7::thdayof ap~, ( ,2014. f1, Jlrl~ 
Jonathan 1 • Hull, Attorney 
MOTION FOR TRANSCRIPT -1-
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Log of lK-COURTROOMl f '11/2014 Page 1 of 2 
Description CR 2013-13847 Howell, Kerry Allen 20140411 Pre-trial Conference and 
Motion to Revoke OR Reiease 
Judge Rich Christensen ) Clerk Kathy Booth 
Court Reporter Keri Veare () PA Jed Whitaker 
DA Jonathan Hull 
1()~ <:::: 
D~te II T• 1 11L.u .:;:=if Location II11<-COUR!ROOfvff 
Time Speaker Note 
10:11:21 AM Calls case - PA Whitaker, DA Hull present with defendant - not in 
J custody - for pretrial conference. I note DA was recently 
appointed in this case. 
10:11:58 AM April 2 an order appointing me as conflict PD. I went in on the 5th 
to get a copy of the file but didn't receive it until the 8th. I've 
talked to Def and reviewed the file with him. Defendant believes 
DA issues and evidence were not properly heard at the motion to 
suppress and asks for a reconsideration. I've requested a copy of 
the transcript and we request a continuance of not less than 60 
days. If the reconsideration is had it may be dispositive of the 
case. Defendant will waive speedy trial. 
10:13:49 AM I have no objection to one continuance - I have an offer open to 
the end of today and defendant is aware of the offer - plead guilty 
PA open recs. I believe defendant is dragging this case on. If we're forced to go to trial this weeks there will be a bar complaint 
against DA for ineffective assistance of trial and PCR. I ask for a 
continuance to June setting if you grant the continuance. 
10:15:09 AM J Did you consider that DA is new counsel as to withdrawing the 
offer? 
10:15:27 AM PA It's been going on so long that I'm reluctant but will leave the offer 
open one more week only. 
10:15:46 A f I'll WAIVE SPEEDY TRIAL 
10:15:55 AM J I'll require that A WRITTEN WAIVER IS ALSO TO BE FILED. TRIAL CONTINUED TO JUNE 16 WEEK WITH PTC JUNE 6 
10:16:13 AM 
10:16:58 AM I ask that defendant be taken back into custody. He was being 
held in Bonner County and was in a fight and broke his hip and 
PA was released. He's a risk to the community and I ask that he be 
taken back into custody -relates defendant's criminal history. In is 
matter it's alleged that he went to a house, hooked up a trailer. 
The day he was arrested he was set to be sentence to a burglary 
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II II 
10:19:21 AM 
DA 
10:21:54 AM J 
10:22:07 AM PA/DA 
10:22:12 AM 
J 
10:23:32 AM 
PA 
10:24:03 AM DA 
10:24:58 AM 
J 
10:26:51 A f 
10:26:54 AM 
10:26:54 AM End 
in Sandpoint. He's a risk to the public. He should be immediately II 
taken into custody. i received DA's objection and I note he has an 
April 21, 2014 to the doctor to check up on his hip. I have no 
objection to a transport for the appointment. I'll recommend 
prison on a conviction. 
He's a life long Kootenai County resident. The state's argument is 
primarily one of community safety. He has an inability to put any 
weight on his left leg. Since he can't put weight on that leg until 
it's healed and his first time to see if it's healed is the 21st of April 
a risk to the defendant at the jail is significant. He relies on family 
members to drive him around. The vehicle in impound is a full 
size pickup and he can't drive that now. He's been in custody 8 
months. We will file a written waiver of speedy trial. This can be 
resolved with suppression motion- there are interesting issues. 
We ask that he remain out until the fracture is healed and the 
ROR is appropriate in light of his appearance today. 
Are we aware of any electronic monitoring in the County? 
No 
The state was in a rush to have him released and now he's 
appeared in court and is on crutches and won't be running for a 
long time. I'll DENY MOTION TO REVOKE RELEASE AND SET 
FOR A STATUS CONFERENCE APRIL 24, 2014 3:00 PM 
Judge Hosack said he couldn't pick up the truck until the bond 
status was determined and I ask that he not be allowed to pick it 
up until the hearing. 
We have no objection 
DIRECT CLERK TO NOT ENTER THE ORDER AND WE'LL 
ADDRESS THIS ON THE 24TH. Signs order for preparation of 
the transcript. Hold in abeyance the order for release of vehicle 
Maintain attorney contact 
lwill 
Produced by FTR Gold™ 
www.fortherecord.com 
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JONATHAN B. HULL 
Attorney at Law 
508 East Garden A venue 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 667-6467 
ISB #3445 
Attorney for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KERRY A. HOWELL, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO. CR-2013-13847 
DOCUMENTS RELEVANT TO 
THE ISSUE OF BOND & DEFENSE 
POSITION ON BOND 
Attached are documents from the Defendant's doctor that are relevant to the issue of 
bond. Included are discharge paperwork indicating that no weight bearing is allowed on the 
repaired hip until the fracture is healed and a copy of an x-ray of the hip. The Defendant 
continues to require narcotic pain killers to control pain. The Defendant's next appointment with 
his doctor is on April 21, 2014. This appointment is scheduled to include an x-ray to determine 
the status of the fracture. The Defense requests that the bond status in this matter remain 
unchanged at least until after it is confirmed that the fracture has healed 
DA TED this I 1+ / 1 day of fire,; j 
DOCUMENTS ON BOND -1-
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CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I HEREBY certify that a copy of the foregoing document was served upon the Kootenai 
County Prosecutor on the I/;/,, day oft::'1' ~ / 2014. 
1 
} 
7 (\ (3 ~~ ~\ 
DOCUMENTS ON BOND 
Jonatp:~ B. Hull, Attorney 
lj 
v 
-2-
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)OUGLAS A. CIPRIANO, I :). 
>IPLOMATE OF THE AMERICAN BOARD OF ORTHOPEDIC SURGERY 
ELLOW AMERICAN ACADEMY OF ORTHOPEDIC SURGEONS 
UNI CAL INSTRUCTOR FOR THE UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON 
WWW: swm-nz:z,·, ,..~..,,..rem-;- s 
1327 SUPEPJOR s·i: 
SANDPOINT, ID 83864 
PHONE: (208) 263-8597 
FAX: (208) 265-0667 
Discharge Instructions after Hip Fracture Surgery 
1. You may place your foot on the floor for balance only. Do not bear 
weight on your broken hip; use a walker or crutches for balance. If 
you bear weight before the fracture is healed you may break the 
screws and plate holding the fracture together, and your fracture won't 
heal. 
2. Perform exercises daily as instructed by physical therapy. 
3. You may shower over the wound and dab the area dry after there has 
been no drainage for 48 hours. Do not submerse the wound 
underwater, such as in a bath or hot tub, for IO days after surgery. 
4. Leave the steri-strips in place for 10 days. 
5. Wear you TED hose for six weeks after surgery to decrease swelling 
and lower the risks of blood clots. You may remove them for bathing 
and rest. 
6. Notify Dr. Cipriano of any increasing pain, redness, fever, or unusual 
drainage. 
HOWELL,KERRY A 
SP000568003 4 
W 4 e /DOB 08/18/1965 
Cipriano,Oouglas M 
II I Ill llllllll I I I II IIIIII II I III Ill 
03/22/14 
MR#: SP00l83016 
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·-· 
HOME DISCH·~·STRUCTIONS 
Piease check if patient is taking: D Send iabeied pharmacy medications home with 
patient (eye drops, ear drops, inhalers, topical 
meds, insulin) D Warfarin D Prednisone D Glipizide / Glyburide 
Special Diet: ~ No D Yes, -.,.,--------
Your next appointment is: PLEA~ l;. CA LL 2 b!>-8 S9 J h::> I\. f\p,p o 1...J 1'r?11~1 
w,n± [))_ Cpl\·~ /1-J 7 TI? (0 °'-''> 62'\ \,...,Ju.L-,o Cr+rcL 
' Lab/Xray/Other: 
Activity: D Resume normal activities as tolerated. l)?Other: NO W ~I l;Jj,r ,g fv.rlo . ,J o)-.J ll½. 
Referrals: D Home Health Agency. ___________ D Hospice D Cardiac Rehab 
D RN Visit D Occupational Therapy D Social Services D Home Oxygen 
D CNA (HH aide) D Physical Therapy D Speech Therapy 
D Supplemental Instructions Given D Smoking Cessation Instructions Given 
· 1'f1:tv 1$'?1 ~I'"' V ot-,-,; It /)A-I 
D For Heart Failure DiagnosisOnly: D Daily Weight Instructions, My Discharge Weight 
----
+Ace Inhibitor/ARB: D Yes, (see home medications) D No 
D Heart Failure Patient Education Handout 
D Smoking Cessation Patient Education Handout 
Call your physician or go to the Emergency Room if you experience a problem with breathing. Call the 
physician's office if weight gain is greater than 2 pounds, if swelling in your ankles & feet (edema) recur or if J 
__ Y_o_u_h_av_e_an_y_qu_e_s_t_io_n_s_r_eg_a_r_d_in_g_y_o_u_r_h_e_ai_th_ca_r_e_. _M_a_k_e_a_n_a_p_p_o_in_t_m_e_n_t i_f_h_e_art_fa_i_lu_r_e_s_ym_p_to_m_s_re_tu_r_n_. _· 
If you have any change in status, if your sym toms or pain worsens, or if you have questions regarding your health care, 
call your physician. Dr. V i "•"1)-,c) Phone # 2 & 3/- h SS 7-
Dr. Signature Date: 3 ·· J..b -· I tJ Time: / ff.' CJ..) 
I have been infor d of and received my current home medication list and I understand my Home 
Discharge Instr ctions: 
Patient Label 
HOWE:LL,KERRY A 
ADM IN 0 3 /22/14 SP00056800" 
Acct # SP00056800l!lla# SP001830l6 -
Cipriano,Douglas MD 
M 48 DOB 08/18/1965 
I 1111111111111 Ill 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
(Patient Signature) 
1/9/13 
A.\ Bonner General Hospital IA., 520 N. Third Avenue 
BGH Sandpoint, ID 83864 (208) 263-1441 
PHYSICIAN DISCHARGE PLAN 
Med-Surg / ICCU 
111111111111111 
D I X 
BGH 490 
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JOt~ATHA1"~ B. HULL 
Attorney at Law 
508 East Garden Avenue 
Coeur d' Alene, Idaho 83 814 
Telephone: (208) 667-6467 
ISB #3445 
Attorney for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KERRY A. HOWELL, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NUMBER CR-2013-13847 
ORDER FOR PREPARATION OF 
SUPPRESSION MOTION TRANSCRIPT 
GOOD CAUSE APPEARING THE Court orders that a transcript of the 
Suppression Motion in this matter held on 3/4/2014 per the ISTAR's ROA be 
prepared at no expense to the defendant. 
CERTIFICAT 
ORDER FOR TRANSCRIPT 
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JONATHANB. HULL 
Attorney at Law 
508 East Garden A venue 
Coeur d' Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 667-6467 
ISB #3445 
201~ APR 18 AH fl: 02 
CLERK DlS TRICT COURT 
, IITY ~lLd l { 1, 
Attorney for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF SHOSHONE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KERRY A. HOWELL, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO. CR-2013-13847 
W AIYER OF SPEEDY TRIAL 
COMES NOW Kerry A. Howell and, after consultation with his attorney, waives 
his right to a speedy trial in this matter. 
DATED THIS {1__ day of AYY2...{ lr 
Kerry A. Howell, 
Defendant 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
p 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing document was se~Fd by 
interoffice. ail upon the Kootenai County Prosecutor by reasonable means this -~--day of 
q , 2014. ~/ 
lJ'tlJ 
------\..+-------'-----------
THAN B. HULL, 
W AIYER OF SPEEDY TRIAL -1-
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STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Kootenai ) / 
Subscribed and sworn to before me on this I'll/, day of C:, ~ 1 , 2014 by 
Kerry A. Howell. I 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal this 
day and year in this certificate first above written. 
Not - . ·for"io~ 
n ·d "}/"'~#~/- Gj/}1~ 
n.es1 ~ce~ PU j ~ 
=.(fl\ sue .. ~ 
- :,>,·· ·~~ ::;::.. -<1 •• .> '" ~ '/'i;'• ........... ?" ~ ~~ ... OF \0 \\\\~ / 1/,~'/// Ii/ I I I Ii\\\ 
My Commission Expires: // ~ vi' 
WAIVER OF SPEEDY TRIAL -2-
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Log of lK-COURTROOMl 4/24/2014 Page 1 of 3 
Description CR 2013-13847 Howell, Kerry Allen 20140424 Status Conference 
I 
Judge Rich Christensen 
Clerk Kathy Booth ~ Court Reporter Keri Veare PA Stanley Mortensen DA Jonathan Hull 
Da~c '! ~i24/2014 Location 'jf4K-e6u RIBOOM 1 
Time j~ker Note 
02:59:48 PM Calls case PA Mortensen, DA Hull present with defendant - not in 
J custody - for status conference believe a plea negotiation has 
been reached. 
03:00:07 PM Defendant will move to withdraw NG plea to Count 2 - the state to 
dismiss balance of charges and defendant to pay restitution on all 
charges. Binding Rule 11 12-193 not to exceed a retained, to 
DA include a retained jurisdiction, underlying sentence open. The 
state to dismiss Counts 1 and 3 and no sentencing enhancement 
and not file other charges from the police report. Defendant 
reserves right to appeal the denial of the suppression motion. 
03:01:30 PM We have a plea offer signed by defendant - he'll plead to count 2 
balance dismissed , restitution, run concurrent with Bonner 
PA County case. I see where Whitaker reserved the right to appeal 
the denial of the motion to suppress. Rule 11 (f) and the state will 
not ask for more than a retained jurisdiction. 
03:02:50 PM J Do we have an amended information available? 
03:03:01 PM PA Not in my file. 
I 03:03:06 PM D I'll move you to the back of the docket and you can go get an 
amended information and provide one to DA. Pass 
I 03:03:09 PM II I 
I 03:28:18 PM llj II Recaiis case I 
03:29:14 PM IPA/DA II The pretrial settlement agreement was filed with the court 8/23. I 
03:29:41 PM J Were we just waiting to deal with the suppression issue? 
03:30:00 PM DA I think the plea offer was the primary issue and suppression issue. It was reset numerous times. 
03:30:20 PM Def My name, DOB and SS# are correct. Waive reading of the information 
, 03:30:51 PM J Advises of rights, waiver and consequences of guilty plea 
03:32:09 PM Def I'm a High School graduate. I read, write and understand English. I understand the consequences of a waiver of rights. 
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03:32:42 PM II J II Th~s c1a~ls for R~ule 11 (f) sentence, retained jurisdiction with 
UI IUt::I 'Y" '!:I :::it::l llt::l ll,;t:: U(Jt::11. 
03:33:03 PM PA/DA Yes 
" v-.1.J:):08 PM J Explains to defendant 
, 03:33:13 PM Def I unrlerstand 
03:33:17 PM I won't say if I agree to the Rule 11 (f) until I look at the PSI. If I 
J feel that I can't go along with the agreement I'll give you your plea back. You reserve the right to appeal the suppression hearing 
ruling. You may be required to pay restitution on all charges. 
03:34:54 PM I understand the rights and am satisfied with DA's representation 
Def BURGLARY- GUILTY -AS PER AMENDED INFORMATION. 
Sworn by clerk 
03:35:46 PM I'm on medications to sleep and taking meds for depression. They 
do not effect my ability to make any decisions. There are no 
Def promises or threats. I'm satisfied with DA's representation. I am 
guilty of burglary by entering a building I did not own and intended 
to commit the crime of theft. 
03:37:08 PM J Accept plea and order PSI 
03:37:13 PM A PSI was done in Bonner County so an update would be 
sufficient. That charge was a burglary and defendant needs to go 
DA up there to enter a plea. There was a previous PSI as there was a 
Rule 11 (f) for a sentence with probation and the Judge didn't 
accept that and the plea was withdrawn. 
G:);~:-':OG rivi J II I'll interlineate and add "update" by PSI 
03:38:20 PM He has an X-ray follow up in 4 weeks and he would like 
sentencing sooner rather than later. His attorney in Bonner 
DA contemplated a guilty plea there and send down here for 
sentencing. I told her we had no objection but the courts needed 
to address that. 
03:40:18 PM J - SENTENCING JUNE 9, 2014 3:00 PM 
03:40:34 PM PA PA Whitaker moved to revoke defendant's bond and we ask that the court take this into consideration. 
03:41:00 PM The letter submitted to the court is the latest update. I believe he's 
still in a condition that he presents no threat to the community. 
DA We agreed that the truck remain impounded and it's in the county 
and defendant's best interest for him to remain out pending June 
9 sentencing. 
03:41:47 PM The county sought his release and now they want him returned. 
J He's come to court today and plead guilty to a serious charge. The presumption of innocence is gone. If you violate any more 
laws or failure to show up things can go very poorly for you. 
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Log of lK-COURTROOMl , 4/24/2014 
03:42:45 PM Def 
d 
I'm aware. 
The status quo shall remain. 
Produced by FTR Gold™ 
www.fortherecord.com 
Page 3 of 3 
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tlAKKY McHUUH 
Prosecuting Attorney 
501 Government Way/Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000 
Telephone: (208) 446-1800 
Facsimile: (208) 446-1833 
ASSIGNED ATTORNEY: 
JED WHITAKER 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KERR LL, 
DOB: 
SSN: 
FINGERPRINT# 2800071553 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-Flj-13847 
AMENDED 
INFORMATION 
BARRY McHUGH, Prosecuting Attorney in and for the County of Kootenai, State of 
Idaho, who prosecutes in its behalf, comes now into Court, and does accuse KERRY ALLEN 
HOWELL of the charge(s) of: BURGLARY, Idaho Code §18-1401, committed as follows: 
That the Defendant, KERRY ALLEN HOWELL, on or about July 14, 2013, in 
Kootenai County, State of Idaho, entered into a certain building, to-wit: a residence belonging to 
Michael L. Ban located at 8737 North Huetter Road, Idaho with the intent to commit the crime 
of theft, all of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case made and 
AMENDED INFORMATION: Page 1 
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provided and against the peace and dignity of the People of the State of Idaho. 
DATED this 2 l/ day of~&__P~t~l_1 / _____ , 2014. 
I 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the l '1 day of M fl t <... 
the foregoing was caused to be delivered to: 
JONATHAN HULL 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
HAND DELIVERED 
AMENDEDINFORMATION: Page2 
2014, a true and correct copy_of 
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\:I r:; 1NAL Ji, ~1h 
BARRY McirUGH 
Prosecuting Attorney 
501 Government Way/Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83 816-9000 
Telephone: (208) 446-1800 
Facsimile: (208) 446-1833 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KERRY A. HOWELL, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-FB-13847 
MOTION TO DISMISS 
COUNTI&II 
COMES NOW, BARRY McHUGH, Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County, State of 
Idaho, and hereby moves the Court for an Order to Dismiss COUNT I: GRAND THEFT BY 
POSSESSION OF STOLEN PROPERTY, Idaho Code §18-2403(1), 18-2407(1)(b), COUNT 1 
II: BURGLARY, Idaho Code §18-1401, from the original information, in the above-entitled 
matter due to the plea agreement and in the interests of justice. 
DATED this 
day of April, 2014_"/'JO -~=-- --------
~ Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that, on the '? ~ day of April 2014, I caused the foregoing to be 
transmitted as followed: 
JONATHAN HULL 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
HAND DELIVERED 
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Case No: CR-2013-0013847 
ufl),4~ 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
vs. ORDER FOR PRE - SENTENCE INVESTIGATION 
Kerry Allen Howell 
3077 Grand Tour Dr 
Hayden, ID 83835 
CHARGE(s): 
f\ REPORT 
ROA: PSIO1- Order for P sentence lnvesti ation Report 
Or-- u <kl 
On this Thursday, April 24, 2014, a:Pre-sentence Investigation Report was ordered by the Honorable Rich 
Christensen to e completed for Cburt appear nee on: l 
· IJ(__ cJ. ' QO at the above stated courthouse. 
----~~,=;......L...:.----+-+-___;_......;._......,.:...i..+-----=.,,._----1---
D Behavioral Health Assessments waived by the Court (PSI01 ROA code) 
0 Waiver under IC 19-2524 2 (e) allowing assessment and treatment services by the same person or facility 
Other non- §19-2524 evaluations/examinations ordered for use with the PSI: 
D Sex Offender D Domestic Violence D Other ______ _ Evaluator: 
PLEA AGREEMENT: State recommendation 
WHJ/JOC D Probation D PD Reimb D Fine D ACJ D Restitution D Other: ___________ _ 
DEFENSE COUNSEL: Jonathan Hull, Conflict Public Defender _______ _ 
PROSECUTOR: Kootenai County Prosecutor - CR ___________ _ 
THE DEFENDANT IS IN CUSTODY: D YES D NO If yes where: ______________ _ 
DO YOU NEED AN INTERPRETER? D NO D YES if yes, what is the language? __________ _ 
Da~:~1~i7~by_ fi2y I-
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IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
KERRY ALLEN HOWELL, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-FB-13847 
ORDER TO DISMISS 
COUNTSI&II 
______.):n Custody 
.JL Out of Custody 
The Court having before it the Motion to Dismiss, and good cause thus appearing, now 
therefore; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that COUNT I: GRAND THEFT BY POSSESSION OF 
STOLEN PROPERTY, Idaho Code §18-2403(1), 18-2407(1)(b), COUNT II: BURGLARY, 
Idaho Code § 18-1401, from,. the original inf~rma~io/;o/ in the above-entitled matter is dismissed. 
ENTERED this 2~ day of wJ! , Ol 
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'RVICE 
I hereby certify that on t~ f day of ,.. 2014 copies of the foregoing 
document(s) were mailed, ~repaid, ors nt by facsimile or inter office mail to: 
~ Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County FAX 208-446-1833 
Defense Counsel Kootenai Councy Pub~~~der ~ 208- ~46.;+Z.0 1 ,j 
'£ Defense Counsel~ Cf.)8{ (_. (XJ!£JQfJ Ult C.fJrN q_J t38:; 
Defendant.______________ 1 i 
==s== Kootenai County Sheriffs Department FAX 208-446-1407 
-/-- Idaho Probation & Parole - Distl@idoc.idaho.gov 
____ Idaho Department of Correction FAX 208-327-7445 
___ CCD Sentencing Team - - CCDSentencingTeam@idoc.idaho.gov 
____ Idaho Department of Transportation FAX 208-334-8739 
____ Community Service Interoffice Mail or FAX 208-446-1193 
____ Auditor Interoffice Mail or FAX 208-446-1662 
___ BCI (Bureau of Criminal Investigation) FAX 208-884-7193 
____ Kootenai County Law Library/Transcription FAX 208-446-1187 
Central Records CentralRecords@idoc.idaho.gov 
Idaho State Industrial Commission, FAX: 208-334-5145 
Kootenai County Jail jailsgts@kcgov.us 
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Log of lK-COURTROOMl '9/2014 Page 1 of 2 
Description CR 2013-3847 Howell, Kerry Allen 20140609 Sentencing 
BONNER CV 2012-1923 Howeii, Kerry Aiien 20140609 Sentencing 
Judge Rich Christensen 
/J'\511 
Clerk Kathy Booth 
Court Reporter Anita Self 
PA Donna Gardner 
DA Jonathan Hull 
~J?n1.1II 1 ::ation II 1 K COURTRO(\f\1~ 
~ 
Time eaker Note 
03:21:18 PM J Calls case - PA Gardner, DA Hull present with defendant - not in 
custody - for sentencing 
03:21:44 PM !IPA I have a copy of the PSI - no corrections - we have 2 witnesses I 
03:22:00 PM II DA We've reviewedteh PSI - provides correction to PSI - no witnesses 
03:22:58 PM II PA Calls #1 for victims statement 
03:23:20 PM II J A victim doesn't need to be sworn 
03:23:25 PM Mike Ban - victim. I own the property and the out buildings. I store 
stuff and my kids store stuff out there. I got robbed of about 
$10,000 of stuff I never recovered. It's been robbed 3 times and his 
vehicle got caught the last time. In his vehicle were things from all 
3 robberies. Now I have to go pay storage for all my stuff. I can't 
leave it out on my property I've been victimized by defendant 3 
#1 times. It's been over a year and I just got a letter that we can come 
and get out stuff. 
I cannot store my stuff out there. If I do I get robbed. They 
damaged 2 old show room vehicles and you can't get parts for 
them. I don't know how you are going to fix them. He had 3 salmon 
frozen in the front of his truck. I had given them to my son and they 
were in the freezer. I recommend he go to prizon. 
I 03:26:28 PM I XE t..1-...,,,,. ·- ,_ 
03:26:32 PM PA Calls #2 - victim's statement 
03:26:37 PM Jarred Michael Ban - the first couple of times we lost snow tires, 
#2 bikes, military items that were very personal. We can't store 
anything out there at the ranch and have to pay storage fees. I've 
claimed 3 times now and my insurance rates have gone up. 
03:28:09 PM lxE II None I ;8:12PM J Excused 
8:37 P Is the court going to accept the Rule 11 agreement? 
8:56 PM J Yes, 8/23/13 pretrial settlement agreement. 
,, 
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Log of lK-COURTROOMl '9/2014 Page 2 of2 
03:29:06 PM ILl ~e-recom~end '?)ain~d jurisdiction with 1 0 years und.erlyin~ with II PA o or tnose nxea. vve asK tor ume to prepare memoranaum or 
restitution until riderreview hearing. 
03:29:40 PM 
DA 
03:33:06 PM PA 
03:33:36 PM J 
03:34:39 PM Def 
03:35:04 PM J 
03:36:02 P ?PA 
03:36:10 PM 
03:40:06 PM 
03:40:06 PM End 
Since he's broken his hip he had an epiffany and knows he can't 
spend the rest of his life in and out of jail. He's more more able to 
pay restitution if he goes on a retained and comes out and gets a 
job. I saw a definate change in him and am optomistic he can do 
well on probation after a rider. There is a Bonner County case with 
a binding Rule 11 entered into by Judge Buchanan. I believe the 
case is to be heard by this court. 
I ask for relese ofthe truck to his cousin. 
I ask that DA file the appropriate motion - there may be items that 
belong to the victim in the truck. 
I agree. Reviews Bonner County Case 
Apologizes to victims - I'm not proud of what I've done. I hope to try 
and make amends. 
I'm willing to be bound by the Rule 11 in both cases 
BONNER 2012-1923- GULITY- BURGLARY 13-13847 GUILTY 
ON PLEA - BURGLARY 
KOOTENAI COUNTY CASE- BURGLARY-10 YEARS- 5 FIXED 
CR 2012-1923 BONNER 3 YEARS WITH 1 FIXED 
CONCURRENT - RETAINED JURISDICTION - NO RIDER 
RECOMMENDATION 
WE'LL DO THE RESTITUTION AT THE REVIEW HEARING. 
Remanded to IDOC 
Produced by FTR Gold™ 
www.fortherecord.com 
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JONATHAN B. HULL 
Attorney at Law 
508 East Garden Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 667-6467 
ISB #3445 
Attorney for Defendant 
_, $1All:'OF IOAHO J 
fgU..!~_TY Of KOOTENAIJSS 
r!Ltu: 
201~JUNl3 Pf13;00 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KERRY A. HOWELL, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO. CR-2013-13847 
MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF 
STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC 
DEFENDER 
COMES NOW the above named defendant, by and through attorney, Jonathan B. Hull, 
Attorney at Law, and hereby moves the Court for an Order pursuant to Idaho Code 
Sec. 19-867, et. Seq., and Rule 13(b), (12) and (19) for its order appointing the State Appellate 
Public Defender's Office to represent the Appellant in all further appellate proceedings. This 
motion is brought on the grounds and for the reasons that the defendant is currently being 
represented by me in my capacity as Conflicts Public Defender for Kootenai County; the State 
Appellate Public Defender is authorized by statute to represent the defendant in all felony 
appellate proceedings; and it is in the interest of justice, for them to do so in this case since the 
defendant is indigent. 
MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF STATE 
APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER -1-
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n A 'T'"Cr\ 'T'UTQ 
V~.LLV .l.l.l.11..J 
J 1-th~nu ~+ . 1 V\ _§ 
r I• ·uay v.1 :,,JV' -- '}(\ 111 , ~v.11. 
B. HULL, 
ublic Defender 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I HEREBY certify that a copy of the foregoing document was served upon the Kootenai 
County Prosecutor by placing a copy of the same in the interoffice mailbox, and the State 
Appellate Public Defender, P. 0. Box 83720, Boise, Idaho 83720-0005, and Idaho S{reme 
Co:J, P. 0. Box 83720, Boise, Idaho 83720-0101 by United States mail on the / M day of 
v1ri-e. , 2014. 
MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF STATE 
APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER -2-
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3 TATE OF IDAHO J 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAHSS 
FILED: Tf"'\11.T A TU A 11.T D UT TT T 
•JVl 'ir-1.. .1. l.J.rl.l 'i LJ. J..lULL 
Attorney at Law 
508 East Garden A venue 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 667-6467 
ISB #3445 
WI~ JUN I 3 PH 3: 00 
Conflicts Public Defender 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KERRY A. HOWELL, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO. CRF-2013-13847 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
TO: The above-named plaintiff, State ofldaho, and their attorney, William J. Douglas, 
Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney, 315 West Garden Avenue, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 
and the Attorney General for the State ofldaho, Statehouse, Boise, Idaho 83701 and the Clerk of 
the above-entitled Court. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that: 
1. The above named appellant, Kerry A. Howell, appeals the above named 
respondent to the Idaho Supreme Court from the final judgment entered June 9, 2014. 
2. That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and that the 
judgment described in paragraph one above is an appealable order under and pursuant to Rule 
1 l(c) (1) IAR; 
NOTICE OF APPEAL -1-
n 
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3. The issues on appeal include: 
a. Did the trial court err in denying Defendant's Motion to suppress? 
4. No order has been entered sealing any portion of the record. 
5. a. A reporter's transcript is requested. 
b. The appellant requests the entire reporter's standard transcript; and the 
hearing on the Motion to Suppress held March 4, 2014 (previously prepared). 
6. The appellant requests all documents automatically included under Rule 28, IAR 
and the written plea agreement reserving the right to appeal denial of suppression motion 
filed 8/23/2013, Motion to Suppress filed 9/17/2013, Brief in Support of Motion to 
Suppress filed 11/19/2013, State's Reply Brief filed 11/27/13, Order Denying Motion to 
Suppress filed 3/14/2014. 
7. I certify: 
a. That a copy of this Notice of Appeal has been served on the reporter, Keri 
Veare, P.O. Box 9000, Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000. 
b. That the estimated transcript fee should be paid at county expenses as 
Appellant has previously been found by the court to be indigent. 
c. That appellant is exempt from paying the appellant filing fee because this 
is an appeal in a criminal case. There is no filing fee. 
d. That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant 
to Rule 20 and the Attorney General of Idaho pursuant to Section 
67-1401(1). 
NOTICE OF APPEAL -2-
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DATED this ;Ill, day of -Jv"'- ~. 2014. 
NB. HULL 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I HEREBY certify that on the //-r'/2day of J "'vv,R 2014, I caused to be 
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing Notice of Appeal by United States mail, postage 
prepaid, addressed to the following: 
Kootenai County Prosecutor's Office 
Post Office Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816-9000 
Appellate Public Defender 
P. 0. Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0005 
Idaho Supreme Court 
P. 0. Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0101 
Attorney General's Office 
700 West Jefferson 
Boise, Idaho 83 720 
NOTICE OF APPEAL -3-
Ms. Keri Veare, Reporter 
P.O. Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83 816-9000 
/'\ n 
~-
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STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
ST A TE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
KERRY ALLEN HOWELL ) 
DOB ) 
SS# ) 
) 
Defendant ) 
Case No. CR 2013-13847 
JUDGMENT AND 
SENTENCE 
RETAINING JURISDICTION 
On June 9, 2014, before the Honorable Rich Christensen, District Judge, you, KERRY 
ALLEN HOWELL personally appeared for sentencing. Also appearing were Donna Gardner, 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County, Idaho, and your lawyer Jonathan Hull. 
WHEREUPON, the previously ordered pre-sentence report having been filed, and the Court 
having ascertained that you have had an opportunity to explain, correct or deny parts of the pre-
sentence report, and having done so, and you having been given the opportunity to make a statement 
and having done so, and recommendations having been made by counsel for the State and by your 
lawyer, and there being no legal reason given why judgment and sentence should not then be 
pronounced, now, therefore, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AND IT IS THE JUDGMENT OF THIS COURT that 
having plead guilty to the criminal charge(s) stated in the Amended Information on file herein, 
BURGLARY, I.C. 18-1401, you are sentenced pursuant to Idaho Code§ 19-2513 to the custody of 
the Idaho State Board of Corrections, to be held and incarcerated by said Board in a suitable place 
for a unified term of ten (10) years with five (5) years fixed and five (5) years indeterminate. 
Judgment and sentence is concurrent with Bonner County CR 2012-1923. 
JUDGMENT AND SENTENCE: Page 1 
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FURTHER that the Court shaii retain jurisdiction for a period of three hundred sixty five 
(365) days for receipt and consideration of evaluation reports in this matter and that the defendant be 
immediately remanded back to the custody of the Kootenai County Jail, upon program completion. 
The Court makes no retained jurisdiction placement recommendation (RJNR). 
NOTICE OF RIGHT TO APPEAL 
YOU, KERRY ALLEN HOWELL ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that you 
have a right to appeal this order to the Idaho Supreme Court. Any notice of appeal must be filed 
within forty-two (42) days of the entry of the written order in this matter. 
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that if you are unable to pay the costs of an appeal, 
you have the right to apply for leave to appeal in forma pauperis or to apply for the appointment 
of Counsel at public expense. If you have questions concerning your right to appeal, you should 
consult your present lawyer. . /1.. ------
ENTERED this~ day o~ __U_~ _______ , 2014. 
CLERK'S CERTIF~E OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the / '":J day of (YI, , 2 14, that a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing were mailed/delivered by fegular U.S. Mail postage prepaid, Interoffice Mail, Hand Delivered, or 
Faxed to: 
Prosecut#· 
KCPSB ' .., ~~ 
Bonding o. ___ _ 
AN SENTENCE: Page 2 
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STATE OF IDAHO 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
.. ... --~....._ 
The undersigned, :J: 0 ~J ~ +e.p ln eoJ ~ I being duly sworn, hereby deposes and says: 
1. I am over the age if 18 and am a resident of the State of Idaho. I have personal knowledge of the facts herein, 
and if called as a witness, could testify completely thereto. 
2. I suffer no legal disabilities and have personal.knowledge of the facts set forth below. 
3. At no time, following the arrest of Kerry Howell, in July of 2013, was I contacted by an attorney by the name of 
Douglas Pierce. My only interaction with an attorney representing Mr. Howell has been with a Mr. Jonathan Hull, of 
Coeur D' Alene, Id. He first contacted me in late March 2014. 
I Certify under penalty of perjury, pursuant to the law of the State of Idaho, that the foregoing is true and correct. 
Executed this _/Jlf_ day of__._~__,,_~/ __________ ___,.20 )~ . 
•· 
1 
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Attorney at Law 
508 East Garden A venue 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 667-6467 
ISB #3445 
Attorney for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KERRY A. HOWELL, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO. CR-2013-13847 
ORDER FOR APPOINTMENT OF 
STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC 
DEFENDER 
GOOD CAUSE APPEARING the Court hereby orders the appointment of the State 
Appellate Public Defender's Office to represent the Appellant in all further appellate 
proceedings. 
tl ~ 
DATED THIS {t day o;::; I.IJA-.11..--
CERTIFICATE 
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JVl'lfi.lilfil'I .U . .l.lULL 
Attorney at Law 
508 East Garden A venue 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 667-6467 
ISB #3445 
Attorney for Defendant 
j~~ ~ ,ATE or IO f .OU:ny (le Ajj_O I 
i /LEO:. Vj KuunNA,fSS 
2:?14 JUL I 8 
. AH /0: 27 
CLEirK Di 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OD IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KERRY HOWELL, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO. CR-2013-13847 
EX PARTE MOTION FOR CREDIT 
FOR TIME SERVED 
COMES NOW the Defendant by and through Jonathan B. Hull, Attorney at Law, and 
moves the Court to amend the judgment in this matter to include the language that the Defendant 
is given credit for time served in this matter as required by law. A proposed order has also been 
included for Bonner County Case CR 2012-1923 to the same effect. 
DATED THIS i 7-fh day of Jv 1/ l , 2014. 
(sv 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I HEREBY certify that a copy of the foregoing document was served upon the Kootenai 
County Prosecutor by placing a copy of the same in the mailbox on the /71/j:ljy of 
,Jvy , 2014. ~ ~ ~ c 
ANH.HULL 
MOTION FOR CREDIT -1-
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Jul. 22. 2014 4:37PM JL-rlge Luster No. 3335 P. 2/3 
J;'TRST .nm,r.IAL nTSTRTC'.T C'OTTRT; STATF OF IDA.J.IO 
INAND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
324 W. GARDEN AVENUE 
COEURD'ALENE, IDAHO 83816-9000 
\o-'-\ 
KERRY ALLEN HOWELL 
3077 Grand Tour Dr 
Hayden, ID 83835 
Defendant. 
DOB: 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No: CR-2013~0013847 
STIPULA~ION OR REQUEST FOR 
HEARING 
DL: 
AllDefendantA]iasStart 
AKA: AllDefendantAliasName AllDefendantAliasEnd 
The State, having received the attached Motion/Request of the Defendant and the Comt's Notice 
Requiring Response, hereby takes the following position as to the request: 
[~ objection, the request should be granted by the Comt without a hearing. 
[ ] The State objects and the matter should be set for a hearing. 
[] Other ______________________ _ 
De ty Prosecutor/City Attorney , 
rint Your Name ':>i-::; t2::( L,1/,4 ;)14 -" c 
(Prosecutor) 
I hereby certify that distribution of this Stipulation/Request is made as follows: 
T){ORIGINAL toJudge: .Rich Christensen-interoffice delivery 
[ J -91endant ~ copy mailed to the address above 
By CD.flit_ {1.P9 on this 7.J 
(Prosecutor/ Assistant) 
Stipulatio  or Request For Hearing 
, 2014. 
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JONATHAN B. HULL 
Attorney at Law 
508 East Garden Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene. Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 667-6467 
ISB #3445 
Attorney for Defendant 
J~~ 
,) IATf ! 
couur 01· IDANo 
FILE 0: y OF KoonN111/ss 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OD IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KERRY HOWELL, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO. CR-2013-13847 
EXP ARTE MOTION FOR CREDIT 
FOR TIME SERVED 
COMES NOW the Defendant by and through Jonathan B. Hull, Attorney at Law, and 
moves the Court to amend the judgment in this matter to include the language that the Defendant 
is given credit for time served in this matter as required by law. A proposed order has also been 
included for Bonner County Case CR2012-1923 to the same effect. 
DATED THIS 17-fh day of v L 2014. g. 
JO 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
. 1 HEREBY certify that a copy of the foregoing document was served upon the Kootenai 
County Prosecutor by placing a copy of the same in the mailbox on the .£2t/iJ.7y of 
,Jvy ,2014. . )j, ~ ~ (' 
JON 1 AN B. HULL 
MOTION FOR CREDIT -1-
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JONATHAN B. HULL 
Attorney at Law 
508 East Garden A venue 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 667-6467 
ISB #3445 
Attorney for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OD IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
KERRY HOWELL, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO. CR-2013-13847 
ORDER FOR CREDIT 
FOR TIME SERVED 
GOOD CAUSE APPEARING the judgment in this matter is amended to indicate the 
ict Judge 
CERTIFICAT 
ORDER FOR CREDIT -1-
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.::!./\ft OF iDAHO · 
GOUNTY OF !(OOTENAI } SS 
FILED: 
SARA B. THOMAS 
State Appellate Public Defender 
I.S.B. #5867 
ERIK R. LEHTINEN 
Chief, Appellate Unit 
I.S.B. #6247 
3050 N. Lake Harbor Lane, Suite 100 
Boise, ID 83703 
(208) 334-2712 
'014 MJG -4 PM I: '48 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
--~· 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, INAND FOR KOOTENAI COUNTY 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff-Respondent, ) CASE NO. CR 2013-13847 
) 
V. ) S.C. DOCKET NO. 42277 
) 
KERRY A HOWELL, ~ AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL 
Defendant-Appellant. ) 
TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT, STATE OF IDAHO, AND THE 
PARTY'S ATTORNEYS, BARRY MCHUGH, KOOTENAI COUNTY 
PROSECUTOR, P.O. BOX 9000, 500 GOVERNMENT WAY, COEUR D'ALENE, 
ID, 83816-9000, AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT: 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above-named appellant appeals against the above-named 
respondent to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Judgment and Sentence 
Retaining Jurisdiction entered on the -9~ 1ih day of June, 2014, the Honorable 
Rich Christensen. presiding. 
2. That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the 
judgments or orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders 
under and pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule (I.A.R.) 11(c)(1-10). 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 1 
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3. A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal, which the appellant then 
intends to assert in the appeal, provided any such list of issues on appeal shall 
not prevent the appellant from asserting other issues on appeal, is/are: 
a. Did the district court err in failing to grant the appellant's motion to 
suppress evidence? 
4. There is a portion of the record that is sealed. That portion of the record 
that is sealed is the Pre-Sentence Investigation Report (PSI). 
5. Reporter's Transcript. The appellant requests the preparation of the 
entire reporter's standard transcript as defined in I.A.R. 25(c). The appellant 
also requests the preparation of the additional portions of the reporter's 
transcript: 
a. Entry of Plea Hearing held April 24, 2014 (Court Reporter: Keri 
Veare, estimation of 100 pages); and 
b. Sentencing Hearing held on June 9, 2014 (Court Reporter: Anita 
Self, estimation of less than 100 pages}. 
6. Clerk's Record. The appellant requests the standard clerk's record 
pursuant to I.A.R. 28(b)(2). The appellant requests the following documents to 
be included in the clerk's record, in addition to those automatically included under 
I.AR. 28(b)(2): 
a. 
b. 
Affidavit of Probable Cause filed July 15, 2013; 
Pretrial Settlement Offer filed August 23, 2013; 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 2 
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c. Letters from Defendant filed September 21, 2013, October 11, 
2013, January 21, 2014, March 10, 2014, March 14, 2014, and 
June 26, 2014; 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g. 
h. 
i. 
j. 
k. 
I. 
Plaintiff's Witness List filed November 7, 2013; 
Any affidavits. objections. responses. briefs or memorandums, filed 
or lodged, by the state, appellant or the court in support of or in 
opposition to the Motion to Suppress including. but not limited to, 
the Brief in Support of Motion to Suppress lodged November 19, 
2013, State's Reply Brief to Defendant's Motion to Suppress lodged 
November 27, 2013; 
Petition Appealing Denial of Access to Public Records filed 
January 21, 2014; 
Public Records Request filed January 21, 2014; 
Legal Correspondence filed March 14, 2014; 
Amended Plaintiff's Witness List filed March 19, 2014; 
Notice to Defendant filed March 24, 2014; 
Documents relevant to the issue of Bond and Defense Position Qf 
Bond filed April 11, 2014; 
March 4, 2014 Motion to Suppress Transcript filed April 23, 2014; 
and 
m. Any exhibits, including but not limited to letters or victim impact 
statements and other addendums to the PSI or other items offered 
at the sentencing hearing. 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 3 
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7. I certify: 
a. That a copy of this Amended Notice of Appeal has been served on 
the Court Reporters, Keri Veare and Anita Self; 
b. That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for the 
preparation of the record because the appellant is indigent. (Idaho 
Code§§ 31-3220, 31-3220A, I.AR. 24(e)); 
c. That there is no appellate filing fee since this is an appeal in a 
criminal case (Idaho Code§§ 31-3220, 31-3220A, I.A.R. 23(a)(8)); 
d. That arrangements have been made with Kootenai County who will 
be responsible for paying for the reporter's transcript, as the client 
is indigent, I.C. §§ 31-3220, 31-3220A. I.AR. 24(e); 
e. That service has been made upon all parties required to be served 
pursuant to I.AR 20. 
DATED this 4th day of August, 2014. 
/, .... ·,·_·:~~' 
~/~ 
E7KR.LEHfiNEN 
Chief, Appellate Unit 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 4 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have this 4th day of August, 2014, caused a 
true and correct copy of the attached AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL to be 
placed in the United States mail, postage prepaid, addressed to: 
JONATHAN HULL 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
508 EAST GARDEN AVENUE 
COUR D'ALENE ID 83814 
ANITA SELF 
COURT REPORTER 
401 E FRONT AVE SUITE215 
COEUR 'DALENE ID 83816-9000 
KERIVEARE 
COURT REPORTER 
401 FRONT AVENUE STE 215 
COEUR D'ALENE ID 83814 
BARRY MCHUGH 
KOOTENAI COUNTY PROSECUTOR 
PO BOX9000 
COEUR D'ALENE ID 83816-9000 
KENNETH K. JORGENSEN 
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL 
CRIMINAL DIVISION . 
Hand delivered to Attorney General's mailbox at Supreme Court 
ERL/tmf/ns 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page 5 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTEAI 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff/Respondent 
Kerry Allen Howell 
Defendant/ Appellant 
vs. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Motion to Transport (Under Seal) filed 9-25-13 
Order to Transport (Under Seal) filed 9-25-13 
Plaintiffs Exhibit No. 1 filed 3-4-14 
Plaintiffs Exhibit No. 2 filed 3-4-14 
Plaintiffs Exhibit No. 3 filed 3-4-14 
Plaintiffs Exhibit No. 4 filed 3-4-14 
Plaintiffs Exhibit No. 5 filed 3-4-14 
Plaintiffs Exhibit No. 6 filed 3-4-14 
Defendant's Exhibit No. A filed 3-4-14 
Defendant's Exhibit No. C filed 3-4-14 
Defendant's Exhibit No. D filed 3-4-14 
Defendant's Exhibit No. E filed 3-4-14 
Defendant's Exhibit (DVD) No. F 3-4-14 
Transcript (Motion to Suppress) filed 3-4-14 
Presentence Report (Under Seal) filed 6-3-14 
SUPREME COURT 
42277 
CASE NUMBER 
CR 2013-13847 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
I, Amanda McCandless Clerk of the District Court of the First Judicial District of the 
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Kootenai, do hereby certify that the foregoing 
Record in this cause was compiled and bound under my direction and is a true, correct 
and complete Record of the pleadings and documents requested by Appellate Rule 28. 
I further certify that the following will be submitted as exhibits to this Record on Appeal: 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said 
Court this day August 14, 
CLERK OF DISTRICT ~-m,rt..~-..:...!. 
JIM NNON 
Amanda McCandless 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
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lN THE DlSTKlCT CUUKT UF THt FlK:ST JUlJlClAL u1:s1Rlc1 Ot ltth 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plain ti ff/Respondent 
vs. 
Kerry Allen Howell 
Defendant/ Appellant 
} 
} 
} 
} 
} 
} 
} 
} 
} 
} 
} 
} 
} 
SUPREME COURT 42277 
CASE CR13-13847 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, Amanda McCandless, Deputy Clerk of the District Court of the First Judicial 
District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Kootenai, do hereby certify that I 
have personally served or mailed, by United States Mail, one copy of the Clerk's Record 
to each of the attorneys of record in this cause as follows: 
Ms. Sara B. Thomas 
State Appellate Public Defender 
3647 Lake Harbor Lane 
Boise, ID 83703 
Attorney for Appellant 
Mr. Lawrence Wasden 
Attorney General State of Idaho 
700 W. Jefferson# 210 
Boise ID 83720-0010 
Attorney for Respondent 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said 
Court this 14th day of August 2014. 
Jim Brannon 
Clerk of District Co 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
